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Compared to most thermomechanical processing methods, friction stir welding (FSW) is a recent technique 
which has not yet reached full maturity. Nevertheless, owing to multiple intrinsic advantages, FSW has 
already replaced conventional welding methods in a variety of industrial applications especially for Al alloys. 
This provides the impetus for developing a methodology towards optimization, from process to 
performances, using the most advanced approach avail-able in materials science and thermomechanics. The 
aim is to obtain a guidance both for process fine tuning and for alloy design. Inte-grated modeling constitutes 
ay to accelerate the insertion of the process, especially regarding difficult applications where for instance 

ductility, fracture toughness, fatigue and/or stress corro-sion cracking are key issues. Hence, an integrated 
modeling frame-work devoted to the FSW of 6xxx series Al alloys has been established and applied to the 
6005A and 6056 alloys. The suite of models involves an in-process temperature evolution model, a 
microstructure evolution model with an extension to heterogeneous precipitation, a microstructure based 
ngth and strain hardening model, and a micro-mechanics based damage model. The presenta-tion of each 
stre
model is supplemented by the coverage of relevant recent literature. The ‘‘model chain’’ is assessed towards a 
wide range of experimental data. The final objective is to present routes for the optimization of the FSW 
process using both experiments and models. Now, this strategy goes well beyond the case of FSW, illustrating 
 potential of chain models to support a ‘‘material by design approach’’ from process to performances.
1. Introduction

Light metallic alloys are facing a fierce competition against structural polymer-based composite
materials in many structural applications, the most obvious being in aeronautical design. The search
for lighter structure keeps motivating investigations towards the enhancement of specific material
properties. If the mainstream effort in the case of Al alloys has long been based on the control of
the microstructure to improve the yield stress, toughness, fatigue resistance and corrosion resistance
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of the bulk, a modern approach must integrate also the primary and secondary manufacturing pro-
cesses, like welding, within the material development strategy. The fact that ‘‘safety factors’’ associ-
ated with joining processes lead to significant limitations on the classical strengthening strategies
has triggered a wide interest for a combined optimization of both alloy composition and welding pro-
cess parameters. Along these lines, the limitations of classical arc welding or electron beam welding or
even laser welding have generated research efforts for developing new innovative welding techniques.
Friction stir welding (FSW) is a recent answer issued by the welding community to meet this need for
more efficient processes providing high-quality joints. Nevertheless, partly due to the infancy of the
process (patented in 1991 by TWI [1]), and in spite of numerous experimental and modeling studies,
its optimization is still mainly based on trials and errors. The reason for the lack of a robust scientific
methodology comes from the difficulties of modeling a process involving temperature variations,
deformation, and microstructure evolutions being all spatially heterogeneous. The end users are look-
ing for a systematic procedure through modeling and specific experiments. Among the key end-use
properties, the ductility and fracture resistance of FSW joints, which are more difficult to address than
the local hardness, have not yet been much covered. Recent progress towards physical, ‘‘microstruc-
ture based’’ damage models [2–8] has provided the impetus to transfer this knowledge to FSW.

Hence, the challenge is to develop an ‘‘integrated model’’ predicting the macroscopic properties of a
joint (e.g. yield, fracture) as a function of alloy composition, thermodynamic features and process
parameters in order to devise an optimization scheme both for the ‘‘alloy design’’ and for the process
conditions. An ‘‘integrated model’’ procedure has the potential to significantly reduce (up to 50%
according to Ref. [9]) the cost and duration of material and process development compared to a trial
and error based approach. The first objective of this paper is to fill a gap between available computa-
tional tools and material models in order to provide an example of such an integrated stategy as ap-
plied to FSW.

In order to do so, a series of models must be developed, see Fig. 1. The thermomechanical history
associated to the process is described by accounting for the heat transfer and for the material flow. In
most materials, and particularly in age-hardened Al alloys, the thermal and strain history of the mate-
rial affect the microstructure in the various regions of the weld. The evolution of the phases, precip-
itates, dislocations and other microstructural features has to be subsequently predicted. These
microstructural evolutions inherently affect the mechanical properties in the processed region and
hence the performances of the final product. As a matter of fact, the problem is even more complex.
Fig. 1. Principle of the integrated process modelling.
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Microstructural evolutions also affect the thermomechanical history leading to complex coupled ef-
fects. For instance, accounting for the change of the strength of the alloy when processed at high tem-
perature can be important to correctly describe the flow of the material. Nevertheless, chaining simple
models without true couplings often makes sense to reduce calculation time. Indeed, a full description
of the entire complexity of the process leads to unreasonable calculation times, incompatible with an
optimization procedure [9]. The thermal model used in this paper only treats pseudo steady-state con-
ditions. The coupling of the microstructure evolution with the thermomechanical history and the
complex material flow characteristic of the friction stir welding process are not taken into account.
Furthermore, the damage model is not coupled to the finite element model predicting the deformation
of the welded joint. Pardoen et al. [10] have shown that this simplification does not significantly affect
the predictions of the fracture strain but very much reduces the calculation time. Nevertheless, owing
to a direct and explicit connection with the physical mechanisms responsible for microstructure evo-
lution and local plastic behavior, it will be shown that with a minimum number of experiments and a
minimum level of complexity, one can reasonably well predict the effect of the process conditions on
the properties of friction stir welds.

The model chain, as described in Fig. 1, requires some preliminary knowledge of the microstructure
such as the initial distribution of the precipitates controlling the strength, the volume fraction and
shape of the Fe-rich intermetallics controlling the damage development and the density of dispersoïds
controlling the heterogeneous nucleation of precipitates and sometimes causing earlier fracture. These
parameters are currently extracted experimentally. However, the initial state of the strengthening
precipitates is affected by the solution heat treatment and by the pre-welding aging treatment. The
size, composition and distribution of the dispersoïds and intermetallics are directly influenced by
the upstream processes such as casting, homogenization and forming processes (e.g. extrusion and
rolling). These processes and the associated internal evolution, such as recrystallization, are control-
ling the initial grain size depending on the alloy composition. An appropriate coupling with a solidi-
fication or a homogenization process model (such as Dons [11], Gandin et al. [12] and Grong and
Shercliff [13]) would allow for an extra integration step which would be relevant when considering
for instance recycled aluminum alloys with higher iron content. Similarly, in the present paper, we
have neglected the grain size contribution to strengthening. This is a reasonable assumption for pre-
cipitation hardened materials. But, if one considers deformation hardened materials, such as 5xxx ser-
ies Al alloys, the state of recrystallization in the nugget is an important feature and therefore a
coupling with a dynamic recrystallization model at high strain rate, see e.g. Cram et al. [14], would
be a necessary ingredient for those alloys. This illustrates that the model chain could be extended with
models describing the upstream material processes.

Compared to earlier review papers [15–17] on FSW, the objective of this paper is to describe the
progress in the field from the perspective of modeling each steps of the process with an emphasis,
as explained above, on an integrated optimization of the mechanical properties in line of the contri-
butions by Shercliff and Lovatt [18], Grong and Shercliff [13] and Kamp et al. [19]. The methodology is
applied on 6005A and 6056 alloys welded with different equipments, having different microstructural
evolutions and presenting different damage mechanisms. The 6005A alloy presents a low copper con-
tent compared to the 6056 which significantly affects the precipitation mechanisms. Furthermore,
contrarily to the 6005A alloy, the damage mechanisms in the 6056 alloy involve the nucleation of sec-
ondary voids on dispersoïd particles, significantly decreasing the fracture strain. This ensures that the
global procedure described in this paper is flexible enough and can be adapted to various specific
situations.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the basis of the friction stir welding process is
briefly described with reference to earlier review papers and literature on the topic. In Section 3,
the thermal, microstructure evolution, yield strength, strain hardening, and damage models are pre-
sented, first by reviewing the different approaches proposed in the literature and then by particular-
izing to the specific choice made for the model chain. Furthermore, the parameters identification is
addressed for the 6005A and 6056 welds. In Section 4, the model chain is integrated and assessed to-
wards experimental data for the two alloys. The main differences between the two alloys are dis-
cussed. Finally, in Section 5, a process optimization analysis is performed using the full modeling
chain.
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2. The friction stir welding process

2.1. Principle of the friction stir welding process and its main features

Friction stir welding (FSW) is a solid state welding technique. The parts to be welded are rigidly
clamped on a backing plate attached to the machine table. A rotating tool, composed of a threaded
pin and a shoulder, is introduced into the material along the joint axis until the shoulder gets in con-
tact with the upper surface of the plates. Heat generated by friction and deformation brings the mate-
rial into a malleable state that promotes the forward displacement of the tool with the material
flowing from the front to the back of the tool where it cools down, see Fig. 2. The weld is asymmetric
since on one side of the weld, called the advancing side, the rotation of the tool is parallel to the
advancing direction, while, on the other side, called the retreating side, the rotation is opposite to
the direction of translation of the tool. The weld quality is very dependent on the welding parameters
such as the speed, the advancing speed, the welding equipment (e.g. stiffness of the frame), and the
tool geometry. Defects can be avoided owing to the presence of a thread or other features on the
pin (see e.g. Ref. [20]).

Friction stir welding has been initially developed for welding Al alloys but other materials have
been successfully joined with this process, such as copper, magnesium, titanium, thermo-plastics,
steel and stainless steel (see references [175–232] of [15] and see also Nandan et al. [16]). Specific
tooling made of very resistant materials is needed for welding higher melting point metals limiting
up to now its industrial use. For instance, application to steel welding is a challenge, even though
new solutions are under investigation [21,22]. Welding of dissimilar materials is a very attractive
application of the FSW process. Efforts have been recently devoted to join different Al alloys [23–
30] or Mg alloys [31]. The main problem for joining Al to steel is the formation of brittle intermetallic
phase [32,33].
2.2. Microstructural zones in a friction stir weld

A FSW joint consists of the various zones represented in Fig. 3 involving different microstructures
and mechanical properties. The heat affected zone (HAZ) is the most distant from the joint center line.
It is not deformed during the process but the microstructure evolves due to the welding thermal cy-
cles, influencing the mechanical properties. The thermo-mechanically affected zone (TMAZ) and the
nugget are highly deformed by the material rotational flow. Contrarily to the TMAZ, the nugget is
dynamically recrystallized [35,36]. Hence, the dislocation density in the nugget zone is low compared
to the TMAZ [35,37–41]. The grains in the nugget are equiaxed with a much smaller size (several lm)
than the base material. The grain size of the nugget has a second order effect on its hardness in age-
hardenable Al alloys [39,42]. Under some welding conditions so-called onion rings are observed in the
nugget (see Fig. 3).
Fig. 2. Principle of the friction stir welding process (from Ref. [34]).
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the temperature distribution, strain distribution and macrograph showing the microstructural zones in a
friction stir weld (from Ref. [34]).
3. Individual model description and validation

3.1. Thermal model of the friction stir welding process

The local thermal history of welds plays a key role in controlling the microstructure evolution in
friction stir welds. Indeed, the main contribution to hardening in age hardenable Al alloys is the
strengthening by the nucleation and growth of nanosized precipitates. The mean size and size distri-
bution of the precipitates are very much affected by the thermal cycles during the welding process.
The thermal cycles in the process must thus be accurately predicted in order to capture the micro-
structural evolution in the various zones of the weld and the resulting impact on the weld mechanical
properties. This is the first step of the integrated modeling procedure. In this section, an overview of
literature on thermo-mechanical FSW process models is presented first. A specific thermal model of
the process will be described next in details. Finally, the model parameters will be analyzed for an
application to 6005A welds (performed at UCL-Belgium) and 6056 welds (performed at ONERA-Paris).
Later, in Section 4.2.2, the model will be validated on measurements of temperature cycles during
welding.

3.1.1. Overview of literature on thermo-mechanical process models
Modeling the FSW process is a complicated task since some of the physical mechanisms occurring

during the process can hardly be fully quantified, in particular those concerning the contact conditions
at the tool/workpiece interface, e.g. generation of heat and material sliding or not at that interface, and
the heat transfer at workpiece/backing plate interface. Furthermore, there is no consensus on the type
of law to be used for the constitutive behavior of the workpiece material at high temperatures and
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the heat generation and transfer in the friction stir welding process.
under high strain rates. This is why some early models were simply solving the heat transfer equation
in order to estimate the temperature distribution, neglecting the material stirring. More sophisticated
models are now available relying on three possible types of strategies: computational fluid dynamics,
computational solid mechanics (also called thermomechanical models) or a combination of both types
of models. As illustated in Fig. 4, the heat generation problem has two components: friction generated
heat and bulk plasticity generated heat. The heat transfer has itself two contributions: diffusion and
convection via material flow. Each model proposed in the literature is classified depending on the
approximations made for dealing with the assumed dominant contributor to heat generation and heat
flow.

3.1.1.1. Thermal models neglecting material flow. Early thermal models of the friction stir welding pro-
cess neglected the intense material flow and assumed purely sliding frictional contact at the tool/
workpiece interface [43–48]. By fitting experimental thermal cycles, Zahedul et al. [44] identified a
low value for the friction coefficient leading to the conclusion that a purely frictional heating model
was probably not adequate. Simar et al. [49] concluded also that the assumption of a purely frictional
contact leads to an overestimation of the maximum temperature, above the melting point in Al alloy
6005A. Hence, the material flow involving a volume heat generation due to plastic deformation must
be taken into account.

The generally accepted fact that friction stir welding is a solid-state welding process is sometimes
artificially taken into account in the models. Frigaard et al. [50] limited the maximum temperature of
their model to a value close to the eutectic temperature of the alloy by adapting the friction coefficient
such as to prevent the rise of the temperature above the melting temperature. Song et al. [45] artifi-
cially set the heat generation term of the thermal equation to zero when the melting temperature was
reached.

The problem of distributing the heat sources around the tool in simple thermal models, in order to
take into account the power dissipated by friction and by material stirring, has been addressed in the
literature in various ways. Shi et al. [51] distributed a total power input of 1600 W, obtained from di-
rect torque measurement, between a surface heat source at the shoulder interface, involving 75% of
the total power input, and a volume heat source inside the pin. Mc Cune et al. [52] proposed to reduce
the contribution of the heat generation in the pin to 20% of the total power input in an application on
thin Al sheets. The temperature measurements by Tang et al. [53] with a pinless tool gave only a 4%
reduction of the maximum temperature leading to the conclusion that the pin has a minor influence
on the heat input. Gallais et al. [54] performed similar tests but recorded the torque during the pinless
tool experiment and concluded that only 17% of the heat generation during welding can be associated
to the presence of the pin. Khandkar et al. [46] used the measured mechanical power as input to a FSW
thermal model with surface heat sources distributed by assuming a uniform shear stress at the tool
interfaces. Hamilton et al. [48,55] improved this model by accounting for the amount of slip at the
tool/workpiece interface on the heat input based on an empirical relationship between the maximum
temperature and the torque.
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All these simple thermal models run very fast on a personal computer and predict relatively well
the temperature fields for a wide variety of alloys welded under very different welding conditions. The
major drawback of such models is the need for a calibration based on temperature measurements for
every new conditions, or, sometimes for an experimental measurement of the torque or plunge force.
Nevertheless, Ferro and Bonollo [56] developed a semi analytical model of the FSW process where the
heat generation is not an input data. Generally, simple thermal models provide less accurate temper-
ature predictions close to the stirred zone.

3.1.1.2. Models accounting for the convective heat flow. The problem of simulating the plastic flow and
accompanying heat generation is extremely complex. In particular, at the strain rates of interest (of
the order of 1000 s�1 according to Ref. [57] and 10 s�1 according to Ref. [58]), the proper constitutive
relationships are not precisely known. Indeed, the plastic response rely on strain rate and on temper-
ature dependent internal variables characterizing the hardening and softening behavior associated
with precipitate dissolution, recrystallization and recovery. The effect of the material convection on
the heat transfer can be accounted for by estimating the velocity field. Schmidt et al. [59–61], Heurtier
et al. [62], Simar et al. [63] and Jacquin et al. [64] proposed simple distributions of material velocity
fields in order to account for the effect of material convection on the temperature distribution. This
kind of models remains very simple and does not require fully coupled simulations. As a consequence
of not explicitly accounting for the plastic dissipation associated to the material flow, these models
generally rely on a measured power input or plunge force, see discussion in Schmidt and Hattel
[57]. The model by Jacquin et al. [64] provides a direct prediction of the power input but, conse-
quently, relies on the quality of constitutive laws to describe the heat input.

3.1.1.3. Models accounting for material flow with coupling. Computational fluid dynamics models, based
on an Eulerian formulation, have been developed by Bendzsak et al. [65], Shercliff and Colegrove [66],
Ulysse [67], Seidel et al. [68], Askari et al. [69], Colegrove et al. [70–75], Nandan et al. [76], Bastier et al.
[77,78], De Vuyst et al. [79] and Kim et al. [80]. These models assume that the heat input is due to vis-
cous dissipation. An equivalent viscosity is generally extracted from experimental data such as stress
versus strain rate and temperature results, see Refs. [73–75,79]. In the stepwise approach proposed by
Bastier et al. [77,78], a fluid dynamics model is used first to determine the thermal and velocity fields
and a solid mechanics model calculates next the strain and stress fields. This model predicts the input
power as well as the residual stresses which is of course not possible with a pure fluid dynamics
model.

The fluid dynamics models have to prescribe the tool/workpiece interface conditions assuming
either full sticking [65,68,69,74] or sticking/sliding conditions at the tool/workpiece interface
[77,76]. For instance, Bastier et al. [77] found that a material velocity at the tool/workpiece interface
equal to only 1% of the tool velocity was giving the best results when comparing the predicted to the
measured thermal fields.

Xu et al. [81], Fourment et al. [82–84], Buffa et al. [85], Schmidt and Hattel [86,87] and Zhang et al.
[88] developed models based on solid mechanics (Lagrangian or Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian, ALE,
formulations), which also provide an insight into the material flow during the process. The ALE for-
mulation avoids the occurence of too large mesh distortions when modeling the material flow around
the pin [81–84,86,87]. Nevertheless, still the major drawback of solid mechanics models is the large
mesh distortions due to the large strains in the material during the welding process. Therefore, Tarta-
kovsky et al. [89] proposed a smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) model, i.e. a Lagrangian particle
method. The SPH models are particularly well adapted to the modeling of dissimilar friction stir
welding.

Concerning the constitutive equations describing the material flow behavior, Ulysse [67], Colegrove
et al. [74,75] and Nandan et al. [76] used an inverse hyperbolic sine function of the Zener-Hollomon
parameter (law of Sheppard and Wright [90]) to express the strain rate and temperature dependence
of the flow stress. The Johnson and Cook law, which is based on a linear dependence of the flow stress
on the strain and on a logarithmic dependence on the strain rate, has often been applied as well (see
e.g. Ref. [69,73,86,87]). The tool/workpiece interface can be treated by introducing an evolving friction
law in order to take into account both the Coulomb and the limit of the linear friction (Tresca
7



limitation) at the tool/workpiece interface (see Ref. [88] for more details). Finally the loss of material
resistance at the solidus temperature is sometimes explicitly accounted for in the constitutive models.
Seidel et al. [68] and Colegrove et al. [75] decrease the viscosity in their fluid dynamics model when
reaching the solidus temperature.

3.1.1.4. Contact conditions at the workpiece/backing plate interface. The loss of heat through the contact
interface between the bottom of the workpiece and the backing plate has been introduced in numer-
ical models following different approaches. Either the backing plate is not explicitly modeled and a
prescribed convection coefficient is introduced under the workpiece, or the backing plate is explicitly
modeled and contact conductances have to be evaluated.

When the backing plate is not explicitly modeled, the heat loss in the backing plate can be ac-
counted for by introducing an equivalent convection coefficient hback under the workpiece [43–
45,82,83]. Chao et al. [43] proposed a value of 200 W/m2 K for the bottom convection coefficient by
comparing the results of a 3D finite element model to temperature measurements on 6061-T6 Al
welds. Fourment et al. [82,83] used the same value for the bottom convection coefficient. Zahedul
et al. [44] compared four different bottom convection coefficients and concluded that a high value
equal to 4000 W/m2 K leads to underestimating the maximum temperature but that adiabatic condi-
tions, i.e. hback = 0 W/m2 K, lead to maximum temperatures far above the melting point. An intermedi-
ate value of hback = 1000 W/m2 K was thus chosen. Soundararajan et al. [47] implemented a contact
conductance with the backing plate which is a function of the contact stress.

Some authors introduced a backing plate as part of the model which requires introducing a contact
condition between the workpiece and the backing plate. Colegrove et al. [91] proposed a contact con-
ductance equal to 1000 W/m2 K between the workpiece and the backing plate. The bottom of the
backing plate was set to a temperature of 300 K. In another study, Colegrove et al. [72] proposed to
keep the same contact conductance over the whole interface surface except under the tool region
where a perfect contact is introduced. Khandkar et al. [46] introduced an annular distribution of
the contact conductance that simulates the heat loss in the backing plate when the contact pressure
enhances the heat transfer. The contact between the workpiece and the backing plate in front of the
tool is probably not perfect as a result of the backward inclination of the tool. Shi et al. [51] proposed a
temperature-dependent contact conductivity between the workpiece and the backing plate. De Vuyst
et al. [92] showed that such a variation of the contact conductance with temperature ensures a good
correlation between experimental and modeling time–temperature curves for the friction stir welded
6005A-T6 and 2024-T3 Al alloys. More recently, De Vuyst et al. [79] proposed the use of a pressure
dependent contact condition at the tool-workpiece interface. Simar et al. [49,63] proposed a distribu-
tion of the contact conductivity that will be described in Section 3.1.2.

3.1.2. Thermal model for an integrated process model
The thermal model is the first ingredient of the integrated approach. It is kept relatively simple in

order to limit computation time. Earlier investigations [19,54,62] have proved that simplifications in
the thermal model are possible and do not significantly affect the predictions of the mechanical prop-
erties of the weld. The main interest here is to quantify the temperature cycles, which affect micro-
structure evolution and hardening in age hardenable alloys. A simple velocity field is introduced, in
order to take into account the effect of material flow on the difference in temperature between the
advancing and the retreating side of the welds and on the convective heat flow. The model is purely
thermal with no mechanical coupling; hence the residual stresses are not predicted. The step towards
a mechanical coupling, as, for instance, in Bastier et al. [78], is relatively direct to make if reliable con-
stitutive laws can be provided.

A pseudo steady state heat transfer problem is solved using the general-purpose finite element
code ABAQUS [93]. The mesh consists of hexahedrons with a high density in the near tool region.
The model is sufficiently long so that the thermal field around the tool is representative of steady
state conditions. Room temperature is imposed upstream. Adiabatic conditions are enforced on the
top and side surfaces. The effect of convection at these surfaces on the temperature distribution
were found to be negligible. The model takes into account the heat loss through the backing plate
by meshing a steel block under the workpiece. Room temperature is also imposed at the bottom of
8



the backing plate. The contact conditions between the workpiece and the backing plate are ex-
plained later. The pin was not explicitly modeled in order to avoid discontinuities in the material
flow field.

3.1.2.1. Heat dissipated by friction at the tool/workpiece interface – surface heat sources. The heat gener-
ated by friction between sliding surfaces qS (W/m2) is equal to the work done by the interfacial shear
stress scontact:
Fig. 5.
qS ¼ scontactðv tool � vmaterialÞ; ð1Þ
where vtool is the tool velocity at the tool/workpiece interface and vmaterial is the material velocity at the
tool/workpiece interface. The tool velocity can be decomposed into the rotational velocity xra and the
velocity associated to the linear movement, where ra is the radial distance from the tool axis. In most
practical cases, the latter can be neglected. The material velocity at the tool/workpiece interface is un-
known. For simplicity, the material velocity relative to the tool is introduced in the model as a fraction
d of the velocity of the tool at the tool/workpiece interface. The surface heat source due to friction at
the tool/workpiece interface is expressed as
qS ¼ scontactxrað1� dÞ; ð2Þ
with 0 6 d 6 1. The value of d characterizes the type of contact at the tool/workpiece interface:

� if d = 0, the contact corresponds to perfect sliding conditions,
� if d = 1, the contact corresponds to perfect sticking conditions.

The total power dissipated at the tool/workpiece interface QS (W) is divided in three parts corre-
sponding to the different surfaces of the tool (see Fig. 5): the shoulder (assumed to be a plane annular
disk with an external radius equal to the shoulder radius ro and an inner radius equal to the radius of
the tool pin ri), the lateral surface of the pin (assumed to be a cylinder with a radius equal to the tool
pin radius ri and a height equal to the height of the tool pin hp) and the surface of the tool pin tip (as-
sumed to be a plane disk with a radius equal to the tool pin radius ri), i.e.
Q S ¼ QS;shoulder þ QS;pin þ Q S;pintip; ð3Þ
with
Q S;shoulder ¼
Z 2p

0

Z ro

ri

scontactxrað1� dÞradhadra;

Q S;pin ¼
Z 2p

0

Z hp

0
scontactxrað1� dÞradhadz;

Q S;pintip ¼
Z 2p

0

Z ri

0
scontactxrað1� dÞradhadra: ð4Þ
Schematic of the heat generation by friction at the tool/workpiece interface and by plastic deformation in the TMAZ.
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The assumption that scontact and d are constant along the tool/workpiece interfaces leads to
Q S;shoulder ¼ scontactxð1� dÞ2
3
pðr3

o � r3
i Þ;

Q S;pin ¼ scontactxð1� dÞ2pr2
i hp;

Q S;pintip ¼ scontactxð1� dÞ2
3
pr3

i : ð5Þ
The total power dissipated at the tool/workpiece interfaces is therefore equal to
Q S ¼ scontactxð1� dÞ2
3
pðr3

o þ 3r2
i hpÞ: ð6Þ
The relative proportions of the friction heat dissipated on the shoulder, the pin and the tip of the tool
are named respectively Cshoulder, Cpin and Cpin tip and are given by Eqs. (7)–(9), respectively:
Cshoulder ¼
QS;shoulder

Q S
¼ r3

o � r3
i

r3
o þ 3r2

i hp
; ð7Þ

Cpin ¼
QS;pin

Q S
¼ 3r2

i hp

r3
o þ 3r2

i hp
; ð8Þ

Cpintip ¼
Q S;pintip

Q S
¼ r3

i

r3
o þ 3r2

i hp
: ð9Þ
If the surface heat sources are distributed over the shoulder and the tip of the pin with a linear var-
iation along the radius:
qS;shoulder ¼
CshoulderQ Sra
2
3 p r3

o � r3
i

� � ; ð10Þ
with ri 6 ra 6 ro and z = 0,
qS;pin ¼
CpinQ Sra

2
3 pr3

i

; ð11Þ
with ra 6 ri and z = hp, and along the lateral surface of the tool pin:
qS;pintip ¼
CpintipQ S

2prihp
; ð12Þ
with 0 6 z 6 hp and ra = ri.

3.1.2.2. Heat dissipated by plastic deformation – volume heat sources. Heat is also dissipated in the vol-
ume of the material by plastic deformation during the stirring process. The corresponding volume heat
sources per unit volume qV (W/m3) are related to the plastic work by:
qV ¼ f _ep
ijrij; ð13Þ
where _ep
ij and rij are, respectively, the components of the plastic strain rate tensor and the Cauchy

stress tensor and f is a parameter ranging between 0.8 and 0.99 [94], a small part of the energy being
stored elastically in the material in the form of defects. A purely phenomenological approach is used in
the present model. Little can be presumed at first concerning the location and the intensity of the heat
dissipation through plastic deformation during FSW, except that it occurs in the TMAZ as confirmed
experimentally and agreed upon in the literature. Dong et al. [95] concluded from their models that
plastic slip at the surface due to mechanical interactions between the tool and the base material cor-
relates with the friction stir weld profile obtained by macrographs. Lambrakos et al. [96] stated that
there is a strong correlation between the physical shape of the stirred region and the distribution of
volumic heat generation during the stirring process. The thermomechanical model of Askari et al.
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Fig. 6. Shape of the TMAZ and definition of rmin.
[69] showed that the deformed region is confined to the area immediately surrounding the pin, just
under the shoulder. The deformation of the material is very large close to the friction stir welding tool
but, due to heating, the flow stress is also the lowest. Conversely, away from the tool, the deformation
is smaller but the material flow stress is higher, the temperature being lower.

In the absence of any other relevant information, an uniform distribution of the volume heat
sources qV resulting from plastic deformation in the TMAZ will be assumed. The TMAZ is assumed
to have a trapezoidal shape (see Fig. 5). The total heat power dissipated through plastic deformation
is imposed:
Q V ¼ qV Vp; ð14Þ
where Vp (m3) is the volume of the TMAZ and QV (W) is the volume heat source power.
The volume Vp of the TMAZ where plastic deformation takes place during FSW has been deter-

mined as a trapezoid from macrographic observations on a transverse section, see Fig. 6. The value
of rmin (defined on Fig. 6) is chosen as ri + 0.5 mm and assumed to be independent of the welding
parameters.

3.1.2.3. Distribution of mechanical power between volume and surface heat sources. The total power dis-
sipated by friction and plastic deformation during welding Pin can be calculated from the measure-
ments of the force and of the torque. The power is almost entirely converted into heat. The energy
stored in the material in the form of dislocations and other microstructural defects such as new grain
boundaries for instance is usually less than 10%. The portion of the power lost within the tool was
found to be only 5% of the total mechanical power and weakly dependent on the welding parameters
[49]. The total power, reduced by this heat loss into the tool, is equal to the sum of the surface heat
source and the volume heat source:
gP ¼ Pin ¼ Q S þ Q V : ð15Þ
where g is the factor accounting for the power lost in the tool g � 0.95 [49]. The relative importance of
QV and QS is unknown. In the present study, a parameter c is introduced for that purpose:
Q V ¼ cPin;

Q S ¼ ð1� cÞPin: ð16Þ
3.1.2.4. Material convection around the friction stir welding tool. A simple model for the velocity field
around the tool is proposed in order to account for the effect of material convection on the heat flow.
Material flow is considered only in the TMAZ and weld nugget. The local circumferential velocity
caused by the shoulder increases with increasing distance from the tool axis and decreases with
increasing depth from the tool shoulder. The local circumferential velocity due to the pin decreases
with increasing distance from the tool axis. Fig. 7 represents the assumed velocity field. The parameter
d was defined previously as the ratio of the material velocity on the tool velocity at the material/tool
interface (see Eq. (2)). Note that such a simple model for the circumferential velocity field introduces a
discontinuity in the velocity at the outer radius of the shoulder.
11



Fig. 7. Simple model of the circumferential velocity field.
The simple description of the heat generation and material flow proposed here is good enough con-
sidering that a more accurate distribution of the heat sources has only a minor effect on the temper-
ature field away from this heat source. It will be shown later on that, in sound welds, fracture occurs in
the heat affected zone of the weld, i.e. away from the weld center. Hence, the region of the nugget for
which the heat generation distribution is important, is of limited relevance when addressing the
mechanical behavior of the weld as a whole.

3.1.2.5. Contact condition at the workpiece/backing plate interface. The contact conditions between the
workpiece and the backing plate constitute a critical ingredient in order to generate reliable temper-
ature predictions. The contact under the pin is chosen to be perfect. The contact conductance under
the shoulder CCA (W/m2 K) is not as good. A good contact condition under the tool is motivated by
experimental observations: the high pressure under the pin and in the surrounding leads to an inden-
tation of the upper surface of the backing plate along a width approximately equal to the diameter of
the tool shoulder, justifying very good contact. The indentation is more pronounced under the pin re-
gion. At the back of the tool, the contact is not as good as under the pin and very dependent on the
experimental setup. Therefore a contact conductance parameter CCB is introduced behind the tool.
This parameter has been adapted for the two experimental setup addressed later. The value of param-
eter CCA was identified based on the maximum temperature while the value of CCB was identified
based on the measured cooling rates [63]. Note that these parameters should ideally be calibrated
based on temperature measurements in the backing plate right under the workpiece surface. Fig. 8
pictures the different contact conditions. The different contact conductances are introduced in the
FE code by artificially inserting a material layer of 0.2 mm thickness between the workpiece and
the backing plate, with a thermal conductivity equal to the chosen contact conductance multiplied
by the layer thickness.

3.1.2.6. Model parameters. The various welds addressed in order to illustrate the integrated modeling
approach were performed on a HERMLE 3-axis CNC milling machine at UCL-Belgium for the 6005A
welds and on a PowerStir 315 (Smart Technology) dedicated FSW machine at ONERA-France for the
6056 welds. The 6005A welds were obtained using a simple threaded tool while the 6056 welds were
Fig. 8. Contact conditions between the workpiece and the backing plate (sketch not to scale) [63].
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generated with a trifluteTM tool. The 6005A welds were produced with an advancing speed ranging
from 50 mm/min to 1000 mm/min and a rotational speed ranging from 500 rpm to 1500 rpm. The
6056 welds involved an advancing speed ranging from 1100 mm/min to 1700 mm/min and a rota-
tional speed ranging from 1100 rpm to 1700 rpm. Table 1 presents the model parameters for the series
of welds performed on the 6005A alloy and on the 6056 alloy, from Simar et al. [49,63]. The values of
the parameters c and d, equal to respectively 0.2 and 1, have been identified using an optimization
procedure based on a variety of welding conditions for the 6005A welds [63]. It is reasonable for
low rotational speed to consider sticking conditions (i.e. d = 1) as evidenced from thermomechanical
modeling, see Schmidt et al. [86]. This assumption requires further assessment for higher rotational
speeds at which partial sticking is probably taking place. The parameter c controls the proportion
of volume to surface heat source. The small value proposed in Table 1 (i.e. c = 0.2) expresses that heat
is mainly generated at the interface with the shoulder but, since the tool is assumed to be sticking, it
should be interpreted as an indication that heat is generated within a small layer under the shoulder
involving high shear strains. Table 2 presents the thermal properties as a function of temperature for
the 6005A alloy. The main dimensions of the region represented by the finite element model is also
given in Table 1. The backing plate in the 6005A welds consists of a 80 mm thick high carbon steel
plate while the 6056 welds were performed using a 12 mm thick stainless steel plate on top of another
Table 2
Thermal properties used for the 6005A alloy as a function of temperature [49].

Temperature, T (�C) Density, qa (kg/m3) Specific heat, cp (J/kg K) Thermal conductivity, k (W/mK)

25 2680 – –
50 2680 920 206.6
100 2670 930 208.3
150 2660 950 210.3
200 2650 970 210.3
250 2630 990 210.9
300 2620 1010 208.6
350 2610 1020 205.6
400 2600 1040 201.9
450 2590 1060 197.5
500 2580 1080 190.0
550 – 1110 182.8

Table 1
Parameters of the thermal model.

Parameter Symbol Value 6005A welds Value 6056 welds

Density of Al qa Table 2 2710 (kg/m3) [97]
Specific heat of Al cp Table 2 890(J/kg K) [97]
Thermal conductivity of Al k Table 2 177 (W/mK) [97]

Shoulder radius ro 10 mm 11.25 mm
Pin radius ri 3.5 mm 5 mm
Plate thickness hp 6 mm 6 mm
Thickness of backing plate hB 80 mm 12 mm
Material of backing plate High carbon steel Stainless steel
qa of backing plate 7700 (kg/m3) [98] 7700 (kg/m3) [98]
cp of backing plate 460 (J/kg K) [98] 460 (J/kg K) [98]
kof backing plate 47 (W/mK) [98] 21 (W/mK) [98]
TMAZ shape parameter rmin ri + 0.5 mm ri + 0.5 mm
Efficiency g 0.95 0.95
Contact conductivity CCA 100 kW/m2 K 5 kW/m2 K
under the tool
Contact conductivity CCB 3 kW/m2 K 5 kW/m2 K
at the back of the tool
Qv/Pin c 0.2 0.2
vmaterial/vtool d 1 1
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steel clamping device. The steel clamping device is not taken into account in the model. The differ-
ences in the backing plate geometry and material might explain the difference in the parameters
CCA needed to correctly capture the temperature histories for the 6056 welds performed at ONERA-
France compared to the 6005A welds performed at UCL-Belgium.

In Section 4.2.2, the thermal model predictions will be assessed towards experimental results on
6005A-T6 and 6056-T78 welds. Torque measurements made through a rotating dynamometer and
temperature measurements by means of thermocouples inserted at various distances from the weld-
line were systematically performed. The thermal model requires the total power P as input data. The
total power is equal to the measured torque (expressed in Nm) multiplied by the rotational speed (ex-
pressed in s�1).

3.2. Microstructure evolution in 6xxx series Al alloys

The Al alloys of the 6xxx series are age-hardenable, and the microstructure of these alloys can thus
evolve during the welding process. The prediction of these evolutions requires a good knowledge of
the precipitation sequence and associated thermodynamic driving and resistive forces. The precipita-
tion sequence can include complex ternary or quaternary phases and the competition between various
precipitation sites. Furthermore, microstructure evolution models of welds require, as an input, a reli-
able description of the thermal cycles. The thermal cycles can be predicted by the thermal model de-
scribed in Section 3.1.2. The thermal cycles are profoundly anisothermal, hence the microstructure
evolution model must be able to account for complex temperature histories. In this section, the pre-
cipitation sequence in 6xxx series Al alloys is described first. A literature review on the available
microstructure evolution models for age-hardenable Al alloys is presented in a second section. Finally,
the specific precipitation model selected for the integrated modeling chain is described in details as
well as the model parameters identified for the Al alloys 6005A and 6056. Later, in Section 4.2.3,
the model will be validated based on transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations and differ-
ential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements performed on 6005A-T6 and 6056-T78 welds.

3.2.1. Hardening precipitation in 6xxx series Al alloys
6xxx series Al alloys are age hardenable alloys with magnesium and silicon as main alloying ele-

ments. Usual states of 6xxx series alloy delivery involve:

� T4 state: solution treated, quenched and naturally aged at room temperature; this state offers a
good formability at the expense of a relatively low strength [99];
� T6 state: solution treated, quenched and artificial aged to peak strength;
� T78 state: slightly over-aged material, offers better corrosion properties for high Cu content alloys.

The decomposition sequence for quasi-binary Al–Mg2Si compositions is the following: [100–
102,99,103] (sss = supersaturated solid solution)
sss! clusters=GP zones! b00 ! b0 ! b-Mg2Si:
Copper addition or excess Si (Si > 1%) promotes the refinement of the size of the Mg2Si particles and
additional hardening precipitation. In alloys containing Cu, metastable versions of the quaternary Q
phase Al5Cu2Mg8Si6 (also named B or k) are reported to precipitate and more complex precipitation
sequences have been proposed [104–106]. Another Q-like phase can also appear, presumably under
a metastable isomorphous form (named M or type C), during over-aging of Si rich (Si > 1%) ternary
Al–Mg–Si alloys [107]: this last result strongly supports the suggestion that the formation of the Q
phase is also favored in overaged Si rich quaternary alloys, which is beneficial for desensitization to
intergranular corrosion [108].

Miao and Laughlin [104] and Esmaeili et al. [105] demonstrated that the hardening b00 phase can be
considered as a precursor of both b and Q phases in AlMgSi alloys containing Cu. The generally ac-
cepted precipitation sequence is therefore the following [54,104–106]
sss! clusters=GP zones! b00 ! b and=or Q ! b-Mg2Siþ Q-Al5Cu2Mg8Si6:
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The clusters or Guinier Preston (GP) zones are produced during low temperature artificial aging or nat-
ural aging at room temperature [109–111]. These small precipitates provide limited hardening. The b00

are fully coherent, needle shaped, precipitates lying along the [100]Al directions with a monoclinic
crystallographic structure [99,103]. They are formed, in particular, during the artificial T6 heat treat-
ment and are responsible for the peak hardness of ternary Al–Mg–Si alloys when reaching the opti-
mum size (10–15 nm long in the 6061 Al alloy [102]). The composition of the b00 is probably Mg5Si6

[112], but may vary with alloy composition [113]. Over-aged conditions favor the appearance of the
b0 and Q phases, depending on the alloy composition. These precipitates are semi-coherent rod-like
precipitates lying along the [100]Al directions [103], with a hexagonal structure. No definitive agree-
ment exists on their composition which probably is Mg1.7Si [114] or Mg0.44Si [115]. Compared to the
b00 precipitates, the b0 have a much smaller hardening ability [103]. Q-Al5Cu2Mg8Si6 precipitates have a
hexagonal crystal structure and form lath-like structures with the long direction lying along the
[100]Al directions [106]. The b-Mg2Si phase is formed by heterogeneous precipitation [116,117] at
high temperature and presents a plate or platelets like structure lying on the {100}Al plane. It is worth
mentioning that the concentration of alloying elements plays a major role on the quench sensitivity of
a particular alloy, hence on its heterogeneous precipitation potential during welding. In particular,
regarding the alloys specifically addressed in this paper, the 6005A has a limited amount of alloying
elements, leading to homogeneous precipitation within the matrix [42]. Conversely, the 6056 alloy
has a higher content of alloying elements and the precipitation is more heterogeneous, taking place
also on dislocations and on dispersoïds[54,118]. This justifies the interest for addressing these two al-
loys in parallel.

Alloying elements can be also present as micro-constituents under the form of compounds
which do not contribute to strengthening. These coarse intermetallic particles, usually in the 1–
10 lm range, are formed during ingot solidification or during subsequent processing steps. Either
because of an intrinsic brittleness or because of a lack of coherency with the matrix, these particles
will be at the origin of damage initiation by the nucleation of small internal voids, which, under
the effect of stresses, enlarge and develop into cracks (see Section 3.4.1). Two types of coarse sec-
ond phases are observed in 6xxx series alloys: Al-Fe-Mn-Si type and Mg2Si particles. Only the
Mg2Si, which dissolve at around 450–500 �C [101,103], can be affected by the thermal history
within the TMAZ and within the weld nugget. The Al-Fe-Mn-Si particles can be broken into small
parts by the stirring process, but the volume fraction should, in principle, be preserved [34,119]
except if partial dissolution occurs, which is unlikely considering the thermodynamical stability
of Al-Fe-Mn-Si type particles.

Smaller, submicron particles or dispersoïds are intermetallic compounds containing transition
metals such as Mn, Cr or Zr. These particles retard recrystallization and grain growth [120,121] and
may be active for heterogeneous precipitation [54], but can also constitute additional nucleation sites
for a second population of voids (see Section 3.4.1).

3.2.2. Literature review on microstructure evolution models
Many types of models are available for modeling the precipitation evolution taking place during

non-isothermal processes in metallic alloys. Analytical ‘‘internal variable’’ models involve only a sim-
ple numerical integration of the thermal cycles. The numerical ‘‘size class’’ models are more complex
to implement especially if the precipitation sequence and composition of precipitates is accounted for.
Finally, the Monte Carlo type models, involving atomistic calculations, are the most sophisticated. The
model used in this work enters in the ‘‘size class’’ category; which will be described in more details in
Section 3.2.3.

3.2.2.1. Internal variable approach. Many models for microstructure evolution in Al alloys have been
proposed in the literature based on analytical expressions [122–135], as described in details in the
review paper by Grong and Shercliff [13]. These analytical models use the Johnson-Mehl, Avrami,
Kolmogorov (JMAK) formalism for the nucleation and growth of the precipitates and the Whelan
formalism (i.e. see later Eq. (17), when neglecting the transient part) for the dissolution process. These
models predict the evolution of the average volume fraction of precipitates relative to a reference vol-
ume fraction, generally the peak volume fraction. When expressed in an isokinetic manner [13,136],
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application to non-isothermal heat treatments is possible through discretizing to infinitesimal steps of
isothermal heat treatments [124–126,128]. When considering a welding process, the evolution of
hardness with the heat treatment time or with the distance from the weldline is linearly related to
the relative volume fraction [124,125,137]. The Liftshitz–Sloyozov–Wagner (LSW) formalism can be
used to describe the coarsening kinetics [13]. A strong assumption in the LSW formalism is that no
solute is lost in the surrounding matrix, i.e. the volume fraction of precipitates is assumed constant.
This hypothesis is valid only if the maximum temperature reached is always far from the solvus tem-
perature which is generally not true for welding processes. In these models, the nucleation, growth
and coarsening of precipitates are not treated simultaneously.

3.2.2.2. Size class approach. More recently, Wagner and Kampmann [138] developed a numerical mod-
el which has been generalized to finite differences and extensively used to describe microstructural
evolution in Al alloys [19,42,54,133,139–153]. These models describe the growth and dissolution of
precipitates with the same kinetic equations. The coarsening stage arises naturally except in the study
by Deschamps et al. [139] where the transition to the coarsening stage is explicitly modeled. Further-
more, the nucleation stage can be considered by increasing the precipitate density in the appropriate
size class, as treated later with Eq. (31). This is essential to describe non-isothermal heat treatments,
like in welding processes, where precipitates nucleated during one time step might dissolve after due
to the variation of the thermodynamic parameters with temperature. Hence, all the mechanisms in-
volved in the microstructure evolution simultaneously play a role in the final precipitate size distribu-
tion. Furthermore, in industrial heat treated age hardenable Al alloys, the precipitate size distribution
needs to be explicitly modeled due to the interaction between different families of precipitates of dif-
ferent sizes that form at various temperatures (e.g. in 6xxx series GP zones, b00, b0 and Q phases). The
size class approach has been applied to the modeling of the microstructure evolution in welds [140–
142,146,149]. The main drawback of these models is the need for a detailed description of the initial
precipitate size distribution and for information about the precipitation sequence and relevant ther-
modynamic parameters.

The model initially proposed by Wagner and Kampmann [138] has been extended to account for
several physical mechanisms associated to the precipitation in age hardenable Al alloys, following dif-
ferent lines:

� The heterogeneous precipitation of the hardening phases has been explicitly accounted for in stud-
ies dealing with the 6xxx series [54,142] and the 7xxx series alloys [139,145,149]. Myhr et al. [142]
took into account the reduction of nucleation sites associated to the heterogeneous precipitation of
b0 precipitates on b00 precipitates and on dispersoïds as well as the equilibrium vacancy concentra-
tion in 6xxx series alloys. Deschamps et al. [139] and Robson et al. [145] introduced the competi-
tion between homogeneous precipitation and heterogeneous precipitation on dislocations in 7xxx
series alloys. Gallais et al. [54] also modeled the heterogeneous precipitation on dispersoïds in
addition to the homogeneous precipitation and heterogeneous precipitation on dislocations. Kamp
et al. [149] and Gallais et al. [54] introduced a reduction of the energy barrier for heterogeneous
nucleation by an effective interfacial energy.
� Some authors [142,149] have explicitly modeled the evolution of the various meta-stable precipi-

tates leading to the stable phase. Myhr et al. [142] distinguished between two precipitate size dis-
tributions for respectively the b00 and b0 precipitates in 6xxx series alloys. Kamp et al. [149] also
introduced two size distributions in a 7xxx series alloy for the g0 and g precipitates.
� Ternary or quaternary phases can be produced when three alloying elements are involved like in

the 6xxx series alloys containing also a high Cu content or in the 7xxx series alloys containing a
high content of elements different to Mg and Zn. Robson et al. [148] explicitly accounted for the
precipitation of a ternary phase Al3(Sc,Zr). Gallais et al. [54] accounted for the formation of the
Q phase in the 6056 alloy.
� As described in Section 3.2.1, meta-stable precipitates are not always spherical. The shape of the

precipitate affects the thermodynamics of the nucleation and growth. Liu et al. [144] presented
an extension of the size class model to elongated precipitates using the Whelan formalism in the
case of plate-like precipitates (see Section 3.1.1. of Ref. [13]).
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Owing to the development of more powerful computers, Monte Carlo type simulations [154] and
cluster dynamics [155] constitute a new possibility for modeling microstructure evolution. Still now-
adays, the duration of calculations remains long on classical computers making these models less
adapted for incorporation in a process optimization modeling approach. Now, these models constitute
remarkable tools for the fundamental understanding of microstructure evolution and are a useful
guide for calibration and development of ‘‘size class’’ models.

3.2.3. Microstructure evolution model
The precipitation model used in the model chain is based on Wagner and Kampmann’s method

[138]. It consists of three parts:

� a rate law to calculate the dissolution or coarsening of the precipitates;
� a nucleation law to predict the number of stable precipitate nuclei that form at each time step;
� a continuity equation to record the amount of solute being involved in the precipitates.

The precipitate composition is an input of the model. The precipitates in the 6005A and 6056 Al
alloys are assumed to have the composition of the stable phases b-Mg2Si and Q-Al5Cu2Mg8Si6, respec-
tively [42,54]. This is an important assumption since the composition of the meta-stable (b00, b0) pre-
cipitates slightly differs from the chosen reference [112,114,115]. Nevertheless, different precipitate
distribution nucleating and growing from the same solute could be treated, see for instance Ref.
[142,149]. In the case of ternary or quaternary precipitates (e.g. Q-Al5Cu2Mg8Si6), the element control-
ling the precipitation has to be identified first (see e.g. Ref. [149]). In the case of the 6xxx series Al al-
loys, Mg is considered to be the diffusion-limiting element. The reader is referred to Porter and
Easterling [156] for explanations regarding the meaning of the thermodynamic concepts used
hereafter.

For the sake of clarity the following notations will be applied throughout the description of the
model:

� the subscript i corresponds to the element composing the precipitate (e.g. Mg, Si, Cu or Al) out of a
total of nel elements;
� the subscript j corresponds to the type of precipitation in the case of heterogeneous precipitation

(e.g. homogeneous precipitation versus precipitation on dislocations versus precipitation on dis-
persoïds) out of a total of ntype types of precipitates;
� the subscript k corresponds to the size class out of a total of nclass classes.
3.2.3.1. Rate law. The rate vj (m/s) at which dissolution or coarsening of a precipitate of radius rj occurs
is given by the Whelan formalism, assuming diffusion control, as
v j ¼
@rj

@t
¼ Css � Cint

Cp � Cint

D
rj
; ð17Þ
where Css is the concentration in the precipitation controlling element within the matrix at a distance
remote from the precipitate, Cint is the concentration of the same element at the matrix/precipitate
interface given by the Gibbs–Thomson equation (see Eqs. (19) and (23)), Cp is the concentration in
the precipitate of the same element and D (m2/s) is the diffusion coefficient. The diffusion coefficient
of any element i can be expressed as a function of temperature as an Arrhenius law:
Di ¼ Di
0exp � Q i

d

RgT

 !
; ð18Þ
where Di
0 (m2/s) is a parameter, Q i

d (J/mol) is the activation energy for diffusion, Rg (8.314 J/K mol) is
the universal gas constant, T (K) is the absolute temperature.

In the case of binary precipitates, the Gibbs–Thomson equation is given by
Cint ¼ Ceexp
2cintVm

rjRgT

� �
; ð19Þ
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where Ce is the equilibrium solute content at the precipitate/matrix interface, cint (J/m2) is the precip-
itate/matrix interface energy, and Vm (m3/mol) is the molar volume of the precipitate. The equilibrium
solute content Ce can be expressed as a function of the temperature as
Ce ¼ Ce0exp � Q e

RgT

� �
; ð20Þ
where Ce0 is a parameter and Qe (J/mol) is the apparent solvus boundary enthalpy (energy per mole
needed for the dissolution of the precipitates); Ce0 and Qe are given by the equilibrium phase diagram
of the precipitating phase.

In the case of ternary or quaternary precipitates, the Gibbs–Thomson equation must be generalized
by using the solubility product [126,146,149,151]. Let us consider the ‘‘precipitation reaction’’ produc-
ing, from nel elements Ai in solid solution, the precipitate of composition A1

x1A2
x2 . . . Anel

xnel
, i.e.
x1A1 þ x2A2 þ . . .þ xnel
Anel ! A1

x1A2
x2 . . . An

xnel
: ð21Þ
Assuming high dilution, the activity of an element is close to its concentration, the solubility product
of the precipitate A1

x1A2
x2. . . An

xnel
of radius rj is defined as (see e.g. [146,151])
KðrjÞ ¼
Ynel

i¼1

ðCi
intÞ

Ci
p ; ð22Þ
where Ci
p is the atomic fraction of the element i in the precipitate (Ci

p ¼ xi=
Pnel

i¼1xi) and Cint
i is the con-

centration of element i at the matrix/precipitate interface. The Gibbs–Thomson Eq. (19) can be gener-
alized as follows, see e.g. [146,151],
KðrjÞ ¼ K1exp
2cintVm

rjRgT

� �
; ð23Þ
where K1 is the equilibrium solubility product across a planar interface that can be expressed as a
function of temperature as
K1 ¼
Ynel

i¼1

ðCi
eÞ

Ci
p ¼ K0exp � Q e

RgT

� �
; ð24Þ
where Ci
e is the equilibrium concentration of element i at the precipitate/matrix interface and K0 is a

parameter. The complementary equation needed to determine Ci
int takes into account the interfacial

fluxes equality [146,148,149,157,158], see Eq. (17),
Di1
Ci1

ss � Ci1
int

Ci1
p � Ci1

int

¼ Di2
Ci2

ss � Ci2
int

Ci2
p � Ci2

int

: ð25Þ
3.2.3.2. Nucleation law. If the incubation period is neglected, the steady state nucleation rate Jnucl

(#/m3s) can be expressed as
Jnucl ¼ Zb�Nj;0exp
�DG�

RgT

� �
; ð26Þ
where Z is the Zeldovitch factor, on the order of 1/20 to 1/40 and which can be expressed as a function
of the temperature (see e.g. Ref. [151]), Nj,0 (#/m3) is the number of potential nucleation sites for the
precipitation of type j, DG� (J/mol) is the activation barrier for nucleation and b� (s�1) is the atomic
impingement rate. The parameter b� is given by
b� ¼ 4pr2
c

a4 DC0; ð27Þ
where D is the diffusion coefficient given by Eq. (18), rc is the critical radius that will be defined in Eq.
(31) and a is the lattice parameter of the matrix (i.e. aluminum). The activation barrier for nucleation
DG� (J/mol) can be written as
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DG� ¼ 16p
3

 ujc3
int NA

ðDGv þ DGeÞ2
; ð28Þ
where uj is the wetting function expressing the difference in capillary conditions for the various types
of precipitation [54,157], cint is the precipitate/matrix interface energy also used in Eqs. (19) and (23),
DGv (J/m3) is the volume free energy change, DGe (J/m3) is the strain energy change associated to the
precipitate nucleation, and NA is the Avogadro number equal to 6.02214 � 1023 mol�1. If nel elements
compose the solid solution, DGv can be expressed as [54,159]
DGv ¼
RgT
Vm

ln
Ynel

i¼1

Ci
ss

Ci
e

 !Ci
p

2
4

3
5 ¼ RgT

Vm
ln
Qnel

i¼1ðC
i
ssÞ

Ci
p

K1

" #
; ð29Þ
where Ci
e is the equilibrium concentration of the element i. In the case of binary precipitates, if the

strain energy change associated to the precipitate nucleation is neglected, the expression of the nucle-
ation rate (Eq. (26)) is often simplified [13,42,140–142,147,152] as
Jnucl ¼ J0exp � ðA0Þ3

ðRgTÞ3½lnðCss=CeÞ�2

!
exp � Q d

RgT

� �
; ð30Þ
where J0 (#/m3s) is a parameter and A0 (J/mol) is another parameter related to the energy barrier for
nucleation.

During a time step, newly nucleated precipitates appear with a radius equal to the critical radius rc.
If the change in the strain energy associated to the nucleation is neglected, the critical radius that cor-
responds to the radius of a precipitate that will neither grow nor dissolve is given by
rc ¼ �
2cint

DGv þ DGe
: ð31Þ
3.2.3.3. Continuity equation and numerical discretization. If Nj (#/m3) is the density of precipitates of
type j, a precipitate balance in a given size class gives
@Nj

@t
¼ � @ðNjv jÞ

@rj
þ Jj

nucl; ð32Þ
where Jj
nucl (#/m3s) is the steady state nucleation rate obtained from Eqs. (26) or (30). Various types of

precipitations can simultaneously occur in the system, i.e. ntype types of precipitation. Eq. (32) must be
solved for each types of precipitation. The equivalent radius distribution of each precipitation type j is
divided into nclass classes of size Dr having a density of precipitates Njk (#/m3) and a mean equivalent
radius rjk. These size classes are treated as control volumes to which the continuity equation is applied.
An initial size distribution needs to be defined. The precipitates volume fraction f j

v of each type of pre-
cipitation is calculated by
f j
v ¼

Xnclass

k¼1

4
3
pðrjkÞ3NjkDr; ð33Þ
and the total precipitate volume fraction fv is given by
fv ¼
Xntype

j¼1

f j
v : ð34Þ
The mean precipitate radius r is calculated using the following expression
r ¼ 1
fv

Xntype

j¼1

f j
v

Pnclass
k¼1 rjkNjkPnclass

k¼1 Njk

!
: ð35Þ
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Table 3
Parameters of the microstructure evolution model for the 6005A alloy.

Parameter Symbol Value [42]

Pre-exponential term to Ce Ce0 290 wt.%
Activation energy for solvus boundary Qe 41,000 J/mol
Pre-exponential term to D of Mg D0 10�4 m2/s
Activation energy for D of Mg Qd 130,000 J/mol
Interfacial energy cint 0.26 J/m2

Molar volume of precipitates Vm 3.95 � 10�5 m3/mol
Energy barrier for nucleation A0 18.6 kJ/mol
Pre-exponential term to Jnucl J0 3 � 1037 #/m3 s
The mean solute concentration in the matrix of an element i is calculated using
1 Thi
compos
Ci
ss ¼

Ci
0 � Ci

p

Pntype

j¼1 f j
v

� �
1�

Pntype

j¼1 f j
v

� � ; ð36Þ
where Ci
0 is the solute content of element i in the alloy. When multicomponent systems and multiple

precipitate types are addressed, the solid solution composition evolves, for each element, following
the evolution of the precipitate state. As a consequence, the evolutions of all the precipitates are cou-
pled via the solid solution.

3.2.3.4. Extension to elongated precipitates. The meta-stable precipitates found in the 6xxx series Al al-
loys generally involve rod or needle-like shape. The microstructure evolution model described above
initially written for spherical precipitates can be generalized to the case of a constant elongation ratio
of a precipitate [54,157]. The elongation ratio, ae, is defined as the length of a cylinder divided by its
radius. Eq. (23) writes
K ¼ K1exp
4
3

1þ ae

ae

cintVm

rjRgT

� �
; ð37Þ
while Eq. (28) becomes
DG� ¼ 224pae

81
ujc3

intNA

ðDGv þ DGeÞ2
; ð38Þ
hence Eq. (31) becomes
rc ¼ �
4
3

1þ ae

ae

2cint

DGv þ DGe
: ð39Þ
3.2.3.5. Application to 6xxx series Al alloys. The model has been adapted to the 6005A Al alloy [42] by
assuming pseudo binary precipitation of the Mg2Si phase1 using the diffusion coefficient of Mg, and
by applying Eq. (19) to describe the solute concentration at the precipitate/matrix interface and Eq.
(30) for the nucleation rate. Even though the meta-stable precipitates are elongated, the present version
of the model treats only the distribution of the equivalent radius req based on a sphere having the same
volume as the real precipitates. Table 3 presents all the parameters used for the 6005A model. Fig. 9a
presents the precipitate size distribution used to model the 6005A-T6 base material. Contrarily to the
6005 alloy, the elongated shape of the precipitates is accounted for in the 6056 alloy [54]. The precipi-
tation of the Q phase is explicitly modeled, and Eqs. (25) and (37) have been used for calculating the
solute concentration at the precipitate/matrix interface. Heterogeneous precipitation on dislocations
and dispersoïds are modeled in addition to the homogeneous precipitation. Table 4 gathers all the
s choice is made despite the fact that the chemical composition of the b00 and b0 precipitates is different than the
ition of the stable b-Mg2Si phase, see Section 3.2.1.
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Table 4
Parameters of the microstructure evolution model for the 6056 alloy.

Parameter Symbol Value [54]

Pre-exponential term to K1 K0 1458
Activation energy for solvus boundary Qe 71,645 J/mol
Pre-exponential term for diffusion of Mg DMg

0
1.24 � 10�4 m2/s

Activation energy for diffusion of Mg QMg
d

130,632 J/mol

Pre-exponential term for diffusion of Si DSi
0

2.08 � 10�4 m2/s

Activation energy for diffusion of Si QSi
d

136,228 J/mol

Pre-exponential term for diffusion of Cu DCu
0

0.65 � 10�4 m2/s

Activation energy for diffusion of Cu QCu
d

135,359 J/mol

Pre-exponential term for diffusion of Al DAl
0

0.13 � 10�4 m2/s

Activation energy for diffusion of Al QAl
d

129,300 J/mol

Interfacial energy cint 0.6 J/m2

Molar volume of precipitates Vm 10�5 m3/mol
Number of potential sites homogeneous precipitates Nhomo

0
NA/Vm = 6.1028 m�3

Number of potential sites preci. on dislocations (welds) Ndisloc
0

q/b = 3.52 � 1023 m�3

Number of potential sites preci. on dispersoïds Ndisperso
0

2 � 1019 m�3

Zeldovitch factor Z 0.05
Wetting function homogeneous precipitates uhomo 2.7 � 10�3

Wetting function precipitates on dislocations udisloc 2.2 � 10�3

Wetting function precipitates on dispersoïds udisperso 5 � 10�5

Strain energy due to nucleation DGe 1.2 � 109 J/m3

Precipitate elongation ratio ae 25
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Fig. 9. Distribution of precipitates radius in the base materials for (a) the 6005A-T6 alloy (from Ref. [42]) and (b) the 6056-T78
alloy.
parameters of the model. Fig. 9b shows the precipitate size distribution used to model the 6056-T78 base
material. These parameters have been calibrated on isothermal heat treatments as described in Simar
et al. [42], for the 6005A alloy, and Gallais et al. [54], for the 6056 alloy, using hardness or tensile tests
and the model described in the next section. For the 6056 alloy, an estimate is needed for the number of
potential sites (i.e. N0) and the wetting function (i.e. uj) corresponding to heterogeneous precipitation on
dislocations or on dispersoïds. The dislocation density q has been estimated by Gallais et al. [54] as equal
to 1014 m�2, a high value resulting from the large deformation induced by the FSW process, particularly
in the TMAZ. The number of potential sites for the heterogeneous precipitation on dislocations Ndisloc

0 is
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Table 5
Parameters for the yield strength and strain hardening models (SS = solid solution, NA = natural aging), see Simar et al. [42] and
Gallais et al. [54].

Parameter Symbol Value 6005A Value 6056

Taylor factor M 2 2
Shear modulus G 2.7 GPa 2.7 GPa
Magnitude of Burger’s vector b 2.84 � 10�10 m 2.84 � 10�10 m
Yield strength of pure Al rf 10 MPa 10 MPa
Constant for the effect of Mg in SS content on rss kMg 29 MPa wt.%2/3 29 MPa wt.%2/3

Constant for the effect of Si in SS content on rss kSi 66.3 MPa wt.%2/3 66.3 MPa wt.%2/3

Constant for the effect of Cu in SS content on rss kCu 46.4 MPa wt.%2/3 46.4 MPa wt.%2/3

Transition radius rtrans 3.04 nm 2.6 nm
Line tension constant bC 0.45 0.28
Limit Css for NA Clim 0.45 wt.% 0.2 wt.%
Constant for NA model KNA 58.1 MPa 168 MPa
Constant used to calculate HV AHV 0.26 HV MPa�1 0.33 HV MPa�1

Constant used to calculate HV BHV 35.6 HV 20 HV
Maximum yield strength (T6 material) rmax

0 260 MPa 338 MPa
Hardening rate h with no dynamic preci pitation and no Orowan loops

(h of T6 material)
h0 600 MPa 600 MPa

Recovery term b when r0 is maximum (b of T6 material) bmin 7.5 7.5
Constant linking r0 to b0 kb 9.3 6.2
Constant for the dynamic precipitation effect on h khdp 1270 MPa 1395 MPa
Radius of loss of coherency rcl 25 nm 25 nm
Mean distance between two moving dislocations of opposite sign L0 100 nm 100 nm
Constant linking the dislocation density to the shear stress a 0.21 0.21
Annihilation distance when at least one precipitate lies between two

dislocations of opposite sign
ypreci 22 nm 10 nm
the ratio between this dislocation density and the magnitude of the Burger’s vector (see Tables 4 and 5).
The number of potential sites for heterogeneous precipitation on dispersoïds Ndisperso

0 is evaluated from
microstructure observations but could have been extracted from upstream process models, see Dons
[11] for a model predicting the dispersoïds density following the homogenization treatment. Finally,
the wetting functions are calibrated on a wide variety of heat treatment conditions where the type of
precipitation was systematically characterized (see Fig. 8 in Ref. [54]).

In Section 4.2.3, both microstructure evolution models, for the 6005A and the 6056 Al alloys, will be
validated on friction stir welds made of the 6005A-T6 and 6056-T78 base materials. For the 6005A-T6
welds, the model validation will be based on TEM image analysis providing estimated mean radius at
various distances away from the weldline. For the 6056-T78 welds, the model validation will be based
on DSC measurements delivering estimates of the relative volume fraction of precipitates at various
distances from the weldline.
3.3. Strength and strain hardening of precipitation hardened Al alloys

The precipitation models, described in Section 3.2.3, predict the solid solution concentration and
the size distribution of every type of precipitates in the alloy under investigation for a given thermal
history resulting from the welding or any pre or post welding heat treatment. This information is
needed to quantify the strength of the material. The strength will be modeled both in terms of initial
yield strength (see Section 3.3.1) and in terms of the strain hardening capacity (see Section 3.3.2).
When one is concerned with predicting the overall mechanical properties of welds, a first step is to
know how the mechanical properties are distributed throughout the different regions of the weld.

3.3.1. Yield strength model
In 6xxx series Al alloys, the yield strength and hardness evolutions due to an aging treatment start-

ing from the T4 state has been widely studied, see e.g. [42,54,99,103,105,130,131,160–162]. The T4
material, hardened by solid solution and GP zones, becomes harder due to the formation of b00
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precipitates, reaching the peak strength at the so-called T6 state. Subsequent over-aging will cause a
drop of the yield strength due to the excessive growth of the precipitates and their transformation into
b0 and b precipitates.

3.3.1.1. Literature survey on yield strength models. The version of the model used in the present work is
widely accepted in the literature [19,42,54,130,131,141,142,147,152,159,162]. The main contribution
to the yield strength is the contribution of the precipitates. When the radius is lower than a critical
value rtrans, the precipitates are sheared by the dislocations and the yield strength increases with
the square root of the precipitates radius. When the radius is larger than rtrans, the precipitates are
by-passed by the dislocations and the yield strength varies with the inverse of the precipitate radius,
see Fig. 10 for a schematic of the yield strength evolution with precipitate radius.

Some variants of the model presented below can be found in the literature. Zhu and Starke [163]
derived an extension of the Orowan expression for the strengthening coming from non-shearable pre-
cipitates. This expression is based on computer simulations of the equilibrium configurations of a dis-
location interacting with randomly distributed non-shearable precipitates. Starink and Wang [132]
and Khan et al. [150] used this expression to predict the yield strength of Al alloys. Wang et al.
[164] used a slightly different expression to describe the strength in the presence of the S phase in
a 2024 Al alloy. Esmaeili et al. [129,133] calculated the relative volume fraction of precipitates using
an analytical precipitation model in order to evaluate the yield strength. For shearable precipitates, the
yield strength is proportional to the square root of the radius multiplied by the relative volume frac-
tion of precipitates. For non-shearable precipitates, the yield strength is proportional to the square
root of the relative volume fraction of precipitates. Yazdanmehr et al. [135] used the same expressions
to evaluate the yield strength evolution in over-aged AA6061.

3.3.1.2. Yield strength model. The main contributions to the strengthening mechanism of an age harde-
nable Al alloy are the following:

� rd (MPa) is the grain size contribution to the flow stress due to the Hall–Petch effect [165,166].
This contribution is generally negligible in age hardening Al alloys compared to the precipita-
tion hardening. The contribution of the grain size to strengthening is considered by Starink
et al. [167] to be, in most cases, less than 10 MPa in the weld nugget of FSW joints where
dynamic recrystallization favors the formation of very fine grains compared to the base mate-
rial, see for instance in Refs. [132,168] how to account for the grain size effect on the strength
of friction stir welds.
� rss (MPa) is the solid solution contribution to the flow stress, expressed as [169]
2

evo
rss ¼
Xnel

i¼1

kiC
i
ss

2=3
; ð40Þ

where ki are constants associated to the strength increase resulting from the presence of element i
with concentration Ci

ss (wt.%).2 In the case of the 6056 alloy, all the constituents of the solid solution
must be taken into account when calculating the contribution to the strength. In the case of the
6005A alloy, Cu will be assumed to remain in solid solution since the h-Al2Cu precipitates have very
low dissolution temperatures. Furthermore, the Si solid solution concentration CSi

ss is assumed to
vary proportionally with the Mg solid solution concentration CMg

ss following the composition of
the Mg2Si precipitates. This is equivalent to assuming that the excess Si has precipitated in non-
hardening coarse Si precipitates that do not dissolve during the process. Hence, for low Cu and ex-
cess Si aluminum alloys, e.g. the 6005A alloy, Eq. (40) can be simplified into [42,54]

rss ¼ kMg2SiðCssÞ2=3 þ kCuðCCuÞ2=3; ð41Þ

where kMg2Si is a constant equal to
The units are expressed here in (wt.%) based on the units of ki, but it is not mandatory. In the case of the microstructure
lution model, it is easier to express Ci

ss in at.%.
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kMg2Si ¼ kMg þ kSi
100� CMg

p

CMg
p

!
: ð42Þ
� rj
preci (MPa) is the contribution to the flow stress due to the presence of precipitates of type j. Only

the main equations will be recalled here. The reader is referred to Gerold [170], Ardell [171], Des-
champs et al. [139] and Nembach [172] for a thorough description of the underlying assumptions. If
we assume that the dislocation line has to overcome all the obstacles which are encountered when
gliding in the slip plane to induce a macroscopic strain, rj

preci can be expressed as [139]
rj
preci ¼

MFj

blj
; ð43Þ

where M is the Taylor factor, Fj (N) is the mean obstacle strength, b (m) is the magnitude of the
Burger vector and lj (m) is the particle spacing in the glide plane of the dislocations for the type
j precipitation. The spacing lj can be expressed in terms of the mean precipitates radius rj using Fri-
edel’s statistical model [170,171,173]:

lj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
3

r
rjffiffiffiffi
f j
v

q ; ð44Þ

which gives

rj
preci ¼

M

b
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2C
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3f j

v

2p

s
F3=2

j

rj
; ð45Þ

where C = bCG b2 (N) is the dislocation line tension with bC considered as constant �0.5 [171] and
G (Pa) is the shear modulus. In the case of a precipitation distribution, Fj can be calculated as

Fj ¼
Pnclass

k NjkFjkPnclass
j Njk

; ð46Þ

where Fjk is the obstacle strength for the size class k and type j precipitation. The obstacle strength
Fjk depends on the mechanism of interaction between the dislocation and the precipitate.

– If the precipitate radius rjk is lower than an equivalent transition radius rtrans, the precipitates are
sheared by the dislocations and Fjk ¼ 2bCGb2 rjk

rtrans

� �
[139]. This expression, suggested by Gerold

[170], does not take explicitly into account the details of the complex mechanisms involved in
the dislocation/precipitate interaction (chemical, stacking-fault, modulus, coherency or order
strengthening [171]).

– If the precipitate radius rjk is larger than an equivalent transition radius rtrans, the precipitates
are by-passed by the dislocations following the Orowan mechanism and Fjk = 2bCGb2 [139].

� rpl ¼ MaGb
ffiffiffiffiqp is the dislocation density contribution to the flow stress where q is the forest dis-

location density and a is a constant ranging between 0.2 and 1.5. When evaluating the initial yield
strength, this term can be considered as negligible which corresponds to assuming that
rj

preci � rplðq ¼ qinitÞ. Starink et al. [167] confirmed this assumption based on TEM image analysis.
Gallais et al. [54] estimated the dislocation density in the 6056-T78 base material to be equal to
1013 m�2 and equal to 1014 m�2 in the thermomechanically affected zone of a weld. These esti-
mates lead to rpl equal to respectively 1 MPa in the base material and 3 MPa in the thermomechan-
ically affected zone (see Table 5 for the other parameters).

The important contributions to the yield strength are added up using [174,171]
r0 ¼ rf þ rss þ rpreci; ð47Þ

where rf is the friction stress in pure Al (about 10 MPa). The choice of a linear additivity rule is based
on the comparison with numerical simulations of obstacle strength performed by Brown and Ham
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[174]. These authors concluded that when a small number of strong obstacles (i.e. precipitates) are
mixed with many weak obstacles (i.e. the solute atoms), the linear superposition gives correct predic-
tions of the total strength. Now, in all other instances, the pythagorean additivity rule gives more
accurate predictions. Hence, the total contribution to hardening of the precipitates of the ntype distri-
butions (i.e. for the 6056 alloy: homogeneous precipitation and heterogeneous precipitation on dislo-
cations and dispersoïds) will be estimated as
3 The
initial y
rpreci ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXntype

j
rj

preci

� �2
r

: ð48Þ
Myhr et al. [142] also combined Eqs. (47) and (48) to describe the strengthening of two types of pre-
cipitates (i.e. b00 and b0) inside a solid solution.

The hardness HV can be inferred simply from the yield strength r0 by using a linear regression
[13,19,42,54,141]
HV ¼ AHVr0 þ BHV ; ð49Þ
where AHV and BHV are the parameters of the linear regression. AHV is generally close to 1/3.

3.3.1.3. Natural aging model. In addition to the hardening due to the precipitation resulting from the
thermal history, post-welding natural aging can induce an increase of the yield strength due to the
local precipitation of GP zones. Only the final state where GP zones formation is completed is consid-
ered here since this usually occurs within a couple of days or weeks after welding. The formalism by
Esmaeili et al. [129] states that the radius of the GP zones is independent of the initial solid solution
content and is thus constant. Moreover, the final volume fraction of the GP zones is considered to be
proportional to the solid solution concentration minus a constant accounting for a miscibility gap, Clim

(wt.%). The contribution of the GP zones to the yield strength is based on the classical contribution of
shearable precipitates and can be expressed as3
r0=NA ¼ r0 þ KNA

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CMg

ss � Clim

CMg
0 � Clim

s
; ð50Þ
where KNA (MPa) is given by
KNA ¼ rinit
SHT � rNA

SHT ð51Þ
where rinit
SHT is the yield strength just after a solution heat treatment and rNA

SHT is the yield strength after
the saturation of the natural aging strengthening.

3.3.1.4. Model parameters. Table 5 summarizes the parameters of the yield strength model as applied
to the 6005A [42] and to the 6056 Al alloys [54]. In Section 4.2.4, this yield strength model will be val-
idated towards micro-tensile tests, performed on specimens extracted from the various zones of the
weld and towards hardness measurements performed across 6005A-T6 and 6056-T78 welds.

3.3.2. Strain hardening model
Proper modeling of the strain hardening capacity is essential in order to address the resistance of

the weld (i.e. in uniaxial tensile, the pseudo ultimate tensile strength and the pseudo uniform
elongation).

3.3.2.1. Strain hardening behavior of Al alloys. For pure metals, the Kocks–Mecking–Estrin (KME) model
[175–177] links the variation of the dislocation density q to the local plastic shear strain cp
dq
dcp
¼ k1

ffiffiffiffi
q
p � k2q; ð52Þ
contribution to strengthening of the solid solution giving rise to the precipitation of GP zones must be subtracted from the
ield strength as expressed by Eq. (47) (see e.g. Ref. [42] for the 6005A alloy).
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where k1 and k2 are proportionality constants. Since rpl ¼ MaGb
ffiffiffiffiqp (Taylor relation) and using the

definition of the Taylor factor M = ry/sy = cp/ep, the evolution of the flow stress ry with the plastic
strain can be expressed as
Fig. 10
duratio
dry

dep
¼ h0 � b0ðry � r0Þ; ð53Þ
where h0 =aGbM2k1/2 and b0 = k2M/2 are related to the dislocation storage and dynamic recovery rates
for pure materials. The term h0 is typically equal to G/20. Eq. (53) had been initially identified empir-
ically by Voce [178].

Even if Eq. (53) is theoretically only valid for pure materials, it is classical in the literature related to
strain hardening of Al alloys [179–183] to assume that the plastic slope varies linearly with the flow
stress in more general situations such as the presence of precipitates. In that case, Eq. (53) is general-
ized as
dry

dep
¼ h� bðry � r0Þ; ð54Þ
where h and b are also assumed to be related to the dislocation storage and the dynamic recovery rate.
Deschamps et al. [179] performed channel-die compression of Al alloys containing up to 0.4 wt.%

Cu and concluded that the increasing solute content increases the work hardening capacity. Later,
Deschamps et al. [180] and Esmaeili et al. [181] determined, using tensile tests on a Al–Mg–Si–Cu
alloy, that the initial work hardening rate (i.e. the parameter h) increases significantly when the
material naturally ages from the as-quenched solution heat treated condition. Oppositely, b is rela-
tively unaffected by natural aging. When aging up to the peak strength, h decreases. A slight decrease
of b is only observed for the Al–Mg–Si–Cu alloy at the peak strength. In a Al–Zn–Mg alloy, a slight
over-aging causes a drastic increase of both h and b. Massively over-aged conditions (e.g. 6 months
at 180 �C) lead to h values similar to the peak aged condition in the Al–Mg–Si–Cu alloys. Cheng
et al. [182] have fitted Eq. (53) to stress–strain curves obtained on Al alloys 6111 and 7030. For the
6111 alloy, h decreases significantly from the under-aged to the peak aged condition while b only
slightly drops. Both h and b increase from the peak-aged to the over-aged condition. After a long aging
time, b reaches a maximum plateau value. Similar trends have been observed for the evolution of h
with heat treatment time for the 7030 alloy, but b was slightly increasing from the under-aged to
the peak-aged condition and no maximum of b was reached for the over-aged condition. Simar
et al. [42] have observed for a 6005A Al alloy an evolution of the work hardening capacity similar
to the 6111 alloy studied by Cheng et al. [182]. In addition, Simar et al. [42] have shown that both
h and b drop after a very long over-aging at relatively high temperatures (300 �C and 350 �C). Dumont
et al. [184], Fribourg et al. [183] and Westermann et al. [185] analyzed the work hardening capacity on
Al–Mg–Zn alloys and have also confirmed the trends described in the 7xxx series Al alloys.

To summarize, the presence of precipitates affect the strain hardening parameters h and b in the
following way (see schematics in Fig. 10):
. Schematic of the evolution of the yield strength r0 and strain hardening parameters h and b with heat treatment
n t starting from a supersaturated solid solution (NA = natural aging).
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� The supersaturated solid solution samples have a high value of h while b is only slightly larger than
in a peak aged condition. Note that in the 7xxx series alloys, the drop of b from under-aged condi-
tions to peak aged conditions is not observed. Deschamps et al. [186] attributed the large value of
the parameter h of a supersaturated solid solution to the dynamic precipitation in an Al–Zn–Mg
alloy.
� The parameters h and b reach a minimum when the material is close to its maximum yield strength

state.
� When aging proceeds (over-aging), precipitates are by-passed, leaving Orowan loops around the

precipitate. The parameters h and b significantly increase up to reaching a maximum.
� When the samples are massively over-aged, the parameters h and b drop in the 6xxx series alloys.

This has however not been evidenced in the 7xxx series alloys.
3.3.2.2. Modeling strain hardening in age-hardenable Al alloys. Very few models have been proposed to
predict the strain hardening behavior of solute/precipitation hardened materials as a function of the
microstructure even though this is essential regarding the strength/ductility of the base alloys and
of the welded joints (see later). The main contributions in the last 10 years to modeling the effect
of solute and precipitation on strain hardening in Al alloys will be summarized hereafter; readers
are referred to Kocks and Mecking [177] regarding physics based modeling of strain hardening in
general.

Marthinsen, Nes and co-workers [187–192] developed a two state variable model for the strain
hardening of metals. This model relies on the description of the evolution of the dislocation density
inside the cell structure and a description of the cell size. This model has also been used to describe
the effect of the grain size on the strain hardening capacity of Al alloys containing solute atoms
and non-deformable precipitates [190–192]. The effect of precipitation on dislocation storage is
accounted for by changing the effective slip length based on the precipitate radius and volume fraction
(with l = r/2fv, where l is the mean distance between obstacles in the glide plane of the dislocation), the
grain size, and the mean distance between dislocations (proportional to q�1/2). The dynamic recovery
is only affected by the solute content, through an effect on the dislocation velocity, and not by the
presence of precipitates.

Roters et al. [193] and Goerdeler et al. [194,195] described the evolution of three state variables, i.e.
the mobile dislocation density, cell interior and cell wall dislocation density, as a function of the plas-
tic strain, strain rate and temperature in an application to Al alloys. The model accounts for the storage
of mobile dislocations into the cell walls, to dislocation locks or dipoles. The effect of precipitation on
strain hardening is accounted for by changing the effective slip length similarly to Marthinsen and Nes
[190] (except for the use of l ¼ r=

ffiffiffiffi
fv

p
). Goerdeler et al. [195] accounted for the solute atoms through a

modified effective activation energy.
Estrin [196] reviewed the theory needed for developing constitutive laws for precipitation and sol-

ute hardened alloys in order to generalize the KME model. Estrin [196] took the storage of Orowan
loops into account by introducing a new term in the evolution of the dislocation density with defor-
mation, given by Eq. (52). This term is inversely proportional to the obstacle spacing in the glide plane
of the dislocations l (m):
dq
dcp
¼ k1

ffiffiffiffi
q
p þ 1

bl
� k2q: ð55Þ
Barlat et al. [197] introduced also the term 1/bl to model strain hardening in Al alloys and accounted
for the dislocation cell structure and the microstructure associated to a mean free path for dislocation
glide. Simar et al. [42] used this model with l as given by Eq. (44) and extended it, as explained later, to
describe the strain hardening behavior of a 6005A Al alloy. Fazeli et al. [159] made use of Eq. (55)
to capture the strain hardening of Al–Mg–Sc alloys. Poole, Lloyd and co-workers [182,198] suggested
to tune the exponent of the additivity law associated to the strength of the dislocations density (i.e.
rpl) and the precipitates (i.e. rpreci) to the type of precipitate/dislocation interaction (shearable vs
non-shearable).

Some authors have incorporated kinematic hardening contributions (internal stress) affecting the
mechanical response of Al alloys [199,200]. Reynolds and Baxter [199] relied on composite theory to
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describe the kinematic hardening of the 8009 dispersion strengthened alloy. Proudhon et al. [200]
extended the model of Brown and Stobbs [174] to predict the internal stresses in a 6111 Al alloy.
Fribourg et al. [183] suggested a way of linking the isotropic strain hardening model described later
in the present paper and the kinematic hardening model by Proudhon et al. [200]. Teixeira et al.
[201] combined the model by Poole, Lloyd and co-workers [182,198], Simar et al. [42] and Proudhon
et al. [200] to represent the strain hardening behavior of Al–Cu–Sn alloys. Kinematic hardening will be
neglected hereafter in order to limit the number of model parameters.

3.3.2.3. Strain hardening model - Dislocation storage term h. The shear flow stress sy (Pa) is related to the
forest dislocation density q (#/m2) by
4 The
sy ¼ s0 þ aGb
ffiffiffiffi
q
p

; ð56Þ
where s0 (Pa) is the shear flow stress at the beginning of yielding. The evolution of the dislocation den-
sity with the local plastic shear strain cp is given by Eq. (52) if no Orowan loop is stored around pre-
cipitates (i.e. r 6 rtrans) and by Eq. (55) if Orowan loops are stored around precipitates (i.e. r > rtrans). The
expression of the work hardening rate is given by
dsy

dcp
¼ dsy

dq
dq
dcp

ð57Þ

¼ aGb
2
ffiffiffiffiqp k1

ffiffiffiffi
q
p þ k�

bl
� k2q

� �
ð58Þ

¼ aGbk1

2
þ a2G2b

2lðsy � s0Þ
� k2

2
ðsy � s0Þ; ð59Þ
with k� = 1 if r > rtrans and k� = 0 if r < rtrans. By introducing the Taylor factor M and the expressions for h0

and b0, one gets
dry

dcp
¼ h0 þ

k�a2G2bM3

2lðry � r0Þ
� b0ðry � r0Þ: ð60Þ
Hence, the dislocation storage parameter h expresses as
h ¼ h0 þ
k�a2G2bM3

2lðry � r0Þ
: ð61Þ
For the sake of simplicity, one can assume that the variation of (ry � r0) between 0 and (rsat � r0) 4

is small. A mean value of (ry � r0) can be introduced in the second term of Eq. (61) as given by
(rsat � r0)/2 = h/(2b). Using this formalism, the assumption that the dislocation storage parameter h is
independent of the flow stress is an approximation which is well validated by experimental tensile tests
results on Al alloys, as described in the literature survey. Using the expression of l, see Eq. (44), an
implicit expression for the dislocation storage parameter h is obtained
h
G
¼ h0

G
þ a2GM3 b

h

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3f v

2p

r
b
r

� �
ð62Þ
which can also be written as
h
G
¼ h0

2G
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h0

2G

� �2

þ a2M3b
b
r

� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3f v

2p

rs
: ð63Þ
A sharp transition between precipitates shearing and precipitates bypassing is an idealization when
the material deforms plastically beyond the yield point. The flow stress increases due to work
saturation stress rsat is the stress at which dr/dep = 0.
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hardening. In practice, the precipitates with a radius slightly larger than rtrans will first be by-
passed by dislocations. When plastic straining proceeds, the Orowan loop undergoing an increasing
stress due to the increasing pile up intensity as other dislocation loops accumulate and the
increasing overall stress will end-up shearing the precipitate if it is coherent with the matrix
[202]. Finally, the loop annihilates itself. An efficiency factor u for the storage of Orowan loops
is introduced in order to take into account the stability of the Orowan loops [42]. The factor u
is defined as the proportion of the Orowan loops that could potentially be formed and will not
finish annihilating themselves when the flow stress increases. These are the efficiently stored
loops. Two extreme cases must be distinguished.

� When r = rtrans, no Orowan loops will be stored since the Orowan loops created will directly auto-
annihilate after precipitate shearing, with no excess plastic deformation needed. Hence, the condi-
tion r 6 rtrans imposes u = 0.
� When r = rcl, where rcl is the radius corresponding to the loss of coherency, all the Orowan loops will

be stored. Hence, r P rcl leads to u = 1.

Moreover, the efficiency of dislocation storage u certainly increases with increasing radius. For a
larger radius, a higher stress level must be attained owing to strain hardening before the Orowan loops
can auto-annihilate through precipitate shearing [202]. Hence, the storage of Orowan loops becomes
more efficient. For the sake of simplicity, a linear variation is assumed for u as a function of r [42]. In
between the two extreme cases, i.e. when rtrans < r < rcl, the efficiency factor writes
u ¼ r � rtrans

rcl � rtrans
: ð64Þ
Precipitation from a supersaturated solid solution (i.e. Css > Ce) requires atomic transport. Usually
this transport occurs by diffusion of chemical species. But, plastic deformation induces also atomic
transport, and creates point defects enhancing the transport phenomena. This suggests that
deforming a supersaturated solid solution can sometimes trigger precipitation, and that the rele-
vant parameter driving the precipitation kinetics becomes the strain accumulation rather than
time. The so called dynamic precipitation induces an increase of the flow stress while deforming
the material since rpreci increases with increasing the radius and the volume fraction of precipi-
tates. These precipitates are small enough to be sheared by dislocations. Dynamic precipitation
is expected to increase as the strain increases. The apparent effect of dynamic precipitation on
strain hardening will therefore be an increase of the dislocation storage parameter h by a quantity
called hdp. After Deschamps et al. [186], the contributions of dislocation storage and of dynamic
precipitation can be added linearly. A linear relationship between the excess solute and hdp is
proposed [42], i.e.
h ¼ h0 þ hdp where hdp ¼ khdp
Css � Ce

C0 � Ce

� �
; ð65Þ
where (Css � Ce)/(C0 � Ce) is therefore the relative remaining excess solute. The value of khdp is calcu-
lated from the difference between the dislocation storage parameter h after a solution heat treatment
and the minimum value h = h0.

3.3.2.4. Strain hardening model – dynamic recovery term b. As extensively discussed in the presentation
of the precipitates and yield strength evolution models, the yield strength and the solid solution con-
centration are affected by the presence of precipitates. The dynamic recovery rate b is proportional to
the annihilation distance between two dislocations of opposite sign ya. When the interaction stress
between two dislocations (Gb/ya) exceeds the yield strength, the dislocations annihilate one another.
Hence, if the yield strength increases, the dynamic recovery rate b should decrease. Furthermore, if
dynamic precipitation occurs, an additional increase of the yield strength takes place leading to a lar-
ger decrease of the dynamic recovery rate b. Furthermore, precipitation and dynamic precipitation
cause a depletion of solid solution, increasing the intrinsic mobility of dislocations out of their plane
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Fig. 11. Effect of the presence of a precipitate surrounded by an Orowan dislocation loop on the annihilation distance between
two moving dislocations (ya); traveling time associated to the mean spacing between two opposite dislocations td (s); 1/tpreci

(s�1) is the frequency of precipitates distribution.
by modifying the core properties of the dislocation, e.g. by increasing the stacking fault energy, which
favors cross slip. The solid solution effect which is connected to the possibility of dynamic precipita-
tion and the modification of the core properties of the dislocation is difficult to quantify due to its cou-
pling with the yield strength evolution. Indeed, when the solid solution concentration decreases, the
yield strength increases, as an indirect effect related to the precipitation, leading to a potential de-
crease of the dynamic recovery rate b. But, the decrease in solid solution concentration reduces the
dynamic precipitation with a potential increase of the dynamic recovery rate b. For the sake of sim-
plicity, the dynamic recovery rate b is assumed to be inversely proportional to the yield strength
r0. The reference is the minimum value bmin for which the maximum yield strength rmax

0 is attained.
The expression of the dynamic recovery rate b writes
5 Dis
1
bmin
� 1

b
¼ kb

rmax
0 � r0

G

� �
; ð66Þ
where kb is an adimensional constant which can be evaluated by knowing the value of the dynamic
recovery rate b and initial yield stress for a solution heat treated sample.

Fig. 11 explains the physics of the model proposed for the influence of the Orowan loop formation
on the dynamic recovery mechanism. Two cases are possible [42]:

� Case A. The mean spacing between two opposite dislocations and associated traveling time td (s) is
such that the dislocations annihilate before encountering a precipitate involving an Orowan loop.
In this case, the annihilation distance with another mobile dislocation ya

5 is equal to y0 which is the
annihilation distance when no dislocation is stored around precipitates. In that case, the dynamic
recovery rate b is equal to b0, which is the value of the dynamic recovery rate b when no Orowan loop
is stored.
� Case B – ‘‘The dislocation lift effect’’. At least one precipitate is met during the interval time td and this

precipitate is surrounded by an Orowan loop. In that case, the dislocation will partially and locally
annihilate with the Orowan loop favoring a change of glide plane. Consequently, the dislocation
tance under which two dislocations undergo a force field large enough to allow cross slip resulting in annihilation.
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glide is‘‘de-localized’’ and the effective annihilation distance with another mobile dislocation ya

will be larger. The apparent recovery rate b will increase up to bpreci. If the dynamic recovery rate
b can be interpreted via the critical annihilation distance ypreci at the precipitate/matrix interface,
bpreci � 2ypreci/b, independent of the precipitate radius.

Case A and B can take place simultaneously when deforming an alloy containing precipitates
around which Orowan loops are stored. Let p(0) be the probability to have no precipitate between
two dislocations that would potentially annihilate one another (case A). The value of ya then writes
ya ¼ y0pð0Þ þ yprecið1� pð0ÞÞ; ð67Þ
or equivalently, if bpreci can be interpreted via the critical annihilation distance ypreci,
b ¼ b0pð0Þ þ bprecið1� pð0ÞÞ: ð68Þ
An estimate for p(0) is required. By definition, the traveling time writes td = L0/vr, where L0 (m) is the
mean distance between two mobile dislocations of opposite sign and vr (m/s) is the relative velocity of
two moving dislocations. Another traveling time interval tpreci is defined as tpreci = l/vr, where l (m) is
the precipitates spacing in the glide plane of the dislocations given by Eq. (44). The mean number m
of precipitates encountered before two moving dislocations meet is m = td/tpreci. Hence, the mean
number mu of precipitates having an Orowan loop efficiently stored around it encountered before
two moving dislocations meet is mu = m u, where u is the efficiency of dislocation storage, i.e. the prob-
ability of an Orowan loop to survive the deformation process. Consequently, the following expression
for mu is proposed
mu ¼ u
td

tpreci
¼ u

L0

l
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3

2p

r ffiffiffiffi
fv

p
L0u

r
: ð69Þ
Using a Poisson probability distribution, the mean probability to meet m precipitates with an Orowan
loop during the time td can be estimated, which requires knowing the mean number mu of precipitates
having an Orowan loop efficiently stored and encountered before two moving dislocations meet. This
mean probability p(m) writes
pðmÞ ¼
mm

u

m!
expð�muÞ: ð70Þ
Hence, the probability p(0) that a dislocation meets no precipitate involving an Orowan loop during
the time td is given by (using expression (44) to calculate l)
pð0Þ ¼ expð�muÞ ¼ exp �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3

2p

r ffiffiffiffi
fv

p
L0u

r

 !
: ð71Þ
3.3.2.5. Final expressions for h and b. Accounting for Orowan loop formation and dynamic precipitation
leads to
h
G
¼ h0 þ hdp

2G
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h0

2G

� �2

þ a2M3bu
b
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� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3f v

2p

rs
: ð72Þ
Accounting for Orowan loop formation and for the effect of the yield strength on dynamic recovery
leads to
b ¼ b0exp �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3

2p

r ffiffiffiffi
fv

p
L0u

r

 !
þ

2ypreci

b
1� exp �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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r ffiffiffiffi
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p
L0u

r

 ! !
: ð73Þ
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In Eqs. (72) and (73), the evolution of u with the precipitate radius is given by Eq. (64). The evolution
of hdp with the solid solution concentration is provided by Eq. (65). The evolution of b0 with the initial
yield strength is given by Eq. (66). The precipitate radius used in the strain hardening model is the
mean radius, i.e. the contributions of the radius of each type of precipitate multiplied by its volume
fraction are added and the total is divided by fv. Table 5 summarizes the parameters used for modeling
the strain hardening behavior of 6005A [42] and 6056 Al alloys. In Section 4.2.4, this strain hardening
model will be validated on micro-tensile tests performed across 6005A-T6 and 6056-T78 welds, prob-
ing the various zones of the weld.

3.3.2.6. Stage IV hardening. As discussed by Nes [188], Kocks and Mecking [177], and Argon and Haasen
[203], large strain experiments, performed under torsion or shear, demonstrate that the decrease of
the hardening rate is interrupted by a constant hardening stage, referred to as stage IV. Stage IV hard-
ening corresponds to the increasing misorientation among dislocation cells built during stage III
[177,188]. Simar et al. [5] have estimated this constant stage IV hardening rate hIV on heat treated
samples of 6005A Al alloy. They concluded that stage IV hardening must be accounted for when mod-
eling damage, which often develops at large local strains. Simar et al. [5] found a simple correlation
between the true strain at necking �u and hIV which will be used in the following: hIV/�u = 650 MPa.
In absence of any other information, the same correlation will be assumed to hold true for the 6056
alloy. Eq. (54) is modified as suggested by Liu [204] to account for a smooth transition to stage IV hard-
ening, see also Fig. 2 of Simar et al. [5]:
dry

dep
¼ h� bðry � r0 � hIVepÞ þ hIV : ð74Þ
3.4. Damage model for Al alloys

Ductile materials always involve damage accumulation when deformed to large plastic strains. In
Al alloys, damage is caused by the nucleation of voids on intermetallic particles that are about three
orders of magnitude larger than the strengthening precipitates described in Section 3.2.1. The growth
and coalescence of these voids will eventually lead to the final fracture of the material due to the prop-
agation of a crack resulting from the coalescence of several voids. Micro-mechanics type damage mod-
els can be used to estimate the fracture strain based on the predicted tensile properties from Section
3.3 and distribution parameters associated to the intermetallic phase. This section first provides a
description of the non-hardening precipitates in Al alloys (i.e. the intermetallic phases). The damage
mechanisms in Al alloys will be described in Section 3.4.2. In Section 3.4.3, the micro-mechanics based
damage model relying on Gurson’s formalism [205] will be presented. Finally, Section 3.4.4 will show
how the damage model can be applied to 6xxx series Al with an emphasis on the 6005A and 6056 al-
loys. Later, in Section 4.2.6, the damage model will be validated towards experimental measurements
of the broken section area of tensile specimens of friction stir welds in both Al alloys.

3.4.1. Non-hardening precipitates in Al alloys
During the casting of industrial Al alloys of the series 6xxx, the presence of Fe, Mn and Cr leads to

the formation of incoherent coarse phases. These phases can be classified into two separate categories:
the intermetallics which are iron rich precipitates, and the dispersoïds which are Mn and/or Cr rich
precipitates. The intermetallic particles and dispersoïds are the particles on which damage nucleates
in Al alloys [3,5,34,206–210].

Intermetallics are Al–Fe, Al–Fe–Si and Al–Fe–Mn–Si type particles formed between the Al dendrites
during the cooling of the cast [211]. These phases have a typical size of around 1–10 lm. The
homogenization treatment that follows casting aims, among others, at transforming interconnected
plate-like b-Al5FeSi into more rounded and discrete a-Al12(FeMn)3 and at dissolving coarse Mg2Si
precipitates [3,212].

Dispersoïds are a-Al (FeMn) phases formed on purpose during the homogenization of the alloy to
control the recrystallisation. The typical size of these phases is about 100 nm. They heterogeneously
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Fig. 12. Schematic description of the sequence of damage mechanisms occurring in metallic alloys and leading to ductile
failure.
precipitate on b0 phases during the homogenization treatment and are incoherent with the Al matrix.
The b0 phases segregate towards the dendrite boundaries during casting [213] and later dissolve dur-
ing a homogenization treatment. This explains the inhomogeneous distribution of dispersoïds within
the Al matrix [214].

3.4.2. Damage mechanisms in Al alloys
Fig. 12 schematically presents the phenomenology of ductile failure. The reader is referred also to

the comprehensive reviews by Pineau [215], Tvergaard [216], Lassance et al. [3], Pineau and Pardoen
[4], Pardoen et al. [10] and Benzerga and Leblond [8]. A macroscopic specimen, here containing a
notch, is deformed in tension. Damage accumulates faster in the center of the minimum section of
the bar where the highest stress triaxiality as well as large plastic strains, the two main parameters
in ductile fracture [217]. Damage in a ductile material is characterized by the nucleation, growth
and coalescence of small internal voids. These voids generally nucleate by the fracture or decohesion
of second phase particles [218] such as the intermetallics found in Al alloys [3,5,32,207,208,210,219].
The voids then grow by plastic deformation [8]. Void coalescence consists in the localization of plastic
deformation at the micro-scale inside the intervoid ligament between neighboring voids [220]. Earlier
void coalescence can be favored by the presence of secondary voids nucleated on a second population
of smaller particles such as on the dispersoïds in Al alloys [209,221–224].

In the model presented in the next section, the detrimental effect of precipitate free zones (PFZ) on
ductility is not considered, see Pardoen et al. [10,225] for an example of application of the Gurson for-
malism to PFZ or Steglich et al. [226] for precipitate free bands. Indeed, the presence of precipitate free
zones does not particularly affect 6xxx series aluminum alloys but is a major concern when treating
the ductility of high strength aluminum alloys, in particular in the 7xxx series aluminum alloys.

3.4.3. Model description
Comprehensive literature survey on the micro-mechanics based damage models are available in re-

view papers [3,4,8,8,10]. Only the main ingredients and equations of a generic damage model used in
the model chain will be presented. The model is based on the work by Pardoen and Hutchinson
[227,228] which relies on the Gurson formalism [205] as enhanced by Tvergaard et al. [229],
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Fig. 13. Definition of the void radius assuming a spheroidal shape (Rz = Rx) with respect to the main loading axis.
Needleman et al. [230], Gologanu et al. [231] (void morphology), Benzerga et al. [2], Thomason [220]
for the void coalescence condition.

3.4.3.1. Main geometrical void parameters. The voids are described by the following parameters:

� f is the porosity, i.e.the volume fraction of voids, with f0 the initial value.
� W is the mean aspect ratio of the voids. The voids are assumed spheroidal, which signifies a circular

section in a plane transverse to the main void axis y (i.e. Rx = Rz, where Rx or Rz is the radius of the
circular section). The logarithmic aspect ratio of the voids is defined as Sv = ln(W) = ln(Ry/Rx). The
initial values are designated Sv0 and W0. Fig. 13 clarifies the definition of W.
� kd is the particle distribution factor. Here, we will assume that the voids are uniformly distributed

leading to kd = 1.
� v is the relative void spacing and is defined as
v ¼ f
cd

kd

W

� �1
3

; ð75Þ

where cd is a geometric factor which depends on the arrangement of voids. Here, we will assume
that the voids are distributed in a simple periodic cubic array (i.e. cd = 0.605), see Fig. 13.

3.4.3.2. Void nucleation. The decohesion or fracture of a particle is assumed to occur when the maxi-
mum principal stress in the particle or at the interface with the matrix ðrparticle

princ Þ
max reaches a critical

value rc. The maximum principal stress in the particle can be related to the overall stress state by
using [232–234]:
rparticle
princ

� �max
¼ rmax

princ þ ksðreq � r0Þ; ð76Þ
where rmax
princ is the maximum overall principal stress, req is the von Mises equivalent stress, and ks is a

parameter of the order of unity which is a function of the inclusion shape and of the loading direction
[235], see also Teko~glu and Pardoen [236] for a more advanced formulation. The rate of increase of the
void volume fraction associated to the nucleation of new voids _f nucl is taken as a function of the plastic
strain
_f nucl ¼ gðepÞ _ep; ð77Þ
where ep is the equivalent plastic strain of the matrix material, g(ep) takes a polynomial form described
in Lassance et al. [3] and nucleation is assumed to occur over a strain range equal to Denucl. The fact
that void nucleation occurs over a strain interval implies that voids will be nucleated with an already
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evolving void aspect ratio (W > W0). As discussed in Lassance et al. [3], this can be approximately ac-
counted for by correcting the porosity to be nucleated as a function of the current void aspect ratio as
f ðeff Þ
0 ¼ f0W=W0 ¼ fpW=Wp (fp is the particle volume fraction and Wp is the particle aspect ratio).

3.4.3.3. Void growth. Based on volume conservation during plastic deformation, the increase of the
void volume fraction writes
6 For
loading
_f ¼ ð1� f Þ _ep
ii þ _f nucl; ð78Þ
where _ep
ij are the ij components of the overall plastic strain tensor. The evolution law for Sv has been

derived by Gologanu et al. [231] from the micro-mechanical analysis of the growth of spheroidal voids
in a J2 perfectly plastic material as
_Sv ¼
3
2
ð1þ h1Þ _ep �

_ep
ii

3
dK

� �
: Pd þ h2 _ep

ii; ð79Þ
with analytical expressions for h1, h2 as a function of Sv and f; Pd is a projector tensor, defined by ey 	 ey

(ey is a unit vector parallel to the main cavity axis6); dK is the Kronecker tensor. The hardening behavior of
the matrix material is related to the overall stress and plastic strain rate through the energy balance
initially proposed by Gurson [205]:
ry _ep
yð1� f Þ ¼ r _�p; ð80Þ
where the mean flow strength of the matrix ry is a function of the mean plastic strain ep
y . In order to

calculate the evolution of the variables f and Sv as well as the stress state rij, use is made of the asso-
ciated flow rule
_ep
ij ¼ _c

@U
@rij

; ð81Þ
where U is the flow potential proposed by Gologanu et al. [231] for a porous material involving sphe-
roidal voids:
U ¼ C
r2

0

r0 þ gdr
g
hX

		 		2 þ 2qðg þ 1Þðg þ f Þ cosh j
rg

h

r0

� �
� ðg þ 1Þ2 � q2ðg þ f Þ2 ¼ 0; ð82Þ
where (see Gologanu et al. [231], Pardoen and Hutchinson [227], Benzerga et al. [2], Pardoen [237] for
more details)

� r0 is the deviatoric tensor part of the Cauchy stress tensor;
� rg

h is a generalized hydrostatic stress defined by rg
h ¼ r : J; J is a tensor associated to the void axis

and defined by
J ¼ ð1� 2a2Þey 	 ey þ a2ex 	 ex þ a2ez 	 ez; ð83Þ
� X is a tensor associated to the void axis and defined by
X ¼ 2
3

ey 	 ey �
1
3

ex 	 ex �
1
3

ez 	 ez; ð84Þ
� k k is the von Mises norm;
� C, gd, g, j and a2 are analytical functions of the state variables Sv and f;
� q is a parameter that has been calibrated as a function of f0, W0 and the strain hardening exponent

n.

The stresses are calculated from
the sake of simplicity, we will assume here that the main void axis ey does not rotate and that it remains parallel to the
direction, i.e. the y direction.
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_rij ¼ Lijkl _ekl � _ep
kl

� �
; ð85Þ
where Lijkl are the elastic moduli.

3.4.3.4. Void coalescence. The first stage of void growth by relatively homogeneous plastic deformation
of the matrix surrounding the voids is interrupted by the localization of the plastic flow in the liga-
ment between the voids. This localization corresponds to the onset of coalescence. From that point
on, void coalescence starts, driven by plasticity localized between the primary voids. The problem is
similar to an internal necking process at a micro-scale. Thomason [220] proposed the following con-
dition for the onset of coalescence by internal necking:
ryy

r0ð1� rgv2Þ ¼ ad
1� v
vW

� �2

þ 1:24

ffiffiffi
1
v

s
; ð86Þ
where rg is a geometric factor which depends on the void arrangement (in a cubic cell, rg = p/4) and
parameter ad has been fitted as a function of the average value of the strain hardening exponent n
by Pardoen et al. [227] for 0 6 n 6 0.3
adðnÞ ¼ 0:1þ 0:22nþ 4:8n2: ð87Þ
In the case of the hardening law used in this work, see Eq. (74), the corresponding strain hardening
exponent is not constant. The Considère criterion, stating the true strain at necking eu is equal to
the strain hardening exponent, is used to provide an estimate of an average n noted hni, i.e. hni�eu,
to be used in Eq. (87), see Lecarme et al. [238] for a more elegant approach. Criterion (86) states that
coalescence occurs when the stress normal to the localization plane reaches a critical value. This crit-
ical value decreases as the voids open (i.e. W increases) and get closer to each other (i.e. v increases).
Hence, the dominant parameter controlling the transition to the coalescence mode is the relative void
spacing v. The porosity affects the coalescence indirectly through the link with the void spacing v and
through its softening effect on the applied stress ryy. In the present study, coalescence by internal
necking is assumed to occur in a band normal to the main void axis which is certainly an approximate
in the case of shear-driven void sheet coalescence mechanism, see Scheyvaerts et al. [239,240] for a
more advanced formulation.

3.4.3.5. Influence of a second population of voids on coalescence. As discussed in Section 3.4.1, industrial
Al alloys generally contain dispersoïds in addition to the larger intermetallics. The dispersoïds can
intervene in the damage process as second population of cavities [34,208–210,223,224,241,242].
The schematic of Fig. 12 shows how these secondary voids, represented by dark gray small circles,
intervene in the damage process. A second population of cavities generally nucleate after the primary
voids, especially within the ligament between these primary voids in which the deformation is the
largest. Fabrègue et al. [223,224] have shown that the secondary voids do not affect the primary void
growth. Fabrègue et al. [223,224] also suggested a phenomenological correction to the Thomason
[220] criterion
ryy
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where f2 is the volume fraction of secondary voids growing in the ligament between the primary voids.
The evolution of f2 with strain is also calculated by Fabrègue et al. [223,224] using a closed form model
but, for simplicity and reducing the calculation time, we will assume that the secondary voids grow at
a rate K2 proportional to the equivalent plastic strain (see [6])
f2 ¼ K2ð�p � �p;nucl2Þ; ð89Þ
where �p,nucl2 is the equivalent plastic strain at the nucleation of the secondary voids. The secondary
voids are assumed to nucleate when the maximum principal stress in the particle or at the interface
with the matrix ðrparticle

princ Þ
max reaches a critical value rc2 following Eq. (76).
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Table 6
Parameters of the micro-mechanics based damage model, see Simar et al. [5].

Parameter Symbol Value 6005A Value 6056

Volume fraction of intermetallic particles fp 1.2% 0.93%
Aspect ratio of intermetallic particles Wp 0.59 0.85
Initial aspect ratio of nucleated voids W0 0.01 0.01
Nucleation stress rc 400 MPa 400 MPa
Extend of nucleation Drnucl 200 MPa 200 MPa
Nucleation condition parameter ks 1.0 1.0
Nucleation stress for secondary voids rc2 600 MPa 600 MPa
Rate of growth of a second pop. of voids K2 1.2 1.2
3.4.4. Application to 6xxx series Al alloys
In this section, the identification of the different parameters entering the damage model are de-

scribed. The objective is to rely as much as possible on microstructural data obtained experimentally
with a minimum number of adjusting parameters.

Simar et al. [5] have shown that in the 6005A Al alloy the intermetallic particles break during defor-
mation at room temperature. When void nucleation results from the fracture of brittle (elastic) parti-
cles, a stress controlled criterion can be justified by a fracture mechanics argument: the particles
contain internal defects which lead to cracking when the particle fracture toughness is reached, the
stress intensity factor being proportional to the applied stress, see Shabrov et al. [243], Lassance
et al. [244] and Teko~glu and Pardoen [236] for a more complete description concerning the use of a
stress controlled nucleation law in the case of particle fracture. In the present model chain, it is chosen
to iteratively introduce a stress controlled nucleation distribution law even though the numerical code
is written with a strain controlled nucleation distribution law. The term D rnucl is defined as the dis-
tribution of void nucleation stress that should correspond to the Denucl in the nucleation law, Eq. (77).
The code works by iterations. An initial Denucl is imposed. The stress in the particle is calculated by Eq.
(76). Then, the calculation is restarted with an increased or decreased Denucl with the aim to reach a
stress in the particle after complete nucleation equal to rnucl + Drnucl. Since nucleation occurs by par-
ticle fracture, the initial void aspect ratio is very low. Hence, a small value of the initial void aspect
ratio is selected, W0 = 0.01, see Huber et al. [207]. As a result, the initial volume fraction of voids is
given by f0 = W0fp/Wp. Table 6 summarizes the parameters used for the damage model for the
6005A and 6056 Al alloys. Note that only the microstructure parameters (i.e. fp and Wp) are alloy
dependent. These parameters, related to the intermetallic particles, have been obtained by image anal-
ysis performed on SEM micrographs in both alloys [5,34].

Simar et al. [5] have shown that heat treated 6005A tensile specimens involve two populations of
cavities on their fracture surface if the material is in a hard state (typically in the T6 state). Gallais et al.
[34] have shown that friction stir welds made of AA6056-T78 present a second population of cavities
on their fracture surface. The presence of a second population of cavities plays a more significant role
at high stresses, hence one can expect this phenomenon to have a larger impact on the fracture strain
of 6056-T78 welds than on the fracture strain of 6005A welds as verified experimentally [6,34]. Fur-
thermore, Al–Mg–Si–Cu heterogeneous precipitation on the dispersoïds as observed in the thermome-
chanically affected zone of 6056-T78 friction stir welds [34,54] tends to increase the apparent size of
the dispersoïds. Fig. 14 compares the fracture surfaces of a 6005A-T6 weld and of a 6056-T78 weld. In
the low strength material, i.e. the 6005A alloy show no evidence of a second population of cavities
while, in the high strength alloy, i.e. the 6056 alloy, secondary voids are clearly observed. The stress
required to nucleate voids on dispersoïds is much higher than the one for the iron rich intermetallics
because of the smaller size and associated lower size of interface or internal defects. This high nucle-
ation stress is apparently not reached in this 6005A weld while it is attained in the 6056 welds.

The parameter K2, controlling the rate of growth of the secondary voids, is identified from the re-
sponse of the base material 6056-T78 in the following way. The yield strength and strain hardening
parameters of the base material have been used in a J2 finite element simulation of a tensile test,
i.e. no damage is involved in the simulation. By extracting the evolution of the stress triaxiality with
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Fig. 15. Evolution of the fracture strain predicted by the damage model for the 6056-T78 base material with a nucleation stress
for secondary voids rc,nucl2 equal to 600 MPa.

Fig. 14. Fracture surface of a 6005A-T6 and 6056-T78 welds deformed in tension perpendicular to the weld line. Both samples
have fractured in the weakest heat affected zone. The 6056 weld (b) presents a second population of cavities contrarily to the
6005A weld (a).
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Table 7
Summary of the models described in Section 3. FE = finite element and KME = Kocks–Mecking–Estrin.

Model type Selected model Inputs Outputs References
with
validation

Thermal FE model with heat transfer
involving an estimated velocity
field

Power input (torque) contact
conditions (tool workpiece and
workpiece/backing plate
interfaces) thermal properties of
the material

Thermal cycles
during the FSW
process

[49,42]
Section
4.2.2

Microstructure
evolution

Size class model with possible
heterogeneous precipitation of
quaternary phases (e.g. Q phase)

Thermal cycle precipitation
sequence thermodynamic and
kinetic data

Radius size
distribution ss
concentration

[42,54]
Section
4.2.3

Yield strength
and strain
hardening

Adding contributions to r0 of
solid solution and
precipitates + KME strain
hardening model accounting for
precipitation

Precipitate radius and volume
fraction ss concentration
mechanical material parameters

Tensile
properties (r0, h,
b and hIV)

[42]
Section
4.2.4

Damage Void nucleation + extended
Gurson model for void growth
and shape evolution + Thomason
coalescence criterion with
secondary voids

Tensile properties intermetallic
phase volume fraction and shape

Volume fraction
of voids and
shape at fracture
fracture strain

[34,5,6]
Section
4.2.6
plastic deformation in the most deformed element, the damage model is run in ‘‘post-processing’’ with
and without a second population of cavities (this is thus a so-called ‘‘non-coupled damage modeling’’).
Without a second population of cavities, the predicted fracture strain ef is equal to 0.62 while it is
equal to 0.44 experimentally (see Table 9 and Gallais et al. [34]). The true fracture strain is defined
as ef = ln(Ai/Af) where Ai and Af are respectively the initial and deformed area of the cross-section con-
taining the critical element. Fig. 15 presents the evolution of the fracture strain with a second popu-
lation of cavities as a function of K2. The nucleation stress of the second population of cavities rc,nucl2 is
selected to be 600 MPa, as suggested by Gallais et al. [34]. It will be shown in Section 4.2.6 that, with
this choice of rc,nucl2, no secondary voids nucleation is predicted in the 6005A-T6 welds as verified
experimentally, see Fig. 14. The experimental fracture strain of the base material 6056-T78 tensile test
specimens (i.e. ef = 0.44) is correctly predicted with K2 = 1.2 (see Table 6). Micro-tensile specimens ex-
tracted from the weak heat affected zone of a 6056-T78 weld, with an initial yield strength equal to
165 MPa, present an experimental fracture strain equal to 0.67 and a predicted fracture strain without
secondary voids equal to 0.63. Using rc,nucl2 = 600 MPa, no secondary damage is predicted. Now, it will
be shown in Section 4.2.6, that in the transverse tensile test on welded specimens, secondary voids
play a significant role in reducing the fracture strain due to a higher level of stress triaxiality in the
weakest zone of the welds (elevating thus the magnitude of the maximum principal stress) compared
to homogeneous micro-tensile specimens.

3.5. Conclusions

This section described the models that will be used in the integrated modeling discussed in the
next section. Table 7 summaries all these models and provides a summary of the required input data
and the output data as well as the references where more details on model validation can be found.
4. Integrated modeling applied to friction stir welding

4.1. Principles of the integrated chain modeling

Fig. 1 describes the chaining of models used to link the process parameters and material properties
to the end-use properties of the welds. It involves a thermal model, a microstructure evolution model,
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Fig. 16. Principle of the integrated chain modeling applied to a friction stir weld made of a 6005A Al alloy with an advancing
speed of 1000 mm/min and a rotational speed of 1000 rpm. The following parameters and their distribution on a transverse
section (z is the thickness and y is perpendicular to the welding direction) are calculated by the model: Tmax is the maximum
temperature, req is the equivalent radius, fv is the volume fraction of precipitates, r0 is the initial yield strength, h and b are the
strain hardening parameters, �yy is the local strain in the loading direction, e is the engineering strain, R is the engineering stress
and ef is the true strain at fracture.
a dislocation based model for hardening and strain hardening, a macro-mechanics model of a welded
component and a micro-mechanics based damage model. The primary goal of this model chain is the
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prediction of the effect of a variety of processing parameters, often difficult to systematically test
experimentally, with the final objective to optimize the process.

Fig. 16 describes the integrated modeling procedure in the case of the friction stir welds made of
6005A Al alloy. The thermal model described in Section 3.1.2 provides the temperature cycles across
the weld. The thermal cycles are transfered to the microstructure evolution model described in Section
3.2.3, particularized to the 6005A alloy, to predict the equivalent radius and volume fraction of Mg2Si
precipitates. Based on this last information, the yield strength and strain hardening models described
in Section 3.3 provide the local distribution of tensile properties. The local distributions of tensile
properties are then introduced in a 3D finite element model of a transverse tensile specimen involving
all the zones of the weld. This model relies on J2 elastoplasticity to predict the pseudo engineering
stress–strain curve, from which the pseudo yield strength, pseudo ultimate tensile strength and
pseudo engineering strain at maximum load (or pseudo uniform elongation) can be inferred. The FE
simulation also provides the local stresses and strains in the weld. The stress triaxiality and plastic
strain as well as the local tensile properties are transfered to the damage model described in Section
3.4.3. The element that presents the earliest coalescence will be considered to initiate fracture of the
entire specimen, providing a lower bound estimate of the true fracture strain. This uncoupled ap-
proach was shown by Pardoen et al. [10] to give the same prediction of the fracture strain of a weld
as the coupled simulation by Nielsen et al. [6] which is much more computationally intensive. Now,
the present approach does not permit simulations of the full crack growth process.

This modeling procedure is applied also to the 6056-T78 welds, with the appropriate microstruc-
ture evolution model including heterogeneous precipitation and the formation of the quaternary
phase Q. Furthermore, the damage model for the 6056-T78 welds involves the effect of the growth
of a second population of cavities on void coalescence.

4.2. Validation on friction stir welds in 6xxx series Al alloys

The aim of this section is to validate the model chain by comparing the predictions to a variety of
experimental data available for the 6005A and 6056 welds. Note that the microstructure evolution
model, the yield strength and strain hardening models, as well as the damage model described in Sec-
tion 3 have also been validated individually on isothermal heat treatments (see Refs. [5,42,54]).

4.2.1. Base materials
The composition of the 6005A and 6056 alloys have been determined by chemical analysis, see

Table 8. Both materials contain Mg and Si as main alloying elements. The 6005A alloy has been ex-
truded while the 6056 alloy has been rolled, both with a 6 mm thick plate geometry. Several important
differences between the two alloys must be mentioned:

� According to the different amount of alloying elements, the nature of the strengthening precipi-
tates is different for each alloy: previous work on the 6056 alloy [54] indicates that the major hard-
ening phase in over aged condition, such as the T78 state, is the quaternary Q phase whereas the
b-Mg2Si precipitates constitute the stable phase for the 6005A composition [245]. The excess of Si
is not sufficient in the 6005A alloy to favor metastable precipitation of a Q-like phase.
� Less alloying elements are available in the 6005A alloy to form strengthening precipitates.
� As a counterpart, the 6056 will be more sensitive to heterogeneous precipitation during welding

[54,118].
Table 8
Composition of the 6005A and 6056 Al alloys (wt.%).

Alloy Al Si Mg Cu Fe Mn Zn

6005A 98.21 0.81 0.48 0.09 0.24 0.11 0.07
6056 96.99 0.87 0.73 0.67 0.12 0.62 –
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� The 6056 alloy has half the iron content of the 6005A alloy. The 6056 alloy will thus present a lower
volume fraction of iron-rich intermetallics, responsible for damage nucleation (see fp in Table 6).
� The 6056 alloy has about 6 times more Mn compared to the 6005A alloy. Consequently, the 6056

alloy will present a higher volume fraction of Mn rich dispersoïds, acting as second population of
cavities, known to favor early void coalescence, hence lower the ductility.
Table 9
Tensile properties of the 6005A and the 6056 alloys in various states.

Alloy and state 6005A 6056

T4 T6 T4 T6 T78

Yield stress at 0.2%, r0 (MPa) 99 256 226 338 287
True tensile stress, ru (MPa) 260 299 407 372 324
True strain at onset of necking, eu 0.22 0.08 0.20 0.031 0.056
True fracture strain, ef 0.80 0.18 0.32 – 0.44
Dislocation storage rate, h (MPa) 1872 806 1995 600 1141
Recovery rate, b 10.4 10.1 9.3 7.5 15.0

Fig. 17. Variation of the total power P estimated from the torque measurement as a function of the welding parameters.
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Fig. 18. Evolution of the friction coefficient with the welding parameters for the 6005A-T6 welds.
Table 9 presents the uniaxial tensile properties of the 6005A and the 6056 Al alloys for various heat
treatments states. The T78 treatment is an overaged condition consisting of two successive isothermal
holdings of 6 h at 175 �C and 5 h at 210 �C. The 6005A-T6 base material used in the welds is 10%
weaker than the 6056-T78.

4.2.2. Validation of the thermal model
4.2.2.1. Measurement of the mechanical power. The thermal model presented in Section 3.1.2 has been
applied to welds produced for a variety of conditions both for the alloy 6005A in the T6 temper and for
the alloy 6056 in the T78 temper. The input of the thermal model are the total power Pin (W) for each
welding condition which is calculated based on the rotational speed x (rad/s), the torque Mz (Nm) and
the efficiency g, as P = gPin = Mzx [49]. The torque has been measured during welding [49,63] (most
dedicated FSW machines include a torque measurement). For the 6005A-T6 welds, the efficiency is
estimated by measuring the temperature during welding at two locations on the tool away from
the shoulder surface. The efficiency does almost not vary with the welding parameters and is close
to g � 0.95 [49].

Fig. 17 shows the variation of the torque, represented in terms of the variation of the corresponding
total mechanical power P as a function of the advancing speed for various rotational speeds and for
both alloys. Note that the welding parameters are different in the two alloys.7 A higher rotational
speed induces only a slightly larger power. The effect of the rotational speed on the total power is
more marked in the 6056 welds which could be explained by the more complex geometry of the tool
(i.e. a triflute tool) compared to the 6005A welds which were performed using a simply threaded pin.
The total power increases with increasing advancing speed in the 6005A-T6 welds while no pro-
nounced effect of the advancing speed can be observed in Fig. 17b for the 6056-T78 welds. Note how-
ever that for an advancing speed equal to 1000 mm/min the power of the 6005A-T6 welds and the
6056-T78 welds is similar, probably due to a minor difference in the room temperature yield strength
between the 6005A-T6 and 6056-T78 base materials, see Table 9. The variation of P with respect to the
advancing speed is almost linear P (kW) = 2.66 + 0.00322 � v (mm/min) [49] for low advancing speeds
and tends to saturate for high advancing speeds.

4.2.2.2. Use of the vertical force to infer the mechanical power. When the measurement of the torque is
not available, the measurement of the vertical force (Fz) could be used to infer the total power
7 The welds made of the 6005A alloy were performed with a very large span of welding parameters in order to test the extreme
welding parameters still giving sound welds. The welds made of the 6056-T78 alloy were performed in order to reach the best
tensile performances and hence the lower advancing speeds were not tested.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 19. Assessment of the thermal model for various welding parameters applied to the 6005A alloy welds, see also Ref. [63].
Maximum temperatures at 7.2, 14 and 20 mm from the weldline on the advancing side of the weld.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 20. Assessment of the thermal model for various welding parameters applied to the 6056-T78 alloy welds. Maximum
temperatures at 15, 20 and 30 mm from the weldline on the retreating side of the weld.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 21. Comparison of the predicted and measured thermal cycles. The arrows indicate the distance of the thermocouple from
the weldline respectively (a) on the advancing side of the welds for the 6005A welds and (b) on the retreating side of the weld
for the 6056 welds.
(P). Nevertheless, this is similar to assuming that the heat is entirely generated by friction. An esti-
mate of the friction coefficient l is thus needed. The heat generated on the surface by the friction
of the tool on the material can be estimated by Eq. (90) assuming a constant pressure equal to
pshoulder (Pa) [246] as
Q S ¼
2
3
plpshoulderxr3

o ¼
2
3
lFzxro: ð90Þ
Note that this expression neglects the pin lateral surface contribution. Another interest of this simple
model is that, based on the experimental measurements of the vertical force in Ref. [119], the friction
coefficient can be estimated as
l ¼ P
2
3 Fzxro

: ð91Þ
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 22. Comparison of the predicted and the measured temperature difference between the advancing (A) and the retreating
(R) side of the welds at 7.2 mm from the weldline for the 6005A-T6 welds as a function of the advancing speed (based on Ref.
[63]).
Fig. 18 shows the evolution of the friction coefficient as estimated with Eq. (91) for different welding
parameters, in the case of the 6005A-T6 welds. The friction coefficient is clearly more influenced by
the rotational speed than by the advancing speed since the vertical force Fz and the power P depend
more on the advancing speed than on the rotational speed and that both increase with the advancing
speed. This observation indicates that the assumption of a friction coefficient independent of the rota-
tional speed is not correct. A large variety of friction coefficient can be found in the thermal models
presented in the literature. Some values are realistic like the one proposed by Frigaard [50] (l = 0.4
for an advancing speed equal to 300 mm/min, a rotational speed equal to 1500 rpm, and a shoulder
diameter of 20 mm) or the one proposed by Soundararajan et al. [47] and Hamilton et al. [48] (l vary-
ing between 0.4 and 0.5 depending on the welding parameters). Oppositely, the value proposed by
Zahedul et al. [44] is quite low (l = 0.15 for an advancing speed equal to 139.7 mm/min, a rotational
speed equal to 500 rpm, and a shoulder diameter of 25.4 mm).
4.2.2.3. Assessment of the thermal model. Temperature histories during welding were measured in most
of the welds already addressed in Fig. 17 using thermocouples located at various positions from the
weldline. The model predictions are compared to the maximum temperatures in Figs. 19 and 20. Even
though the thermal model is relatively simple, it successfully captures the temperature field changes
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 23. (a) Comparison for the 6005A welds of the predicted evolution of the mean equivalent precipitate radius as a function
of the position in the weld to the values measured by TEM image analysis [245], value at mid-thickness. The rotational speed is
equal to 1000 rpm; two advancing speeds are compared (200 mm/min and 1000 mm/min). (b) Comparison for the 6056 welds
of the predicted evolution of the precipitate volume fraction and its experimental estimation by DSC measurements [54] as a
function of the position in the weld, value at mid-thickness. The rotational speed is equal to 1100 rpm and the advancing speed
is equal to 1100 mm/min.
with varying welding parameters. Nevertheless, the temperatures at large welding speeds are under-
estimated for the 6056-T78 welds. The maximum temperature away from the weldline increases as
the advancing speed decreases and as the rotational speed increases. The main limit of the model is
that the parameters c and d, governing, respectively, the proportion of heat generated as a volume heat
source and the sliding ratio, should depend on the advancing and rotational speeds which is neglected
here.

Fig. 21 compares the thermal history predictions at various locations with respect to the weldline
for different welding parameters. The model slightly underestimates the cooling rate for the 6056-T78
welds with a possible impact on the estimates of the microstructure evolution in the next stages of the
model chain.

Fig. 22 presents the temperature difference between the advancing and retreating side of the weld
taken under the tool shoulder at 7.2 mm on both sides of the weldline. The predicted difference is due
to the material flow around the tool which pushes hot material towards the advancing side. Colegrove
et al. [247] and Schmidt and Hattel [61] concluded that the introduction of a convective heat flow
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Fig. 24. Comparison for the 6005A-T6 welds of the predicted hardness and tensile properties with the hardness measured by a
Vickers micro-hardness indenter with a 1 kg load as well as the measured tensile properties obtained by extracting micro-
tensile specimens as a function of the position in the weld [245]; the rotational speed is equal to 1000 rpm and two advancing
speeds are compared (200 mm/min and 1000 mm/min); r0 is the initial yield strength, h and b are the strain hardening
parameters.
induces an asymmetry in the temperature distribution making the advancing side hotter. In the pres-
ent model, the material flow was estimated with the velocity field presented in Fig. 7. The model cap-
tures the trends but overestimates the temperature difference. This result confirms also that the
simple description of the velocity field in Fig. 7 is sufficient for the purpose of the present study.
Not accounting for this simple description of the velocity field would lead to symetric welds and pre-
vent the prediction for instance of the side of the weld where fracture takes place (see Section 4.2.5).
Furthermore, if no velocity field is introduced in the thermal model, the predicted maximum temper-
ature at the hottest point can be, for some welding parameters, larger than the fusion temperature
[63], even though the FSW process is a solid state process.
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Fig. 25. Comparison for the 6056-T78 welds of the predicted hardness and tensile properties with the hardness
measured by a Vickers micro-hardness indenter using a 0.1 kg load [54] and the measured tensile properties obtained by
extracting micro-tensile specimens as a function of the position in the weld [34]; the rotational speed is equal to
1100 rpm and the advancing speed is equal to 1100 mm/min; r0 is the initial yield strength, h and b are the strain
hardening parameters.
4.2.3. Validation of the microstructure evolution model
Fig. 23a compares the equivalent precipitate radius predicted by the microstructure evolution

model to TEM image analysis for the 6005A weld from Simar et al. [245] along the mid-thickness
section transverse to the weldline. The model captures the increase of the equivalent radius in
the heat affected zone when the welding speed increases. Fig. 23b compares the predictions of
the microstructure evolution model extended to heterogeneous precipitation with the estimated
volume fraction of precipitates obtained from differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements
for a 6056-T78 weld by Gallais et al. [54]. The model correctly describes the homogeneous or het-
erogeneous (on dispersoïds) nature of the precipitation and the related evolution of volume fraction
of precipitates.
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Fig. 26. Comparison of the predicted and measured transverse tensile curve (top) and local strains �yy in the loading direction at
necking as a function of the position in a y–z plan for two 6005A-T6 welds (the two figures at bottom are the model predictions).
The measurements of the local strains �yy are based on a digital image correlation [6,245]. The rotational speed is equal to
1000 rpm and the advancing speed is mentioned under the figures.
4.2.4. Validation of the strength and strain hardening model
Figs. 24 and 25 present the variation of the initial yield strength, hardness and strain hardening

parameters as a function of the position transverse to the weldline for, respectively, two 6005A-T6
welds and one 6056-T78 weld. All the trends of the experimental results are properly captured. In
the 6005A-T6 welds, a larger strain hardening capacity is observed in the weld nugget compared to
the HAZ while the initial yield strength of these two zones is similar. Conversely, the initial yield
strength of the HAZ in the 6056-T78, see Fig. 25, is much lower than the yield strength of the weld
nugget. This is due to the heterogeneous precipitation on dispersoïds in this zone in the 6056 welds
compared to a solid solution hardened by GP zones in the 6005A welds. The distribution of the strain
hardening parameters in the 6056-T78 welds is similar to the distribution in the 6005A-T6 welds.

Fig. 24 shows that the increasing width of the HAZ in terms of hardness variation with decreasing
advancing speed is well reproduced by the model. The cold 6005A-T6 weld (1000 mm/min) presents
lower values of the parameters h and b in the HAZ compared to the hot weld (200 mm/min). At the
opposite, the yield strength of the HAZ is not much affected by the advancing speed.
4.2.5. Validation of the finite element modeling of the tensile test on welded samples
Different parameters can be extracted from an uniaxial tensile test performed on a welded sample

with the loading direction perpendicular to the welding direction in order to assess its quality: a
pseudo yield strength (calculated conventionally with a 0.2% offset to the linear response), a pseudo
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Fig. 27. Comparison of the predicted and measured transverse tensile properties for the 6005A-T6 welds as a function of the
advancing speed and the rotational speed of the welds. (a) Pseudo yield strength Rp and ultimate tensile strength Rm and (b)
pseudo uniform elongation eu.
ultimate tensile strength (maximum load divided by initial specimen cross-section area) and a pseudo
uniform elongation (elongation at maximum load). These quantities are ‘‘pseudo engineering’’ proper-
ties since the material tested is not homogeneous. The weakest zone of the weld starts yielding plas-
tically first. When further deforming the specimen, most of the zones affected by welding also deform.
The pseudo uniform elongation is highly dependent on the size of the deforming zones and on the
strain hardening capacity. It is inversely proportional to the selected gage length. In our case, the gage
length will be kept unchanged for all welds and equal to 50 mm.

Fig. 26 presents the predictions of the finite element simulations of the transverse uniaxial tensile
test on welded 6005A-T6 samples. The pseudo yield strength and pseudo ultimate tensile strength are
generally accurately predicted. The pseudo uniform elongation is more difficult to capture because it is
very sensitive to the size of the weak zone and to the existence of imperfections (material and geom-
etry). Nevertheless, the results are satisfactory to within 20–25% of error. Fig. 26 also presents the local
strain field component �yy, compared to the predictions with digital image correlation results. The
quality of the predictions confirm the ability of the model to reproduce the complex strain distribution
typical of tensile tests transverse to the welds. The localization of deformation in the weak heat af-
fected zone shows up very clearly in Fig. 26.

Fig. 27 compares the measured and predicted mechanical pseudo properties as a function of the
advancing speed for various rotational speeds in 6005A-T6 welds. The predictions of the pseudo yield
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 28. (a) Comparison of the predicted and measured transverse tensile curve for a 6056-T78 weld with a rotational speed
equal to 1100 rpm and an advancing speed equal to 1100 mm/min; rL is the Lankford coefficient, rL = 1 corresponds to an
isotropic case. (b and c) Comparison of the predicted (with rL = 0.5), on the right, and measured (DIC results), on the left, local
strain in the loading direction �yy. On top, the map for e/eu = 0.2 and, on the bottom, the map for e/eu = 1; where e is the current
engineering strain and eu is the pseudo uniform elongation.
strength, ultimate tensile strength and uniform elongation are in good agreement with the experi-
ments, validating the model chain for a wide variety of conditions. The effect of the welding param-
eters towards process optimization will be further discussed in Section 5.1.1.

Fig. 28a compares the predicted and experimental transverse tensile curves for a weld made of the
6056-T78 Al alloy. The predicted response significantly overestimates the pseudo uniform elongation.
One of the reasons for this overestimation is plastic anisotropy. Indeed the 6056-T78 base material has
been rolled giving an estimated Lankford coefficient8 rL equal to 0.5. Note that the anisotropy of the
6005A-T6 extruded base material is negligible. This estimate of the Lankford coefficient is based on
the reduction of section in the thickness and width of base material tensile specimens. Another simula-
tion, see Fig. 28a, was run with the anisotropic Hill model [248] for transverse isotropy and for rL = 0.5.
Fig. 28a shows that anisotropy affects the pseudo uniform elongation by reducing it. But, even if anisot-
ropy is accounted for, the pseudo uniform elongation is still overestimated. This conclusion is systematic
for all welds for which experiments were available (see Fig. 29b). The reason for this discrepancy is dif-
ficult to determine but could result either from a poor estimation of the strain hardening ability at high
8 The Lankford coefficient is the ratio of the plastic strain in the rolling plan divided by the plastic strain in the thickness
direction.
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Fig. 29. Comparison of the predicted and measured transverse tensile properties for the 6056-T78 welds as a function of the
advancing speed and the rotational speed of the welds.
strains (e.g. stage IV hardening), from the presence of imperfections in the tensile samples or from an
inaccurate prediction of the geometry of the weak zone. Cracking in the 6056-T78 welds produced with
welding parameters equal to 1700 mm/min and 1700 rpm takes place inside the weld nugget. This might
be explained by the presence of a small root defect which is also the cause for the lower strength and
ductility measured for that weld compared to the model. The apparent strain hardening capacity of
the weld is underestimated but this may have the same origin as the overestimation of the pseudo uni-
form elongation. Note that, in the results presented next in this study, anisotropy will not be accounted
for except if explicitly mentioned. Indeed, the damage model is only developed and validated for plastic
isotropy.

Fig. 25a shows that the yield strength of the weakest zone of the 6056 weld is about 170 MPa while
the plasticity spreads throughout the weld at about 215 MPa, see Fig. 28a. This is due to the narrow
band of weak material that has already reached yielding with an applied stress between 170 and
215 MPa. This is not observed in a 6005A weld where the weld nugget has a yield strength similar
to the weak heat affected zone (see Fig. 24a) and macroscopic evidence of plastic deformation in
the weld appears at a level only slightly larger compared to the weakest zone of the weld (see
Fig. 26). The precipitation of the Q phase on dispersoïds in the 6056-T78 weld nugget decreases the
difference in pseudo yield strength of a weld compared to the yield strength of the base material in
6056-T78 welds. Indeed, the pseudo yield strength of the 6005A-T6 weld of Fig. 26b is about 40% of
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Fig. 30. Location of fracture at mid-thickness (distance from the weld centerline) for (a) 6005A-T6 welds (absolute value) and
(b) 6056-T78 welds. (a) Comparison with experimental locations of fracture obtained by marking the samples before tensile
testing.
the yield strength of the base material while for the 6056-T78 weld of Fig. 28a, this ratio goes up to
80%.

Fig. 28b and c present respectively the measured (by digital image correlation) and predicted local
strain component in the loading direction �yy for the 6056-T78 weld with an advancing speed equal to
1100 mm/min and a rotational speed equal to 1100 rpm. The model captures the localization of defor-
mation in an inclined band very early in the tensile test, i.e. already when e/eu = 0.2, well before reach-
ing the maximum load.

Fig. 29 presents the measured and predicted results of the transverse uniaxial tensile tests as a
function of the advancing speed for various rotational speeds in the 6056-T78 welds. The model cor-
rectly predicts the pseudo yield strength and the pseudo ultimate tensile strength. The model system-
atically overestimates the pseudo uniform elongation as shown in Fig. 28a but all trends are properly
captured.

Fig. 30 compares the fracture location predicted by the finite element model. Note that Fig. 30 only
gives the distance to the weld center because fracture can sometimes occur either on the advancing
side of the weld or on the retreating side.

The location of fracture was determined by drawing vertical marker lines equally spaced before
tensile testing on a few 6005A-T6 weld samples. The model slightly overestimates the fracture
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Fig. 31. Comparison of the predicted and measured fracture strain for various welding parameters for (a) the 6005A-T6 and (b)
6056-T78 welds. The predictions of the model are given with and without accounting for a second population of cavities for the
6056-T78 welds (no second population is observed in the 6005A-T6 welds).
position but captures the observed fracture closer to the weldline if the advancing speed increases and
if the rotational speed decreases. The fracture position corresponds to the weak heat affected zone
slightly towards the base material except for the very cold welds where fracture occurs closer to
the weld center as can be observed on Fig. 30a. This is due to the limited difference in yield strength
between the heat affected zone and the weld nugget. The 6005A welds experimentally tend to fracture
on the retreating side except for some moderately hot welds (with advancing speed lower than
350 mm/min but larger than about 200 mm/min) where fracture occurs on either side of the welds.
The model predicts fracture on the retreating side for cold welds and usually predicts fracture on
the advancing side of the weld for moderately hot welds. Nevertheless, the welding condition at which
the transition of fracture side occurs experimentally is not systematically well predicted. Welds tend
to be more symmetric in terms of mechanical properties as the advancing speed decreases due to the
lower difference in temperature between the advancing and retreating side as shown in Fig. 22. This
justifies the tendency for plastic localization and finally cracking to occur on the advancing side when
the advancing speed decreases. The model overestimates the asymmetry in the temperature evolu-
tion. This inaccuracy at that early stage of the model chain has an impact at the end of the model chain
when looking at the location of fracture.

The 6056-T78 welds with a rotational speed equal to 1100 rpm experimentally fracture on the
advancing side of the weld while the 6056-T78 welds with a rotational speed equal to 1500 rpm break
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on the retreating side of the weld. The model systematically predicts that fracture occurs on the
retreating side of the weld. The model predicts the same trend as for the 6005A welds, i.e. fracture
occurring closer to the weldline if the advancing speed increases and the rotational speed decreases.
The fracture location corresponds to the limit between the thermo-mechanically affected zone and the
heat affected zone in agreement with the experimental observations [34].
4.2.6. Validation of the damage model
The predictions of the damage model have been assessed only in terms of the experimental fracture

strain ef. Fig. 31 compares the predicted and the measured fracture strains for various welding param-
eters for the 6005A-T6 and 6056-T78 welds (note that plastic anisotropy is not accounted for). The
predicted fracture strain agrees with the experimental values with a systematic but moderate overes-
timation. The experimental observation that the fracture strain goes through a minimum for an inter-
mediate advancing speed (around 500 mm/min) in the 6005A welds (see Fig. 31a) is properly
captured. The tendency for an increase of the fracture strain in the 6056-T78 welds when increasing
the advancing speed is correctly reproduced, though slightly overestimated (see Fig. 31b). The fracture
strain increases when the rotational speed decreases. As also mentioned in Section 3.4.4 and shown on
the fracture surfaces of the two alloys in Fig. 14, no second population of cavities nucleate in the
6005A welds while they significantly reduce the fracture strain of 6056-T78 welds (see Fig. 31b).
The introduction of a second population of cavities in the model significantly improves the fracture
strain predictions in the 6056-T78 welds.

It is interesting to compare the local strains at void nucleation for the two alloys. For the 6056-T78
welds void nucleation occurs almost at the onset of plasticity while, in the 6005A weld, void nucle-
ation occurs when the equivalent local plastic strain is becoming at least larger than 0.2 with a value
depending on the welding parameters. This significant difference in the local strain at void nucleation
is due to the lower stress level reached in the 6005A weld. This, in addition to the effect of the second
population of cavities, explains the much lower fracture strain of the 6056-T78 welds compared to the
6005A-T6 welds.
5. Process optimization

This section aims at discussing the effect of the welding parameters and base material parameters
on the end use properties of the joints with the intent to optimize the process. The focus will be on the
strength and ductility optimization though the approach could be extended to other properties (e.g.
the fracture toughness). Since it has been shown in Section 4.2 that the ‘‘chain model’’ based on phys-
ical laws reproduces with reasonable accuracy the experimentally measured joint properties, it can
thus be used to predict trends for other compositions and process parameters, some of them being
outside the experimental window investigated up to now, but within the range of validity of the
underlying physical parameters. Nevertheless, one must recognize cumulative uncertainties associ-
ated to the chaining of several models having each their adjustable parameters. Further work should
involve the estimation of this error by varying the adjustable parameters, testing the sensitivity on the
predictions of the ‘‘chain model’’ and compare with the effects predicted in the present section.

Two main reference welds in the 6005A-T6 alloy are selected as a basis for comparison of various
optimization routes. Both welds have been obtained with a rotational speed equal to 1000 rpm. The
‘‘hot’’ weld (referred to as ‘‘weld A’’) has been obtained with an advancing speed equal to 50 mm/min
and the ‘‘cold’’ weld (referred to as ‘‘weld B’’) has an advancing speed equal to 1000 mm/min. One
reference weld in the 6056-T78 alloy is also selected for comparison with various optimization routes.
This weld, referred to as ‘‘weld C’’, was produced using an advancing speed equal to 1100 mm/min and
a rotational speed equal to 1100 rpm. The dimensions of the simulated joints are identical to the
experimental dimensions (see end of Section 3.1.2.6).

Firstly, the effects of the welding parameters on the weld performances will be assessed by study-
ing the effects of the advancing speed, the rotational speed, the initial temperature of the workpiece,
the cooling conditions after the tool has left and the material of the backing plate. Secondly, the effect
of the alloy composition, both in terms of strengthening constituents and in terms of iron content
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Table 10
Predicted precipitate mean radius at mid-thickness (r), predicted volume fraction of precipitates at mid-thickness (fv), predicted
width of the joint (W defined from the region where the yield strength drops down at 3/4 of the yield strength HAZ) and predicted
local tensile properties in the weakest zone at mid-thickness (r0, h and b) used for the optimization analysis. Weld A: 50 mm/min
and 1000 rpm, weld B: 1000 mm/min and 1000 rpm and weld C: 1100 mm/min and 1100 rpm. SS = strainless steel, CS = carbon
steel and PWHT = post-welding heat treatment. Note that, for the 6005A welds, r is the maximum in the HAZ and, for the 6056
welds, two radii are given: first the maximum homogeneous precipitate radius (except for the T4 weld where it is the mean radius
of precipitates that nucleate on dislocations in the HAZ) and second the mean radius of precipitates that nucleate on dispersoïds at
the joint line. Regarding fv, for the 6005A welds, it is the value at the yield strength minimum and, for the 6056 welds, two values
for fv are given: first the value at the minimum of yield strength and second the volume fraction of precipitates that nucleate on
dispersoïds at the joint line. Regarding r0, two values are given for the 6056-T78 welds: first the minimum yield strength in the
weakest zone of the weld and second the yield strength at the joint line. The strain hardening parameters h max and b max belong
to the weakest zone of the weld.

r (nm) fv (%) W (mm) r0 (MPa) h max (MPa) b max
Location HAZ min r0 min – WN HAZ HAZ

Model conditions for 6005A-T6 welds
50 mm/min and 1000 rpm (A) 14.0 0.46 40.8 70 – 93 2744 37
1000 mm/min and 1000 rpm (B) 4.3 0.05 19.3 79 – 108 1873 17
weld B, Tin = 150 �C 4.3 0.05 28.3 84 – 113 1843 18
weld A, CCB = 0 kW/m2 K 14.7 0.49 41.1 68 – 106 2779 38
weld A, CCB = 30 kW/m2 K 13.5 0.46 40.5 71 – 96 2718 36
weld B, CCB = 0 kW/m2 K 4.2 0.05 19.5 80 – 110 1860 17
weld B, CCB = 30 kW/m2 K 4.3 0.05 19.1 79 – 107 1887 17
weld B, Cu backing plate 3.9 0.15 12.7 130 – 158 1773 15
weld B, SS backing plate 4.4 0.06 21.2 81 – 109 1876 18
weld B, 0.58 wt.% Mg 7.5 0.21 19.1 94 – 108 2427 25
weld B, state T4 2.4 0.04 30 98 – 108 1863 13
weld B, state T4 + 2 h at 180 �C 2.9 0.05 20.8 98 – 109 1863 13
weld A, T6 PWHT 7.9 0.65 44.0 118 – 244 2355 33
weld B, T6 PWHT 3.9 0.70 19.6 213 – 246 1235 16
weld B, state T4 + T6 PWHT 3.0 0.69 30 244 – 246 714 8

Location HAZ – WN min r0 – WN

Model conditions for 6056-T78 welds
1100 mm/min and 1100 rpm (C) 16.9 – 15.7 1.70 – 0.63 20.8 166 – 222 2848 24
1430 mm/min and 1100 rpm 13.1 – 15.3 1.62 – 0.59 17.5 180 – 224 2812 24
weld C, Tin = 150 �C 21.8 – 19.1 1.77 – 1.12 25.2 131 – 192 2914 25
weld C, CCB = 0 kW/m2 K 18.3 – 18.0 1.77 – 0.95 20.8 147 – 204 2887 25
weld C, CCB = 50 kW/m2 K 15.2 – 13.9 1.65 – 0.44 20.8 180 – 231 2860 24
weld C, Cu backing plate 8.5 – 6.9 1.66 – 1.73 16.2 188 – 203 2784 24
weld C, CS backing plate 16.5 – 15.2 1.65 – 0.57 19.8 171 – 225 2853 24
weld C, 20% more alloying element 55.0 – 18.3 2.09 – 1.08 20.5 161 – 220 3063 26
weld C, state T4 13.5 – 15.7 1.77 – 0.63 21.5 160 – 222 2876 25
(responsible for the brittle intermetallic phase), as well as the effect of the alloy initial precipitation
state will be investigated. Finally, the effect of a T6 type post-welding heat treatment on the micro-
structure and tensile properties of the weld will be tested. Note that some results already presented
earlier in the paper will be used again in this section.

Table 10 summarizes the results discussed in this section in terms of the most relevant resulting
characteristics, at the ‘‘local’’ level, i.e. the width of the joint, the precipitate radius and the tensile
properties of the weakest zone and weld nugget, while Table 11 summarizes the results at the ‘‘mac-
roscopic’’ level, in terms of transverse tensile properties of the welds. The results in Tables 10 and 11
are analyzed in details in the next sub-sections.
5.1. Optimization of the welding parameters

5.1.1. Effects of the advancing and rotational speeds
Fig. 27 compares the measured and predicted transverse tensile properties of the 6005A-T6 welds

as a function of the advancing velocity for various rotational speeds. When the advancing velocity
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Table 11
Predicted transverse tensile properties from the optimization analysis: Rp is the pseudo yield strength of the weld, Rm is the pseudo
ultimate tensile strength of the weld, eu is the pseudo uniform elongation and ef is the fracture strain. The fracture strain ef is
predicted without (ef1) or with (ef2) accounting for the nucleation of a second population of cavities. Transverse tensile property
improvements by more than 5% compared to the reference welds A, B or C are underlined. The 6056-T78 weld simulation were
performed without including the effect of anisotropy. Weld A: 50 mm/min and 1000 rpm, weld B: 1000 mm/min and 1000 rpm
and weld C: 1100 mm/min and 1100 rpm. SS = strainless steel, CS = carbon steel, ua = unaffected, BM = base material and
PWHT = post-welding heat treatment.

Rp (MPa) Rm (MPa) eu (%) ef1 ef2

Model conditions for 6005A-T6 welds
50 mm/min and 1000 rpm (A) 97 149 6.1 1.01 ua
1000 mm/min and 1000 rpm (B) 116 203 7.9 0.80 ua
weld B, Tin = 150 �C 119 204 9.6 0.71 ua
weld A, CCB = 0 kW/m2 K 101 147 5.3 1.06 ua
weld A, CCB = 30 kW/m2 K 96 151 6.4 0.98 ua
weld B, CCB = 0 kW/m2 K 117 204 8.0 0.77 0.76
weld B, CCB = 30 kW/m2 K 116 202 7.9 0.79 ua
weld B, Cu backing plate 172 226 5.1 0.73 ua
weld B, SS backing plate 117 205 8.5 0.63 ua
weld B, 0.58 wt.% Mg 120 197 6.1 0.67 0.66
weld A, 20% reduction of fp (wt.%Fe) ua ua ua 1.02 ua
weld B, 20% reduction of fp (wt.%Fe) ua ua ua 0.87 0.83
weld A, 20% increase of fp (wt.%Fe) ua ua ua 1.00 ua
weld B, 20% increase of fp (wt.%Fe) ua ua ua 0.74 ua
weld B, state T4 105 192 Fracture in BM Fracture in BM
weld B, state T4 + 2 h at 180 �C 119 208 8.7 0.89 0.86
weld A, T6 PWHT 154 192 3.2 0.73 ua
weld B, T6 PWHT 242 264 8.4 0.57 0.55
weld B, state T4 + T6 PWHT 246 266 Fracture in BM Fracture in BM

Model conditions for 6056-T78 welds
1100 mm/min and 1100 rpm (C) 226 287 5.8 0.48 0.33
1430 mm/min and 1100 rpm 232 295 6.5 0.72 0.54
weld C, Tin = 150 �C 192 251 5.4 0.43 0.38
weld C, CCB = 0 kW/m2 K 209 274 5.9 0.77 0.53
weld C, CCB = 50 kW/m2 K 236 302 8.0 0.56 0.46
weld C, Cu backing plate 236 296 7.0 0.76 0.63
weld C, CS backing plate 226 294 7.1 0.68 0.46
weld C, 20% more alloying element 215 282 5.4 0.76 0.57
weld C, 20% reduction of fp (wt.%Fe) ua ua ua 0.51 0.34
weld C, 20% increase of fp (wt.%Fe) ua ua ua 0.46 0.31
weld C, state T4 221 285 6.5 0.45 0.38
increases, the strength of the weld increases, reaching a plateau when the advancing speed becomes
larger than 500 mm/min. The model predicts this change with a slight overestimation. The pseudo
uniform elongation is generally higher at moderate to high advancing speeds. The two extreme
advancing speeds give lower pseudo uniform elongation compared to intermediate advancing speeds
around 500 mm/min. Those predicted trends are confirmed experimentally. There is no significant ef-
fect of the rotational speed.

Fig. 29 presents the measured and predicted transverse tensile properties of the 6056-T78 welds as
a function of the advancing velocity for various rotational speeds. Again, there is no significant effect of
the rotational speed. The dependence of the strength on the advancing speed is much weaker than for
the 6005A-T6 welds, with a tendency for an increase with increasing advancing speed. The pseudo
uniform elongation slightly increases with increasing advancing speed, especially for low rotational
speed welds. At the highest rotational speed (1700 mm/min), the experimental pseudo uniform elon-
gation is particularly small but this is due to the opening of a root defect (which cannot be predicted
by the model) causing fracture in the weld nugget while the model predicts fracture in the thermome-
chanically affected zone.
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Fig. 31 presents the measured and predicted fracture strains as a function of the advancing speed
under various rotational speeds for (a) the 6005A-T6 and (b) the 6056-T78 welds. At very high advanc-
ing speeds (larger than 600 mm/min) the fracture strain increases with increasing advancing speed
while the level of strength saturates at intermediate advancing speeds. At advancing speeds lower
than 400 mm/min, the fracture strain decreases with increasing advancing speed. The model correctly
predicts this interesting trend which deserves more attention.

Fig. 19b shows that for the 6005A-T6 welds with an advancing speed of 50 mm/min, the predicted
maximum temperature close to the weld center is 130 �C larger than for the 1000 mm/min weld. Con-
sequently, Table 10 shows that the precipitate radius in the heat affected zone increases by a factor of
3 (see also Fig. 23a). Furthermore, the volume fraction of precipitates is almost equal to the maximum
Mg concentration, thereby limiting the possibility for post-welding natural aging. The larger precipi-
tate radius and the lower natural aging capacity explains the drop in strength when reducing the
advancing speed (see Table 11). Looking at the strain hardening evolution, the high apparent strain
hardening rate h is compensated by a very high effective recovery rate b in the HAZ of the welds.
The width of the heat affected zone is significantly increased when lowering the advancing speed.
Hence, deformation localizes in a larger zone, and the local stress triaxiality gets smaller (see
Fig. 31a). This explains the large fracture strains predicted for welds obtained under very low
advancing speeds. The larger fracture strain of welds generated with a high advancing speed is ex-
plained by the lower strength mismatch between the weak zone and the weld nugget which reduces
also the stress triaxiality level. For the 6056-T78 welds, the increase in advancing speed from
1100 mm/min to 1430 mm/min (see Table 10) is probably too small to significantly enhance the
strength as confirmed by the small measured temperature difference (see Fig. 20a). Although overes-
timated by the model (see Fig. 31b), the larger fracture strain when increasing the advancing speed is
also due to the lower strength mismatch between the weak zone and the weld nugget, as for the
6005A welds.

As a conclusion, the strength of a weld is improved by using the fastest advancing speed and, the
lowest possible rotational speed though the last effect is of second order. Ductility is another
important property regarding possible post welding forming operation. If the aim is to improve the
ductility of a weld (measured by the pseudo uniform elongation), an intermediate welding speed
(500 mm/min) gives the best results for the 6005A welds while no clear improvement associated to
the welding parameters are found for the 6056-T78 welds. If the aim is to improve the resistance
to damage of a weld, as quantified here by the fracture strain, intermediate advancing speeds must
be avoided. The key for understanding this last conclusion is very much related to the size of the weak
zone. If the weak zone is narrow, stress triaxiality becomes high because of intense plastic localization.
This is exactly the issue encountered in many other applications involving soft bands squeezed be-
tween hard layers, e.g. in precipitate free zones [10]. Hence, the largest advancing speeds, as long
as the weld is sound, are the welding conditions giving the best compromise between strength, duc-
tility and damage resistance. This conclusion, going in line with an increasing productivity, is well
known by the practitioners.
5.1.2. Effects of the preheating
Figs. 32 and 33 present the predicted temperature cycles and the resulting local yield strength

distributions when preheating the workpiece at a temperature equal to 150 �C for the 6005A and
6056 welds. Fig. 33 also provides the mean precipitate radius and volume fraction distribution at
mid-thickness. The corresponding microstructural, local tensile properties and transverse tensile
properties are given in Tables 10 and 11. In these simulations, the torque has been adjusted such
as to keep the overall maximum temperature unchanged, since it is close to the melting temper-
ature of the alloys. In the absence of any other experimental data, it was considered as the best
assumption to be made. The torque depends on the rheology of the material which is in turn af-
fected by the temperature. More sophisticated thermal models and/or experiments are thus re-
quired to validate the conclusions of this section. Nevertheless, the hypothesis of a constant
maximum temperature is reasonable, avoiding too large maximum temperature incompatible with
a solid state process.
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Fig. 32. Effect of an initial preheating temperature equal to 150 �C on the predictions of the model chain for the 6005A alloy.
The rotational speed is equal to 1000 rpm and the advancing speed is equal to 1000 mm/min (weld B). (a) Temperature cycles at
10 mm from the weld center on the advancing side and at mid-thickness of the weld and (b) local yield strength profile.
Regarding the 6005A welds, the heat affected zone becomes wider with increasing initial temper-
ature (see Fig. 32b and Table 10) while the precipitate radius and volume fraction are not modified.
Hence, the strength of the weakest zone is almost unaffected by the initial temperature (see Table
10). The transverse tensile strength does not change either (see Table 11). However, due to a 50%
increase in the width of the heat affected zone, the pseudo uniform elongation increases by 20%
(see Table 11). Regarding fracture, Fig. 32b shows that the weak zone contains an even weaker very
narrow band where deformation localizes at large strains. This causes a high level of stress triaxiality
in the element reaching void coalescence first, and a decrease of the fracture strain ef by 10% to 0.71
instead of 0.80.

Concerning the 6056 welds, Fig. 33a shows that, on the one hand, the maximum temperature
10 mm away from the weldline increases only slightly by setting the initial workpiece temperature
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Fig. 33. Effect of an initial preheating temperature equal to 150 �C on the predictions of the model chain for the 6056 alloy. The
rotational speed is equal to 1100 rpm and the advancing speed is equal to 1100 mm/min (weld C). (a) Temperature cycles
10 mm away from the weld centerline on the advancing side and at mid-thickness of the weld; (b) the mean precipitate radius r
(i.e. the contribution of the radius of each type of precipitate multiplied by its volume fraction are added and the total is divided
by fv), the total precipitate volume fraction fv and the local yield strength r0.
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equal to 150 �C, and, on the other hand, the cooling rate is much slower. Hence, the precipitate radius
in the weak zone and in the weld nugget increases by more than 20% to 19.1 nm instead of 15.7 nm
(see Fig. 33b and Table 10) compared to the reference condition. The volume fraction of precipitates
nucleated on dispersoïds increases by 80% in the weld nugget to 1.12% instead of 0.63% (see Fig. 33b
and Table 10). The consequence is a 20% decrease of the initial yield strength in the weak zone and a
13% decrease in the weld nugget (see Fig. 33b and Table 10). Indeed, a larger precipitate radius leads to
lower strength while a larger precipitate volume fraction causes a lower solid solution concentration
and hence a lower contribution of the strength associated to the precipitation of GP zones by natural
aging. The lower strength of the various regions of the weld causes a decrease of the transverse tensile
strength of the weld, Rp and Rm, by respectively 15% and 13% compared to the reference weld C. The
pseudo uniform elongation is only slightly improved. Contrarily to the 6005A-T6 welds, the predicted
fracture strain increases by 15% due to the lower strength level, favoring a later nucleation of the
second population of voids.

The results presented in this section show that the effect of the initial temperature depends on the
alloy composition. In low alloyed Al, like the 6005A alloy, changing the initial temperature causes only
a minor improvement of the pseudo uniform elongation while being detrimental to the fracture strain.
Hence, increasing the initial temperature might be recommended for alloys of that family only in
applications for which a large resistance to plastic localization is required such as in the case of a post
welding forming operation. In highly charged alloys, like the 6056 alloy, the increase of the initial tem-
perature causes an increase of the precipitate radius and volume fraction. Consequently, the strength
decreases with no marked improvement of the pseudo uniform elongation but an increase of the frac-
ture strain. Hence, increasing the initial temperature is not to be recommended for such alloys except
for improving the damage tolerance.
5.1.3. Effects of the cooling rate
Figs. 34 and 35a present the predicted temperature cycles during welding when adjusting the cool-

ing rate either by increasing by a factor of 10 or by setting to zero the parameter CCB describing the
contact conductance between the workpiece and the backing plate behind the tool (see Fig. 8). The
torque is assumed unchanged compared to the reference weld since the overall maximum tempera-
tures is unaffected by the variation of the parameter CCB contrarily to the effect of preheating the
plates (Section 5.1.2). For the 6005A-T6 welds, the two extreme advancing speeds, i.e. 50 mm/min
and 1000 mm/min, are studied with the rotational speed kept constant at 1000 mm/min. For the
6056-T78 welds, only weld C, with an advancing speed equal to 1100 mm/min and a rotational speed
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Fig. 35. Effect of the cooling rate parameter CCB on the predictions of the model chain for the 6056 alloy. The rotational speed is
equal to 1100 rpm and the advancing speed is equal to 1100 mm/min (weld C). (a) Temperature cycles at 10 mm away from the
weld centerline on the advancing side and at mid-thickness of the weld, (b) the mean precipitate radius r (i.e. the contribution
of the radius of each type of precipitate multiplied by its volume fraction are added and the total is divided by fv), the total
precipitate volume fraction fv and the local yield strength r0.
equal to 1100 rpm is considered. The results of the model chain are presented in Tables 10 and 11 and
in Fig. 35.

Regarding the 6005A-T6 welds, for a ‘‘cold’’ weld with advancing speed equal to 1000 mm/min, no
significant effect on the minimum tensile properties in the heat affected zone is predicted. The
ultimate tensile strength of the weakest point was found to change by about 2 MPa for the three con-
sidered CCB values (see Tables 10 and 11). For the ‘‘hot’’ weld with an advancing speed equal to
50 mm/min, the value CCB slightly affects the maximum temperature contrarily to the ‘‘cold’’
weld. As a result, the pseudo uniform elongation increases by about 5% when setting CCB equal to
30 kW/m2 K but the pseudo ultimate tensile strength remains almost constant (see Table 11). The frac-
ture strain is almost not affected by the initial temperature with a slight tendency to decrease, except
for the slow cooling rate (i.e. CCB = 30 kW/m2 K) and the slowest advancing speed (i.e. 50 mm/min),
see Table 11.

Regarding the 6056-T78 weld, Table 11 shows that the effect of CCB on the properties of the welds
is more significant than for the 6005A-T6 welds: both the strength and the pseudo uniform elongation
are modified. The 6056 alloy is more quench sensitive than the 6005A alloy due to the heterogeneous
precipitation that occurs at high temperature in the former alloy [54,118]. When decreasing the cool-
ing rate CCB from 5 to 0 kW/m2K, the precipitate radius increases by 8% to 18.3 nm instead of 16.9 nm
in the weak zone and by 15% to 18 nm instead of 15.7 nm in the nugget (see Fig. 35b). This causes a
decrease of the initial yield strength by 11% in the weak zone and by 8% in the nugget without signif-
icantly affecting the strain hardening capacity (see Fig. 35b and Table 10). Hence, the pseudo yield
strength decreases by 8% to 209 MPa instead of 226 MPa while the pseudo uniform elongation re-
mains unchanged (see Table 11). When increasing the cooling rate CCB from 5 to 50 kW/m2K, the pre-
cipitate radius decreases by 10% to 15.2 nm instead of 16.9 nm in the weak zone and by 11% to
13.9 nm instead of 15.7 nm in the weld nugget with a significant decrease (by 30%) of the precipitate
volume fraction in the weld nugget (see Fig. 35b). This results in an increase of the initial yield
strength in both zones and, finally, in an improvement of the weld transverse tensile properties (4%
increase of the pseudo yield strength, 5% increase of the pseudo ultimate tensile strength, 38% increase
of the pseudo uniform elongation and 40% increase of the fracture strain, see Table 11).

As a conclusion, the transverse tensile properties can be optimized for quench sensitive alloys like
the 6056, where heterogeneous precipitation at high temperature occurs, by increasing the cooling
rate. Significant improvements of the strength as well as of the ductility can be reached. A faster
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cooling rate behind the tool can be obtained for instance by an external cooling operation, right after
welding. In addition, Staron et al. [249] and Luan et al. [250] have shown that cooling after welding by,
respectively, liquid CO2 and water spray significantly reduces residual stresses in the weld center. Re-
cently, Richards et al. [251] have simulated this effect of residual stress reduction due to cooling after
welding.

5.1.4. Effects of the material of the backing plate
In this section, the modeling chain is applied to test the impact of the backing plate material under

constant contact conditions. For the 6005A welds, the backing plate used in the experiments was
made of high carbon steel; the effect of replacing this backing plate by copper or by stainless steel
is simulated. For the 6056 welds, the backing plate used in the experiments was made of stainless
steel; the effect of replacing this backing plate by copper or by high carbon steel is simulated.
Table 12 presents the thermal properties of these various backing plate materials. The torque has been
assumed unchanged for the different backing plate materials. This is indeed probably a rough assump-
tion since a more efficient heat transfer will lead to a lower peak temperature and therefore to a higher
torque which, in turn, would increase heat generation, counterbalancing the better heat extraction ef-
fect. The calculation performed here neglects this point and probably overestimates the lowering of
temperatures. For instance, the overall maximum temperature in weld B is predicted equal to
619 �C with a high carbon steel backing plate while the overall maximum temperature is predicted
equal to 502 �C with a copper backing plate.

Fig. 36 presents the predicted temperature cycles when modifying the material of the backing
plate. As expected, the temperature decreases with increasing thermal conductivity of the backing
Table 12
Thermal properties of the various backing plates used for the modeling [98].

Material of the backing plate Density, qa

(kg/m3)
Specific heat, cp
(J/kg K)

Thermal conductivity,
k (W/mK)

Stainless steel 7700 460 21
High carbon steel 7700 460 47
Copper 8900 420 381
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Fig. 36. Effect of the backing plate material on temperature cycles at 10 mm from the weld centerline on the advancing side of
the weld and at mid-thickness for (a) a 6005A-T6 weld with an advancing speed of 1000 mm/min and a rotational speed of
1000 rpm (weld B) and (b) a 6056-T78 weld with and advancing speed of 1100 mm/min and a rotational speed of 1100 mm/min
(weld C). The material of the backing plate in the experimental setup (i.e. carbon steel for the 6005A welds and stainless steel for
the 6056 welds) is represented with a continuous line.
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plate (see Table 12), i.e. the highest temperatures are found for the stainless steel backing plate and
the lowest temperatures for the copper backing plate. Figs. 37 and 38 present the results of the micro-
structure evolution, yield strength and strain hardening models for, respectively, the 6005A-T6 weld B
and the 6056-T78 weld C.

The use of stainless steel instead of a high carbon steel as backing plate for the 6005A-T6 weld B has
for consequence an increase of the precipitate radius, of the volume fraction of precipitates, and of the
width of the heat affected zone (see Table 10). This leads to a 8% increase of the pseudo uniform elon-
gation (see Table 11). Oppositely, the fracture strain is reduced by 20%. The use of high carbon steel
instead of stainless steel as backing plate for the 6056-T78 weld C leads to a decrease of the precipitate
radius, of the precipitate volume fraction and of the width of the heat affected zone, but, still, the
strength of the weld, the pseudo uniform elongation and the fracture strain (see Table 11) becomes
larger. This apparent contradiction with the 6005A-T6 welds can be explained by a larger ability of
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Fig. 37. Effect of the backing plate material on the predictions of (a) the microstructure evolution model (i.e. pondered by the
volume fraction of each type of precipitate), (b) the initial yield strength r0 and the strain hardening (parameters h and b)
models for a 6005A-T6 weld performed with an advancing speed equal to 1000 mm/min and a rotational speed equal to
1000 rpm (weld B).
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Fig. 38. Effect of backing plate material for a 6056-T78 weld on the predictions of (a) the mean precipitate radius r (i.e. the
contribution of the radius of each type of precipitate multiplied by its volume fraction are added and the total is divided by fv),
the total precipitate volume fraction fv, (b) the yield strength r0 and the strain hardening (parameters h and b) models at mid-
thickness. This weld was made with an advancing speed equal to 1100 mm/min and a rotational speed equal to 1100 rpm (weld
C).
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the 6056-T78 weld for natural aging after welding. Indeed, the parameter Clim, i.e. the limit solid solu-
tion concentration for natural aging (see Section 3.2.3), is much lower in the 6056 alloy than in the
6005A alloy (see Table 4) due to the lower content of alloying elements in the 6005A alloy. Conse-
quently, the lower volume fraction of precipitates in the 6056-T78 weld C with a high carbon steel
backing plate favors the precipitation of GP zones after welding. The contribution to the strength of
the GP zones compensates for the increase in size and decrease in volume fraction of the Q-type
strengthening precipitates.

The use of copper instead of steel for the backing plate significantly changes the microstructure
evolution and the tensile properties distribution for welds made of both alloys. Indeed, the maximum
temperature is significantly reduced due to the heat sink resulting from the high thermal conductivity
of the backing plate (see Table 12). Therefore, the heat affected zone is shifted towards the weld center
(see Figs. 37 and 38). In the 6005A-T6 weld B with a copper backing plate, the precipitate radius and
volume fraction are larger in the weld center due to an incomplete dissolution of the initial precipi-
tates. Consequently, the yield strength and strain hardening parameter b are also larger in the weld
center where fracture takes place. The yield strength and the pseudo ultimate tensile strength increase
by 48% to 172 MPa instead of 116 MPa and 11% to 226 MPa instead of 203 MPa, respectively (see Table
11). The pseudo uniform elongation and the fracture strain decrease by 35% to 5.1% instead of 7.9% and
9% to 0.73 instead of 0.80, respectively (see Table 11). Fig. 39a presents the evolution of the temper-
ature and precipitate volume fraction as a function of time at the weldline at mid-thickness for the
6056-T78 weld C. With a copper backing plate, the precipitate radius is the largest near the weld cen-
ter towards the advancing side of the weld mainly featuring homogeneously distributed precipitates
that have not dissolved at the peak temperature but have grown. In these welds, the nucleation of pre-
cipitates on dispersoïds is very limited due to the lower maximum temperature reached (about
450 �C). Fig. 38a shows that the volume fraction of precipitates is almost unchanged throughout the
various weld regions preventing GP zones to form by natural aging after welding. Hence, the yield
strength in the weld center is lower than after natural aging of the welds performed with a steel back-
ing plate (see Fig. 38b). Nevertheless, as can be seen in Fig. 39b, the local yield strength is larger on the
upper part of the weld than at mid-thickness. This is due to a higher temperature on the upper surface,
favoring more dissolution than at mid-thickness and causing a larger solid solution concentration
there. That enhances natural aging in that region of the weld. Consequently, the transverse tensile
strength of the weld C with a copper backing plate is slightly larger than the weld C obtained with
a steel backing plates. No improvement of the pseudo uniform elongation is found when compared
to a high carbon steel backing plate. For the 6056-T78 welds, only the fracture strain presents a
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Fig. 39. (a) Effect of using a copper backing plate for a 6056-T78 weld on the predictions of the temperature and the precipitate
volume fraction as a function of time in the weld center. (b) Map of the yield strength r0 for a 6056-T78 weld having a copper
backing plate. This weld was made with an advancing speed equal to 1100 mm/min and a rotational speed equal to 1100 rpm
(weld C).
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significant improvement. This can be explained by a lower level of the stress triaxiality for low plastic
strains due to the difference in tensile properties distribution shown in Fig. 38b.

As a conclusion, the use of a backing plate with a larger thermal conductivity is a potentially attrac-
tive route to improve the tensile properties of welds, depending on the alloy. Using a steel backing
plate with a lower thermal conductivity (e.g. stainless steel) for a 6005A-T6 weld improves the pseudo
uniform elongation but decreases its fracture strain. However, the effect is opposite for the 6056-T78
weld due to the larger ability of the 6056-T78 weld to naturally age. Using a copper backing plate is
probably not the best choice due to the limited strength of copper alloys. A low strength of the backing
plate leads to the sticking of the workpieces to the backing plate, requiring then to modify the welding
conditions and avoid full penetration (in that case milling of the bottom side is needed). Bronze would
be a better choice since the yield strength of bronze can reach up to 430 MPa. Furthermore, the low
maximum temperature reached (i.e. 502 �C for the 6005A weld B) could lead to defected welds. Nev-
ertheless, the simulation was attempted to reveal the potentialities of such welds. They show that
using a copper backing plate leads to significant improvements of the 6005A-T6 weld strength. Due
to the larger sensitivity of the 6056 alloy to heterogeneous precipitation compared to the 6005A alloy,
the strength improvement of the 6056-T78 weld C with a copper backing plate remains small. The
only significant improvement for the 6056-T78 weld with a copper backing plate compared to the
same weld obtained with a steel backing plate is the doubling of the fracture strain.

5.2. Alloy design

In this section, the effect of the alloy composition on the tensile properties will be addressed and
explained in relation to the microstructure evolutions and local tensile properties changes. It must be
noted that the thermal cycles of the welds will be assumed unaffected by slight changes in the com-
position and state of the base material. The steady state torque is controlled by the plastic flow.
Around the tool, the initial grain size, state of precipitation, and even the details of the composition
and initial state of the base alloy rapidly become irrelevant since precipitates are dissolved, and dis-
location accumulation is balanced by dislocation annihilation at the large strains occurring under the
tool. This results in a torque which is the same, for a given advancing and rotational speed, for both
6005A and 6056 alloys, whatever their initial state, as shown in Fig. 40. The hypothesis of a constant
torque seems therefore reasonable.

5.2.1. Effect of the proportion of alloying elements
This section aims at testing the effect of increasing the content of strengthening alloying elements.

It is well known that increasing the alloying content increases the strength of the base material but the
Fig. 40. Variation of the total power P estimated from the torque measurement as a function of the advancing speed for 6005A
welds in T6 and T4 state (rotational speed equal to 1000 rpm) and for 6056-T78 welds (rotational speed equal to 1100 rpm).
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Fig. 41. Effect of the Mg content on the predictions of (a) the microstructure evolution (req is the mean equivalent precipitate
radius and fv is the precipitate volume fraction), (b) the yield strength r0 and the strain hardening (parameters h and b) models
for a 6005A-T6 weld made with an advancing speed equal to 1000 mm/min and a rotational speed equal to 1000 rpm.
question remains whether it improves the overall tensile properties of a welded joint. In the simula-
tions with the 6005A alloy reference, the Mg content has been increased from 0.48 wt.% to 0.58 wt.%.
In the 6056 alloy, the Mg, Si and Cu alloying elements enter in the composition of the Q phase, and
their contents have been increased by 20% each. In these calculations, the initial radius distribution
was taken as the same as for the reference alloy but with a corrected density of precipitates within
each size class.

Increasing the content in alloying elements could be responsible for the modification of the se-
quence and type of precipitation which are not accounted for in this simple analysis. For instance,
in the 6005A alloy, heterogeneous precipitation often observed in 6xxx series aluminums containing
a larger amount of alloying elements could require a change of the nucleation parameters (see Tables 3
and 4). Furthermore, some other phases might form in addition to the b0 phase observed in the HAZ, as
for instance the B0 phase identified by Dumolt et al. [252] in the 6061 alloy containing more Mg/Si than
the reference 6005A alloy.

Regarding the 6005A alloy, Fig. 41a presents the predicted equivalent precipitate radius and the
precipitate volume fraction distribution at mid-thickness when increasing the Mg content. Fig. 41b
presents the resulting yield strength and strain hardening parameters h and b distributions at mid-
thickness. The change of the yield strength in the HAZ remains limited (see Fig. 41b). The 0.58 wt.%
Mg alloy is globally stronger due to its larger quantity of Mg in solid solution but this effect is com-
pensated by the larger size of the precipitates in the HAZ (see Fig. 41a). Conversely, the pseudo uni-
form elongation and fracture strain of the initial 6005A-T6 alloy is higher than for the alloy with
0.58 wt.% Mg (see Table 11). This is due to the higher strength mismatch between the HAZ and the
nugget favoring early localization in the HAZ of the alloy with a high Mg content.

Regarding the 6056 alloy, Fig. 42a presents the predicted precipitate radius and the precipitate vol-
ume fraction distribution at mid-thickness for the two compositions. Fig. 42b presents the yield
strength and strain hardening parameters h and b distributions at mid-thickness. The precipitate vol-
ume fraction in the weld center increases due to more intense heterogeneous precipitation on disper-
soïds and a small volume fraction of very coarse homogeneous precipitation (r of 55 nm, see Table 10).
The coarse homogeneous precipitation is not present in the original 6056 weld (see Fig. 42a). In the
alloy with 20% more alloying element, this homogeneous precipitation tremendously coarsening is
due to a very limited number of precipitates that are not dissolved during the welding process and
hence grow during the cooling stage. The heterogeneous precipitation in the weld center involves also
coarser precipitates than in the original 6056 weld (see Fig. 42a). The balance between a lower solid
solution concentration, i.e. a lower capacity to naturally age and a higher precipitate volume fraction
of slightly coarser precipitates in the weld center, induces no change of the yield strength in the weld
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Fig. 42. Effect of the material of the backing plate on the predictions of (a) the mean precipitate radius r (i.e. pondered by the
volume fraction of each type of precipitate), the total precipitate volume fraction fv, (b) the yield strength r0 and the strain
hardening (parameters h and b) models at mid-thickness. This weld was performed with an advancing speed equal to 1100 mm/
min and a rotational speed equal to 1100 rpm (weld C).
center. Furthermore, the yield strength remains also unchanged in the HAZ. The strain hardening
parameter h increases in the weak zone and decreases in the weld nugget (see Fig. 42a and Table
10). The strain hardening parameter b slightly increases in both zones of the weld. Consequently,
the strength and ductility of the weld slightly decrease, see Table 11. The only significant improve-
ment is the 80% increase of the fracture strain due, among others, to the lower strength of the weld
delaying the void nucleation process. Since there are other ways to improve the fracture strain with-
out affecting the strength of the weld (e.g. see Section 5.1.4), there is thus probably no real interest to
increase the alloy content in the case of the 6056 welds.

As a conclusion, increasing the alloying element content in 6xxx series Al alloys is obviously a way
to improve the strength of the base material, but it can be detrimental to the weld properties. Hence, it
is recommended to limit the increase of alloy content in the limits required to obtain the desired base
material strength to avoid a decrease of the weld efficiency (ratio of the weld to the base material ulti-
mate tensile strength).
5.2.2. Effect of the intermetallics content
The intermetallic particles present in Al alloys result from the presence of Fe in the natural Al oxi-

des. These intermetallic particles primarily intervene in the damage process since cavities are nucle-
ated by the fracture of these phases (see Section 3.4.2). Purification of the alloy to remove the iron is a
costly operation. Liu et al. [209] have shown that an enhanced solution treatment (with a slow in-
crease of the temperature to reach dissolution) can also decrease the volume fraction of intermetallic
particles and dispersoïds by respectively 30% and 20% and consequently improve the fracture strain by
20% in Al–Mg–Si alloys. Hence, other more simple routes than changing the Fe content can also lead to
a reduction of the volume fraction of particles responsible for damage.

Tables 10 and 11 present the results of the damage model when reducing by 20% the volume frac-
tion of intermetallic particles (i.e. parameter fp) in welds A and B made of the 6005A-T6 alloy and in
weld C made of the 6056-T78 alloy. In all these cases, the fracture strain is not significantly improved.
Now, an improvement of the fracture strain could be expected for the ‘‘cold’’ 6005A-T6 weld if no
second population of cavities had intervened in the damage process. Consequently, it is interesting
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to ask the question: is it worth purifying the alloy? Tables 10 and 11 also present the effect of increas-
ing by 20% the volume fraction of intermetallic particles for the same welds. In the 6005A-T6 welds,
for the ‘‘hot weld’’ (weld A), the decrease in fracture strain is only of 1% but, for the ‘‘cold welds’’ (weld
B), this decrease is more substantial and equal to 8%. In the 6056-T78 welds, the fracture strain is al-
ready low due to the contribution of a second population of cavities and is decreased by 6% when
increasing fp by 20%.

As a conclusion, decreasing the volume fraction of intermetallic particles in the alloy improves its
fracture strain more significantly in ‘‘cold welds’’ if no second population of cavities are intervening in
the damage process. Hence, only very low strength Al alloys may show significant improvement in
fracture strain by reducing the amount of intermetallic particles when second population of cavities
do not play any role. Now, substantially increasing the volume fraction of intermetallics may lead
to decreases of the fracture strain.
5.2.3. Effect of the alloy state before welding
The initial state of the weld materials before welding was always T6 for the 6005A alloy and T78 for

the 6056 alloy. The possibility of welding the same alloy starting from underaged conditions has also
been investigated. For the 6005A alloy, two additional pre-welding conditions have been tested: weld-
ing in the T4 state and welding in an intermediate under-aged state (T4 + 2 h at 180 �C, see Simar et al.
[42]). The predictions for the T4 base material weld are only valid if no precipitation on dislocations
occurs in the HAZ which could happen in the 6005A alloy (see further for the 6056 alloy). The initial
distribution of precipitates for the intermediate under-aged state is generated by the microstructure
evolution model. For the 6056 alloy, only the effect of welding in a T4 state has been investigated.
Since the microstructure evolution model for the 6056 alloy has only been validated for high temper-
ature heat treatments [54], no intermediate under-aged state size class distribution has been
simulated.

Regarding the 6005A alloy, Fig. 43a presents the predicted equivalent precipitate radius and the
precipitate volume fraction distribution at mid-thickness when changing the base material state.
Fig. 43a presents the resulting distributions of the yield strength and of the strain hardening param-
eters h and b at mid-thickness. As expected for under-aged to peak aged conditions, the precipitate
radius, the precipitate volume fraction, the initial yield stress, and the strain hardening parameter h
of the base material increase with increasing aging time. The strain hardening parameter b of the base
material decreases with increasing aging time. The precipitate radius and volume fraction follow the
same trend in the HAZ with only a limited increase of the precipitate volume fraction for the T4 base
material state. As a consequence, the initial yield stress in the HAZ increases with aging time. The local
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Fig. 43. Effect of the state of the base material on the predictions of (a) the microstructure evolution (req is the mean equivalent
precipitate radius and fv is the precipitate volume fraction), (b) the yield strength r0 and the strain hardening (parameters h and
b) models for 6005A welds made with an advancing speed equal to 1000 mm/min and a rotational speed equal to 1000 rpm.
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Fig. 44. Effect of the state of the base material on the predictions of (a) the mean precipitate radius r, (b) the precipitate volume
fraction fv, (c) the hardness, (d) the yield strength r0, (e) the strain hardening parameter h and (f) the strain hardening
parameter b for 6056 welds made with an advancing speed equal to 1100 mm/min and a rotational speed equal to 1100 rpm.
Comparison with experiments: fv (DSC measurements), hardness, r0, h and b, are based on experimental results from Gallais
et al. [34,54]. BM = base material.
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yield strength remains unchanged in the weld nugget due to the dissolution at high temperature of the
strengthening precipitates in all cases. Even after 2 h of artificial aging at 180 �C, the strain hardening
parameters h and b of the HAZ remain equal to the value corresponding to a T4 state and in the weld
nugget. The consequence of these redistribution of the local tensile properties is a slightly smaller
strength. The increase in pseudo uniform elongation of the welds is equal to 62% and 10% for, respec-
tively, the T4 state and the intermediate under-aged state base materials. The fracture strain increases
by 8% when welding in the under-aged condition and a second population of cavities should intervene
in the damage process. In the case of the T4 base material, fracture occurs in the T4 base material.

Regarding the 6056 alloy, Fig. 44 presents the predicted precipitate radius and volume fraction dis-
tribution at mid-thickness when changing the state of the base material. The predicted volume frac-
tion of precipitates is compared with DSC measurements. Fig. 44 also compares the measured and
predicted hardness profiles, distributions of local yield strength and strain hardening parameters h
and b at mid-thickness. The model correctly reproduces the experiments except near the T4 base
material where, associated to the precipitation in the HAZ, excessive strengthening is predicted. This
is due to an over-estimation of the width of the HAZ where precipitation occurs. In the HAZ, precip-
itation occurs on dislocations in the HAZ for the T4 base material contrarily to the T78 welds [54,118].
Indeed, in the T78 welds, the homogeneously nucleated precipitates dissolve and growth in the var-
ious weld regions but no precipitation on dislocations is involved in any region of the weld (see
Fig. 44b). The weld local properties show little difference when changing the state of the base material,
i.e. only the level of the base material properties is affected. The only significant effect on the tensile
properties is the increase by 12% of the pseudo uniform elongation.

As a conclusion, using under-aged base materials is only interesting if the aim is to improve the
ductility of the weld without significantly affecting the strength. However, the strength of the base
material is significantly reduced if the welding is performed with under-aged conditions.
5.3. Effects of a post-welding heat treatment

After welding, a large amount of alloying elements are dissolved in the Al matrix. Hence, it might be
useful to re-precipitate these elements in order to strengthen the weld. This implies achieving a T6
type post-welding heat treatment, known to improve the weld strength [245,253,254].

Fig. 45 compares the predicted and measured hardness evolutions before and after a T6 post-
welding heat treatment (PWHT), i.e. 6 h at 185 �C, applied to two 6005A welds. The predictions of
the model, in particular, the level of the minimum hardness after PWHT as well as their location,
are very well captured for both welding conditions, and this without any parameter tuning.
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Fig. 45. Comparison of the measured and predicted hardness when a T6 post-welding heat treatment (PWHT) is considered for
the 6005A welds. The rotational speed is equal to 1000 rpm and the advancing speed is equal to (a) 200 mm/min and (b)
1000 mm/min.
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Fig. 46. Effect of a T6 post-welding heat treatment (PWHT) comparing two initial states of base material (T4 and T6) on the
predictions of (a) the microstructure evolution (req is the mean equivalent precipitate radius and fv is the precipitate volume
fraction), (b) the yield strength r0 and the strain hardening (parameters h and b) models for a 6005A-T6 weld made with an
advancing speed equal to 1000 mm/min and a rotational speed equal to 1000 rpm.
Fig. 46 compares the results of the microstructure evolution, yield strength and strain hardening
models before and after the PWHT for the weld produced with an advancing speed equal to
1000 mm/min and a rotational speed equal to 1000 rpm. After the PWHT, the base material precipitate
radius is restored in the weld nugget and new fine precipitates are formed in the weak HAZ, reducing
the mean precipitate radius. The volume fraction is almost equal to the base material value through-
out the weld. Consequently, the local yield strength is significantly improved and the strain hardening
capacity is reduced in all zones of the weld. Table 11 compares the transverse tensile properties pre-
dicted before and after the PWHT. The pseudo yield strength is tremendously improved (by 62% for the
weld produced at 200 mm/min and by a factor of 2 for the weld produced at 1000 mm/min). The smal-
ler improvement in strength in the low advancing speed weld compared to the high advancing speed
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Fig. 47. Comparison of the measured local tensile properties for a 6056-T78 weld and a 6056-T4 weld with a post-welding heat
treatment (PWHT) T78. (a) Yield strength r0 and ultimate tensile strength Rm and (b) Strain hardening parameters h and b. The
weld was produced with an advancing speed equal to 1100 mm/min and a rotational speed equal to 1100 rpm; results based on
Gallais et al. [34].
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Table 13
Measured transverse tensile properties of two FSW welds in Al alloy 6056. Effect of a post-welding heat treatment. The weld was
produced with an advancing speed equal to 1100 mm/min and a rotational speed equal to 1100 rpm. Results from Gallais et al.
[34]. Rp is the pseudo yield strength, Rm is the pseudo ultimate tensile strength and eu is the pseudo uniform elongation. Note that
in these welds the gage length is equal to 30 mm (while a gage length of 50 mm is generally used in the welds presented earlier).

Weld state Rp (MPa) Rm (MPa) eu (%)

Weld T78 184 265 5.6
Weld T4 + PWHT T78 207 273 3.1
weld is caused by the high volume fraction of large precipitates (see Table 10) in the low advancing
speed weld which no longer produce precipitates with a size corresponding to the transition radius
rtrans after the PWHT. The precipitates already present before the PWHT only keep growing during
the PWHT, leading to a decrease of the strength. Due to the decrease in strain hardening capacity of
the various zones of the weld, the pseudo uniform elongation increases by only 30%. The pseudo ulti-
mate tensile strength increases by 6% for the weld produced with an advancing speed equal to
1000 mm/min but significantly decreases (by 50%) for the weld obtained with an advancing speed
equal to 50 mm/min. In both welds, the fracture strain is reduced by 28%.

Fig. 46 also compares the predictions of the model chain when welding from T4 state and then per-
forming the PWHT. The model predicts almost a full recovery of the properties of the base material
even in the HAZ compared to a weld performed in T6 state and then post-weld heat treated. Fracture
is predicted in the base material.

No simulation results for the 6056-T78 welds are presented since the precipitation model has only
been validated for temperatures higher than 200 �C and is thus not adapted to predict the behavior of
the alloy during an aging treatment. However, it could be interesting to compare the results obtained
on the 6005A alloy with an alloy presenting a higher content in alloying elements. For this reason,
experimental results of 6056 welds performed on the T4 state and post-weld heat treated to the
T78 state are presented and discussed here (based on experiments by Gallais et al. [34]).

Fig. 47 presents the local yield strength and strain hardening parameters of the T78 weld and of the
T4 weld with a PWHT of the T78-type. The strength of the alloy is significantly improved in the weak
zone. In the weld center, the yield strength is improved but, due to a larger strain hardening ability of
Table 14
Summary of the effect of the various routes for process optimization suggested in Section 5 on the strength and ductility of 6005A
and 6056 Al welds.

Optimization routes Strength Pseudo uniform elongation Fracture strain

Process design
Advancing speed % %% %% & if advancing speed low

% if advancing speed high
Rotational speed & 
 
 

Preheating 6005A: 
 6005A: %% 6005A: &

6056: & 6056: & 6056: %
Cooling rate & 6005A: 
 6005A: & 6005A: %

6056: & 6056: 
 6056: %%
Cooling rate % 6005A: 
 6005A: % 6005A: 


6056: % 6056: %% 6056: %
Highly conductive backing plate 6005A: %% 6005A: & 6005A: &

6056: % 6056: %% 6056: %%

Alloy design
Alloying elements % & & 6005A: &&

6056: %%
Intermetallics & Unaffected Unaffected 

Underaged initial state & % %

Post-welding heat treatment
T6 PWHT %% & if advancing speed low &&

% if advancing speed high
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the post-weld heat treated samples, the ultimate tensile strength is not improved. Table 13 presents
the transverse tensile properties of both welds. The yield strength and the pseudo ultimate tensile
strength increase by 13% and 3% respectively. Oppositely, the pseudo uniform elongation decreases
by 45%. The low improvement in strength of PWHT welds can be explained by the significant heter-
ogeneous precipitation in the weld center during welding, limiting the amount of solid solution
remaining for the production of strengthening precipitates after aging.

As a conclusion, for the 6005A, a T6 post-welding heat treatment (PWHT) is the most interesting
route suggested in this study in order to improve the tensile properties of a friction stir weld, if the
fracture strain is not a major design parameter. The welding in T4 state followed by a PWHT causes
complete recovery of the base material tensile properties. Nevertheless, such a PWHT is practically
impossible for very large structures. Furthermore, this post-welding heat treatment slightly over-ages
the base material. Regarding the 6056 welds, the strength is only slightly improved by the PWHT and
the ductility is significantly reduced. Hence, increasing the processing complexity by applying such a
heat treatment on the welded structure, is only justified for alloys in which heterogeneous precipita-
tion is not favored (like for the 6005A alloy).
5.4. Summary

Table 14 summarizes the main results of this section in terms of the possible routes for properties
optimization. First order improvements of the strength and/or the ductility can be expected if the
workpiece is preheated, if cooling is enhanced during the welding process (e.g. by welding with a high
advancing speed and through the use of a highly conductive backing plate) or by performing a post-
welding heat treatment.
6. Conclusions

Integrated computational engineering is a modern way to simulate complex material systems and
to accelerate insertion of new materials and processes into common engineering practice. Friction stir
welding (FSW) of age-hardenable Al alloys is a good illustration of this approach. FSW is indeed a com-
plex process involving a combination of many physical phenomena such as the generation of high
temperatures combined with large plastic deformations, thermal and material flows, dissolution/
coarsening of fine precipitates and recrystallization, resulting in heterogeneous material microstruc-
tures across the welded joints. All those phenomena occur simultaneously during the welding process
and determine the end use properties of the welded products. One may develop many physics based
models to describe independently the evolutions resulting from these phenomena but it would be a
gigantic task, almost impossible and, in any case, uneconomical in terms of computing time, to try
to fully inter-couple all these models. Therefore, the integration into a model chain appears to be
the most reasonable and promising approach to optimize all parameters of such a manufacturing pro-
cess. Integration is more than juxtaposing existing models; it requires expertise at all steps to select
the appropriate models, the right assumptions and to determine the most relevant experimental and
identification schemes to validate them, taking into account that the computing time and experimen-
tal efforts must remain within acceptable limits. This is where the scientific challenges sit and where
‘‘the devil enters in the details’’.

The objective for the FSW process is to minimize the knock-down factors on the weld mechanical
properties by a control of the thermal cycles associated to the welding process and of the evolution of
the strengthening precipitates, all being intimately related. More precisely, in order to illustrate the
optimization strategy for process parameters selection and alloy design, the focus in this paper has
been laid upon the critical load corresponding to the onset of plastic deformation (the pseudo yield
strength), on the maximum load carried by the joint (the pseudo ultimate tensile strength) and on
the associated elongation (pseudo uniform elongation) as well as on the fracture strain. These end
use properties important for structural integrity and for forming operations depend not only on the
base material composition and temper but also on the relative dimension and strength of the various
zones across the welded joints influenced by the FSW parameters as well as on a possible heat
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treatment after welding. The number of parameters which can be used for process optimization, and
the somewhat intricate relationships between these parameters and the overall knock down factor,
justifies an integrated modeling effort. Table 14 summarized the improvements in terms of tensile
properties that can be reached by playing with different available parameters.

Here are some of the key points regarding the selection and assumption for each constituent of the
model chain:

� The thermal model must capture the temperature cycles in the workpieces. Accounting for a simpli-
fied material flow field within a purely thermal approach allows capturing the temperature redis-
tribution associated to material convection as well as the asymmetry in the temperature profile
while significantly reducing the calculation time compared to a fully coupled model.
� The precipitation model must be able to predict the precipitate nucleation, growth, coarsening and

dissolution as a function of the local thermal history. Accounting for the competition between pre-
cipitate dissolution and coarsening allows the prediction of the complex microstructure evolution
in the heat affected zone. Furthermore, accounting for heterogeneous precipitation in alloys con-
taining a high content of alloying elements is essential to correctly capture the hardening related
to precipitation, solid solution and GP zones.
� The yield strength and strain hardening models must predict the local tensile properties from a

knowledge of the main microstructural features. Concerning the yield strength model, it is essential
to account for the difference in strengthening by natural aging of high alloyed Al (e.g. the 6056
alloy) compared to low alloyed Al (e.g. the 6005A alloy). Concerning strain hardening, the size
and distribution of precipitates significantly affect the strain hardening ability due to the storage
of Orowan loops and the influence on dislocation glide delocalization. The description of the strain
hardening ability is of prime importance if the ductility and fracture behavior of the welded alloy is
a major design parameter.
� The finite element model of a transverse tensile test coupled with a damage model must finally enable

the prediction of the end-use properties of the weld even though the distribution of mechanical
properties in that sample is highly heterogeneous. The mismatch and distribution of strength
throughout the weld zones needs to be correctly captured, both for the local behavior but also
because of their influence on the evolution of the stress triaxiality, to produce reliable predictions
of the tensile strength properties. The use of a micro-mechanics damage model providing a direct
link between the void nucleation, growth and coalescence mechanisms and the intermetallic par-
ticles volume fraction and shape is needed to capture the variations of the ductility expressed
either in terms of the pseudo uniform elongation or the fracture strain.

The development of an integrated model chain procedure requires the validation of its various ele-
ments. The process model is generally validated by measurements of local temperature and visualiza-
tion of the material flow; it may also require the measurement or a predictive estimate of the loads on
the tooling. The microstructure evolution model is generally validated based on characterization anal-
ysis (e.g. optical microscopy for the grain size, SEM for micrometric size phases and TEM for nanomet-
ric size precipitates). Simpler but indirect techniques such as differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
provide an estimate of the relative change in the precipitate volume fraction. In the particular case of
the ‘‘size class model’’ selected in this paper, an initial size class distribution is required. This distribu-
tion could also be generated by the model but, then, a very reliable nucleation law must be used and
validated. Provided the precipitate composition is well known, Small Angle Scattering (by X-rays,
SAXS, or by neutrons, SANS), although not easily applicable to 6xxx series Al alloys, is a powerful tech-
nique to access nonetheless the volume fraction but also the precipitate size distribution [146,255].
The yield stress, strain hardening and damage models must also be validated by mechanical tests per-
formed on the heat treated and welded materials. These tests include hardness indentation, tensile
tests, three point bend tests (SE(B)), and tests on notched and on fracture mechanics compact tension
specimens (CT).

The development of all the models in the model chain may not be always required and each one of
them can of course be replaced by appropriate experimental data. As examples, in an application to Al
6xxx series friction stir welds:
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� the thermal model can be replaced by measured temperatures cycles (e.g. [63]),
� the precipitate evolution model can be replaced by TEM measurements (even though this is prob-

ably more time consuming than developing and validating a model) and SAXS or SANS measure-
ments [146],
� the yield strength and strain hardening model can be replaced by extracting micro-tensile speci-

mens in the various regions of the weld [6,42].

It was one of the challenge of the model presented in this paper to voluntarily include simplifica-
tions that are compatible with limited calculation times required for performing extensive optimiza-
tion analysis. Enhancements can of course always be considered if needed, but this would be at the
expense of the computing time.

� Concerning the thermal model, for the 6xxx series Al, the strain rate associated to the material rota-
tion around the tool is not significantly impacting the hardening of the weld contrarily to its first
order effect on the thermal cycles. Now, in order to model strain hardenable Al alloys (e.g. 5xxx
series Al alloys) or dissimilar welds, the material flow around the tool should be accounted for.
Indeed, for strain hardenable Al alloys recrystallization is dictated by the locally large strain rates
and temperatures in the weld nugget.
� Concerning the microstructure evolution model, the models presented here already account for

several sophisticated aspects inherent to the precipitation in 6xxx series Al alloys but the presence
of different types of meta-stable precipitates could be considered if necessary [142,149]. The nucle-
ation laws were kept to the simplest representation which do not fully account for the formation of
GP zones after welding and hence natural aging is treated by post-processing. In the case of the
treatment of peak aged materials, the model used here is sufficient to describe the microstructure
evolution but the treatment of under-aged conditions involving nucleation on GP zones requires a
specific validation of the model describing the nucleation kinetics at low temperatures. Note also
that the approach would remain similar for other Al series (2xxx, 7xxx) though with a complete
(and time consuming) re-identification of the parameters.
� The strain hardening model used in the present study is relatively new and needs further validation

and developments. For instance, including kinematic hardening will be mandatory when dealing
with cyclic loading problems.
� Considering the damage model, for instance, if applied to high strength aluminum alloys (e.g. 7xxx

series), the formation of precipitate free zones (PFZ) should be accounted for, see Refs. [10,225,226].

The model chain could also be enriched in order to predict other weld properties like residual stress
distribution, crack propagation, fatigue and corrosion resistance. The residual stress distribution can
be treated by a thermomechanical analysis of the welding process, see recent Refs. [78,256–258]. Frac-
ture toughness (i.e. prediction of KIC) and crack propagation (i.e. prediction of the J–R curve) can be
predicted by Gurson type damage models but this requires a fully coupled approach with damage
based FE calculation, see e.g. Refs. [228,242,259–261]. The fatigue resistance of the processed material
is a major issue in particular in aeronautical applications, see Golestaneh et al. [262] for a fatigue crack
growth model in FSW welds. Another important possible extension concerns corrosion issues associ-
ated to microstructure evolutions and residual stresses in Al alloy friction stir welds [263]. Modeling of
the corrosion behavior of Al alloys is at the very beginning [264] and the progress will directly impact
the transfer to friction stir welding applications.
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Nomenclature

a (m) lattice parameter of the matrix
A0 (kJ/mol) energy barrier parameter for precipitate nucleation
Af (m) minimum cross-section of a broken specimen
AHV (HV/Pa) slope of the linear regression between HV and r0

Ai (m) initial cross-section of a tensile specimen
b (m) magnitude of Burger’s vector
BHV (HV) parameter of the linear regression between HV and r0

C function of Sv and f (damage model)
C0 content of the base alloy in precipitation controlling element
CCA (W/m2 K) contact conductivity between workpiece and backing plate under the shoulder
CCB (W/m2 K) contact conductivity between workpiece and backing plate at the back of the tool
Ci

e equilibrium solute concentration of element i at the precipitate/matrix interface
Ci

e0 pre-exponential term to Ci
e

Ci
int solid solution concentration of element i at the precipitate matrix interface

Clim limit solid solution content for natural aging
cp (J/kg K) material specific heat
Ci

p precipitate content in element i
Cpin relative proportion of friction heat dissipated at tool/pin interface
Cpin tip relative proportion of friction heat dissipated at tool/pin tip interface
Cshoulder relative proportion of friction heat dissipated at tool/shoulder interface
Ci

ss solid solution concentration of element i in the matrix
Di (m2/s) diffusion coefficient of element i
Di

0 (m2/s) pre-exponential term to Di

e elongation
eu ultimate tensile strain
ex, ey, ez unit vectors parallel to the x, y and z direction respectively
f volume fraction of primary voids
f2 volume fraction of secondary voids
f0 initial volume fraction of primary voids
f eff
0 effective initial volume fraction of primary voids

Fj (N) mean strength of type j precipitates
Fjk (N) strength of precipitate of type j in size class k
fnucl nucleated volume fraction of voids
fp volume fraction of particles responsible for damage
f j
v volume fraction of precipitates of type j

fv total volume fraction of precipitates
Fz (N) force on the welding tool in z direction
g function of Sv and f (damage model)
G (Pa) shear modulus
h1 function of Sv and f (damage model)
h2 function of Sv and f (damage model)
hB (m) thickness of the backing plate
hback convection coefficient under the backing plate (not for present thermal model)
hp (m) pin height
HV (HV1) Vickers hardness
J tensor associated to the void axis
J0 (#/m3 s) pre-exponential term to the nucleation rate
Jnucl (#/m3 s) nucleation rate
K solubility product of a precipitate
k⁄ parameter equal to 1 if r > rtrans and equal to 0 if r < rtrans

K1 equilibrium solubility product across a planar interface
K0 pre-exponential term to K1
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k1 (m�1) proportionality constant for dislocation storage
k2 proportionality constant for dynamic recovery
K2 secondary voids growth rate
kb constant linking yield strength to dynamic recovery rate b
ki (Pa wt.%2/3) constant for the effect of the content of element i in solid solution on yield strength
KNA (Pa) constant for the natural aging model
ks parameter for void nucleation
khdp (Pa) constant for the dynamic precipitation effect on the storage parameter h
l (m) mean precipitates distance in the glide plane of a dislocation
L0 (m) mean distance between moving dislocations of opposite sign
Li j k l (Pa) elastic moduli
lj (m) precipitates distance in the glide plane of a dislocation for type j precipitates
M Taylor factor
Mz (Nm) torque along z axis
n strain hardening exponent
NA (mol�1) Avogadro number
nclass number of precipitates size classes
nel number of elements composing a precipitate
Nj,0 (#/m3) number of potential nucleation sites for precipitation of type j
Njk (#/m3) density of precipitates of type j in size class k
ntype number of types of precipitates
P (W) total mechanical power
Pd projector tensor
Pin (W) total mechanical power dissipated by friction and plastic deformation during welding
p(m) mean probability for a moving dislocation to meet m precipitates encircled by an Orowan

loop
pshoulder (Pa) pressure under the shoulder
q parameter of the damage model calibrated as a function of f0 and W0

Qi
d (J/mol) activation energy for diffusion of element i

Qe (J/mol) apparent solvus boundary enthalpy
qS (W/m2) specific surface heat source
QS (W) total power dissipated at the tool/workpiece interface during welding
qV (W/m2) specific volume heat source
QV (W) total power dissipated by plastic deformation during welding
r (m) mean precipitate radius
R (Pa) engineering stress
ra (m) radial distance from tool axis
rc (m) critical precipitate radius
rcl (m) precipitate radius corresponding to the loss of coherency
req (m) mean equivalent precipitate radius (assuming it is a sphere)
rg geometric factor depending on the void arrangement
Rg (J/K mol) universal gas constant
ri (m) pin radius
rjk (m) precipitate radius of type j in class k
rL Lankford coefficient for anisotropy
Rm (Pa) ultimate tensile strength
RmBM (Pa) ultimate tensile strength of base material
rmin (m) minimum radius of the thermomechanically affected zone (TMAZ)
ro (m) shoulder radius
Rp (Pa) yield strength
rtrans (m) radius of transition between dislocation shearing and bypassing precipitates
Rx, Ry, Rz (m) radius of voids in the x, y and z direction, respectively
Sv logarithmic aspect ratio of voids
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Sv0 initial value of Sv
t (s) time
T (K) temperature
td (s) traveling time associated to the mean spacing between two dislocations of opposite sign
Tin (K) initial workpiece temperature
Tmax (K) maximum temperature
tpreci (s) inverse of the frequency of precipitates distribution
v (m/s) advancing speed
vj (m/s) rate of dissolution or coarsening of precipitates of type j
Vm (m3/mol) molar volume of Mg2Si
vmaterial (m/s) material velocity at the tool/workpiece interface
Vp (m3) volume of the TMAZ
vr (m/s) relative velocity of two moving dislocations
vtool (m/s) tool velocity at the tool/workpiece interface
W void aspect ratio
W0 initial void aspect ratio
Wp aspect ratio of particles responsible for damage
x (m) welding direction
X tensor associated to the void axis
xi atomic composition of element i in a precipitate
y (m) transverse direction
y0 (m) annihilation distance between two dislocations of opposite sign in a pure material
ya (m) annihilation distance between two dislocations of opposite sign in an alloy
ypreci (m) annihilation distance between two dislocations of opposite sign when at least one precip-

itate surrounded by an Orowan loop is met during the time required to encounter another
moving dislocation

z (m) through thickness direction
Z Zeldovitch factor
a constant of the dislocation density contribution to flow stress
a2 function of Sv and f (damage model)
ad damage model parameter (function of n)
ae precipitate elongation ratio
b dynamic recovery rate strain hardening parameter
b0 dynamic recovery rate strain hardening parameter of a pure material
b⁄ (s�1) atomic impingement rate
bmin minimum of b at the peak strength
bpreci dynamic recovery rate hardening parameter associated to ypreci

bC dislocation line tension constant
c proportion of Pin associated to volume heat sources
C (N) dislocation line tension
cd geometric factor depending on the voids arrangement
cint (J/m2) precipitate/matrix interface energy
cp local plastic shear strain
d ratio of material velocity to tool velocity at the tool/workpiece interface
DG⁄ (J/mol) energy barrier for precipitation
DGe (J/m3) elastic strain energy change associated to precipitate nucleation
DGv (J/m3) volume free energy change associated to precipitate nucleation
dK Kronecker tensor
Dr (m) range of precipitate radius inside a size class
Denucl strain interval over which voids nucleate
Drnucl stress interval over which voids nucleate
ef macroscopic true fracture strain
ep plastic strain tensor
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ep equivalent plastic strain
ep,nucl2 equivalent plastic strain for nucleation of secondary voids
ep

y mean plastic strain
eu true strain at the onset of necking
f parameter of heat source generated by plastic deformation
g factor of power loss in the tool
gd function of Sv and f (damage model)
h (Pa) dislocation storage strain hardening parameter for an alloy
h0 (Pa) dislocation storage strain hardening parameter for a pure material
hIV (Pa) stage IV strain hardening rate
ha angular position along the tool axis
hdp (Pa) dynamic precipitation contribution to the storage parameter h
j function of Sv and f (damage model)
k (W/mK) material thermal conductivity
kd particle distribution factor
l friction coefficient
m number of precipitates encountered before two moving dislocations meet
mu number of precipitates having an Orowan loop efficiently stored around it encountered

before two moving dislocations meet
q (#/m3) dislocation density
qa (kg/m3) material density
qinit (#/m3) initial dislocation density
r (Pa) Cauchy stress tensor
r0 (Pa) true yield stress
rmax

0 (Pa) maximum yield strength
r0/NA (Pa) yield strength after natural aging
r’ (Pa) deviatoric tensor part of the Cauchy stress tensor
rc (Pa) critical stress for primary void nucleation
rc2 (Pa) critical stress for secondary void nucleation
rd (Pa) grain size contribution to the flow stress
req (Pa) von Mises equivalent stress
rf (Pa) friction stress of a the pure material (Al)
rg

h (Pa) generalized hydrostatic stress
rpl (Pa) dislocation density contribution to the flow stress
rj

preci (Pa) contribution to the flow stress of the precipitates of type j

rmax
princ (Pa) overall maximum principal stress

rparticle
princ

� �max
(Pa) maximum principal stress in the particle

rsat (Pa) saturation stress
rinit

SHT (Pa) yield strength after a solution heat treatment
rNA

SHT (Pa) yield strength after a solution heat treatment and natural aging
rss (Pa) solid solution contribution to the flow stress
ru (Pa) flow stress at necking
ry (Pa) flow stress
s0 (Pa) flow shear stress at the beginning of yielding
scontact (Pa) shear stress at the tool/workpiece interface
sy (Pa) flow shear stress
u efficiency of dislocation storage
U flow potential
uj wetting function
v void spacing
x (rad/s) rotational speed
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